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Bus Slides Off Road
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LITTLE GREEN THUMB INVASION
/ . . Here is pictorial proof that there is
something behind all those flying saucer
stories — they stir photographers into new
heights of ingenuity. With the help of some

odd-shaped carrots, a garbage can and a
hard hat ' Ted Dully of the Bristol, Conn.,
Press snapped this "invasion" from space.
(AP Photofax)

Afr

Economists
Say Nation
Can Afford It

TOMAH, Wis. (AP) - A
school bus taking 39 rural children to school in Tomah skidded off Monroe County Trunk
P this morning, clipped off a
utility pole, slid down an embankment and crashed to rest
on its top.
All of the children were
rushed to Tomah Memorial Hospital, with private autos pressed into service to assist available ambulances.
The most seriously Injured
youngsters were Jeffrey Lanier,
7, Route 4, Tomah, who suffered a leg fracture, and Wanda

Britain to Clamp New
Sanctions on Rhodesia

Zellmer. 14, also Route 4, Tomah, who was treated for an
arm fracture.
The bus driver. Edward Liddane, 65, of Tomah, was treated
for cuts and bruises and released.
Most of the other youngsters
were treated for glass- cuts and
bruises.
Driver of the bus was Edward Liddane.
The Tomah school district bus
was en. route to the city in
freezing rain when it skidded
off the road and plunged down
the embankment. It knocked

No Peace
Feelers
From Reds

over an electric utility pole and
power was cut off in the area
to eliminate any danger from
that source.
An attendant at the Tomah
M e m o r i a l Hospital said:
"Things are in a turmoil here."

Ike Cancels
Appearance af
Football Dinner

GETTYSBURG, Pa. (AP) Former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower today canceled a
trip tb New York because of the
widespread public concern over
his health, a spokesman said.
The spokesman said Eisenhower will leave frefm Gettysburg probably Thursday morning to enter Walter Reed Hospital id Washington for a gallbladder operation. - ' . .; ¦
The 76-year-old et - President
was scheduled to go to New
York today for a Football Hall
of Fame dinner and a luncheon
with a business group.
The spokesman said Eisenhower felt the public concern
for his health might distract
from the real purpose ' of the
football banquet.

Late BuiHeiins

LONDON (AP) — The pound sterling came
under pressure in the foreign exchange market
today as a result of the Rhodesian crisis. The rate
suffered a sharp fall of over three-sixteenths of a
cent in terms of the U.S. dollar, dipping well helow the $2.79 mark.
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MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Dr. Arthur S. .
Memming, president of the University of Oregon
and a former U. S. Cabinet member, today was elected president of the National Council of Church-
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BONN, Germany (AP) --r- Willy Brandt, former
mayor of West Berlin, became West Germany's
foreign minister today, heading the first group of
Social Democrats to join a German government
since 1930.
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MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., charged Monday that the U.S. Foodfor-Peace program was bogged down in "flounder- ;
ing and lack of responsibility." He said cutbacks of
wheat shipments abroad would cause "millions of
people in India to go hungry."

CHICAGO (AP) — A. national LONDON (AP) - The British harmful effect on its already
might develop in stock ex- WASHINGTON (AP) - About
draft conference, its discussion government made plans today shaky finances.
changes reacting nervously to the most perishable commodity
of ttie workings of the Selective to wage economic war against These were some of
the
acthe
Rhodesian cabinet's rejec- in the diplomatic world today is
turns
Service System behind it,
defiant Rhodesia despite the cepted implications of Primp tion of the peace formula Wil- a Viet Nam peace feeler.
4g_ay to an alternative : an all- grim knowledge that the cost Minister Harold Wilson's vow to son and Smith drew up last The State Department says
volunteer standing anriy.
could be crippling.
crush Ian Smith's rebel white
that since 1964 there hare been
Two economists agree the na- The nation braces for rising settler regime in Rhodesia no weekend.
26 major ones initiated or sup- "He felt his appearance might
tion can well afford one.
The Bank of England was re- ported by the United States. It take away the honor that is to
turmoil in Africa , more bitter- matter how long it takes.
Profs. Milton Friedman of the ness in the Commonwealth, par- One immediate concern was ported to have made 10 million says these efforts are contin- go to the real heroes," the
University of Chicago and Wal- liamentary strife at home and a that a run on the pound sterling pounds ($28- million) available uing.
spokesman said. He said Eisenter Y. Oi of the University, of
in New York and to be ready to But no sooner is one launched hower expressed regret about
Washington argued in papers
spend millions more in the for- in the corridors of the United not going.
presented to the conference that
eign exchange . market to fend Nations—or over a vodka marformer
president
the soqlal and economic costs of
off any sudden onslaught by tini at a diplomatic reception in T h e
changed
his
mind
after
receivthe draft now pose far greater
speculators.
Washington or Moscow—or re- ing many calls about his apcosts to the country than would
Warning the Rhodesians that ported in a whispered conversa- proaching operation, the spokesa voluntary ariny.
"c e r t a i n inevitable conse- tion in New Delhi, Belgrade or man said.
quences'.'m ust flow from their Algiers — than it is exploded
Their views are expected to
The operation—for which no
continued defiance of Britain, with a massive denial.
be sharply challenged by other
Wilson ordered full speed ahead "One has sometimes heard of data has been announced — will
delegates to the conference at
be his second major surgery
ST, PAUL (AP) - Crimes of 3,034 and 2,774; Larceny under on moves to impose a worldthe University of Chicago;
peace feelers," Secretary of
:¦ JThe Friedman-Oi papers led violence climbed in Minneapolis $50 was 7,311 and 7,144; auto wide ban on trade with the State Dean Rusk told a Canadi- and fifth serious illness in 11
years.
breakaway colony.
off tjiethird day of the four-day and St. Paul during the first theft 2,947 and 2,253.
an interviewer at the start of
nine
months
of
this
year,
but
meeting.
St. Paul (9 months): Murders Foreign Secretary George the 37-day pause in U.S. bomb- The specific nature of EisenMore than 100 scholars, gov- they tapered off somewhat in 12 and 4; rape 56 and 43; rob- Browa was leaving for New ings in Viet Nam last Christ- hower's gallbladder trouble was
eminent specialists and stu- Duluth, the FBI's report on na- beries 295 and 234; aggravated York tonight to steer Britain's mas. ;
not announced, but most often
, .' ¦.' "y- • .
dents are attending the meeting tionwide crime shows.
application
for
compulsory
the ailment is caused by gall"Actually
these
have
arisen
assaults
278
and
281;
burglaries
^- seeking ways to avoid alleged The report released Monday 3,038 and 3,093; larcenies 1£98 sanctions through the U.N. Se- on the initiative of someone stones.
Inequities in the present system on cities 100,000 population and and 1,471; auto thefts 1,541 and curity Council.
else. I don't know of any initiato which attention has been over said north-central states
r~tives taken by Hanoi to seek
l
M
.
A
council
meeting
was
scheddrawn by -the growing demands had an increase of 11 per cent
peace," he said.
uled
Thursday
morning,
and
of the Viet Nam war.
total crime for the period, comquick action was expected. Offi- "Others — third parties, other
Friedman, who-^erved as pared with the same three-quarTapeworm New
cials in WashingtonS pledged governments, perhaps private
Barry Goldwater's economic ters of last year. Nationally
continued U.S. support for Brit- citizens — have had conversaadviser during the 1964 presi- crime was, up 10 per cent.
Status Symbol
ish actions against Rhodesia. tions with Hanoi, and when
dential campaign, said having a The hike in St. Paul crimes of
But
aroused Africans at the some of these are made public
Food prices have risen
voluntary army would :
violence
4
per
cent
in
the
was
United
Nations renewed de- these are translated into somewe
hear,
that
havso
high,
— Produce a lower turnover
nine
months.
mands
that
Britain use force. thing called peace feelers by
ing a tapeworm is becoming
In the armed services and per.
' . . . De"Britain
should
have used Hanoi.
status
symbol
mit more intensive training.
a
Meanwhile, a report issued by
force
long
ago,"
Ambassador "Hanoi has denied that they
— Preserve the freedom of Minneapolis Police Chief Calvin scription of a grandmother:
Moussa Leo Keita of Mali , a have made any peace feelers, "
individuals to serve or not to Hawkinson on the first 10 A baby-sitter who watches
SAIGON , South Viet Nam
serve and, at the same time, months showed more serious the kids instead of TV . . . member of the council, told a Rusk said.
(AP)
— U. S. Air Force leaders
prevent hasty marriages,
crimes rose by 10.6 per cent. A good buy these days is reporter. Keita said he was
in
Viet
Nam probably will press
aware
that
Britain
had
an
eco"Permit
colleges
and
uni—
Hawkinson cited this in under- anything that lasts longer
anew
for
bombing of North Viet
versities to pursue their proper scoring the need for more pa- than the payments . . . A nomic stake in Rhodesia.
FEDERAL FORECAST
educational function, freed alike trolmen.
school teacher (explains
Ambassador Mohamed Fa- WINONA AND VICINITY - Nam's jet airfields because of
from the incubus of the half-milLeonard L. Levinson in khreddine of Sudan said Smith's Clearing and much colder to- the greatly increased activity
lion or more young men who Here is the way crime figures McCall's) is the only woman rejection was "a stinging slap in night. Mostly fair and much by MIG jet fighters, sources
A ROCKEFELLER IN HARLEM . . . Laurance Rockewould be better off at work than shaped up in the three cities who can ask a question and the face for Britain.''
colder Wednesday. Low tonight indicated today.
(
22-year-old scion of one of the world's wealthiest
1966
compared
with
1965):
feller,
In school."
keep . her month shut long
"What we Africans must do Is 15-18, high Wednesday 25, Raiding American warplanes families, enters office of Block Communities Inc., in Manmet
North
Vietnamese
(10
MIGs
for
Minneapolis
months)
:
Murenough to hear the answer. encourage the council to impose Northwesterly winds gradually
OI, who did mnch of his rethe fourth straight day Monday. hattan Monday. The son of conservationist Laurance S.
full mandatory sanctions, not diminishing tonight.
search while working as a con- der and non - negligent manslaughter
30
and
19;
manslaughLOCAL WEATHER
A day earlier, U. S. pilots re- Rockefeller began an eight-week training program in Harjust limited measures," said the \
sultant to the Defense DepartSudanese. "If full mandatory yfficial observations, for the ported sighting 16 MIGs aloft. lem slums to qualify for the government's VISTA (Volunment, computed that a volun- ter 16 and 11; rape 67 and 42;
sanctions are imposed, Britain 24 mna;s ending at 12 m. today : One senior Air Force officer teers in Service to America) program. (AP Photofax )
tary force of 2.7 million men robberyNljj2_and 683 ; assault 1,(For more laughs sea will have to use force against Maximum, -45; minimum, 32; said this was the biggest numwould cost an added $4 billion 856 and 1,381; burglary 6,058
Rhodesia."
noon. 45; precipitation, .03 .
yearly — a total he describes as and 5,735; larceny over $50 was Earl Wilson on Page 4.)
ber in the skies in a long time. ROCKEFELLER TO HARLEM SLUMS
"entirely feasible.'•
American F105 Thanderchlefs
knocked down one MIG17 for
Even if the number in the
certain Sunday and probably
armed services climbed to 3.3
downed another. This boosted
million — roughly the total now
on active duty—"the full ecothe U. S. score to 26 definite
nomic cost of tho draft would
kills and two probables. North
climb as rapidly as the cost of
Vietnamese pilots have shot
the voluntary force," Oi said.
down only five American
planes.
Decision-making U. S. offi(AP)
The
NEW YORK UP) — Laurance^ Rockefeller took a seat In the
GOODFELLOWS
ST^ PAUL
pos- Bar Association.
The corrections department's receiving training they can use cials in Washington have ruled
lunchroom in East Harlem's slums and ordered a 45steamy
of transferring trouble- Commissioner James Alexan- budget plan called for increases when released hi only 15 or 20
out any strikes against North cent WhoppCrburger and a soda.
CONTRIBUTIONS sibility
makers at Red Wing* Training der pointed out the younger, in nearly every phase of prison per cent of the cases, when 50 Viet Nam'
jet airfields, at least
Later, he returned to his tenement over Juanita 's beauty
School for Boys to the St. Cloud more impressionable youths, and probation work. Of the 237 per cent should be the figure. He until now. sThey
Previously listed ....$701
said there is no salon where he will live among the Puerto Ricans . in the building.
Alfred Elnhorn
S Reformatory was raised during some of whom are only 14 and new jobs, 84 would be for treat- said new courses are needed in need to hit them until the North For the next year, life In the
budget hearings Monday.
15, could be separated from the ment, 77 for security.
such fields as auto body repair, Vietnamese air force becomes a
Society for the Preservaslums will be . the life of the 22- stands for Volunteers in SerBut the question brought up reformatory inmates In living Officials said the department mechanical drafting, practical serious
tion & Encouragement
threat.
year-old scion of one of the vice to America.
by Gov. - elect Harold LeVan- areas but not at work.
loses many people to better-pay- nursing and radio-TV repair.
of Barber Shop Quarworld's wealthiest families.
U.
S.
Air
Force
leaders
beIt meaiit> moving out of the
der didn't gain endorsement by Milton Olson , Red Wing su- ing jobs. Dr. Frederick Gelb- LeVander commented that,
tet Singing, Winonn
would
be
prudent
to
take
lieve
it
He'll work seven days a week family 's swank Fifth Avenue
perintendent,
said funds have mann, director of the reception from the officials' testimony,
Chapter
SO Corrections Department officials who appeared at the hear- been okayed for remodeling a and diagnostic center at Lino probation officers appeared-to out the jet fields. One source for $50 a month plus room and residence into a world of WhopLocal 633 U.A.W. (Warings.
cottage into a security unit to Lakes, said he had a turnover be just thrown "into the vor- said the Air Force has repeated- board and $2.50 a day pocket perburgers and a p a r t m e n t
ner & Swasey Union
The department was present- handle the worst trouble-mak- of nearly 100 per cent among 80 tex," although judges depend ly urged such action. The much money because, as he puts It , buildings festooned with fire es100
Employes)
ing it proposed budget of $29.7 ers. He asked for funds to staff correctional officers last year. heavily on their recommenda- increased activity of the North "I want to help others help capes.
Josephine, Brian.
Part of Laurence's job will be
Linda & Russell
10 million, which represents a 55.8 the unit.
Officials said young offenders tions for sentencing convicts. Vietnamese MIGs gives the air themselves."
generals
a
new
lever.
to
encourage residents to work
7 West End Sewing
per cent Increase over spending
seem to be tougher today than
included requests Despite persistent reports that Rockefeller Is the son of Lau- in community activities and
Club Members
7 in the currect biennium. Some Corrections officials also ex- they once were, and more se- The budget
rance S. Rockefeller, a noted
forbetter' clothing for Inmates.
' Mr. and Mrs.
$7.4 million of the $10 million plained to LeVander that the curity, stronger facilities and Red Wing officials have been the North Vietnamese air force conservationist, and the nephew help them take advantage of
prison
industries
ought
to
be
beefed
up
substantialbeen
has
city services.
W. F. Ifcln
3
increase would go to increase
more psychiatric help are need- told the boys "look deplorable,"
ly, American air officers say of Gov. Nelson A . Rockefeller of
On his first day, the discusHerald J. Johnson
salaries and hire 237 new em- geared more in line with help- ed.
said Olson. Kenneth Schoen, su- the Red force still numbers New York. He was graduated sion eventually got around to
ing inmates to be prepared for
Transfer
S ployes.
useful civilian jobs when they Rowan said Juvenile probation perintendent at the homo school about 75 planes. They said com- from Harvard last June and money and Laurance told news10
A. C. T
Joseph R. Rowan , deputy cor- are released.
agents have caseloads of 35, at Sauk Centre, said , "the kids bat losses have been replaced spent the summer flying around men: "As you mlfjbt know. I
Gordon Baker , Decorah,
Howard
Costello,
rections
commissioner
told
Ledeputy
corwell
over double what they look like rag-pickers."
by the Russians or the Red tho world in his private plane. have money of my own;' But I
1
Iowa — ,
,
1 Vander the possibility of trans- rections commissioner, said one should be. Some juvenile institu- However, lie said Inmates at Chinese.
Young Rockefeller was among don't plan to touch It while I'm
Mark DIMatteo
ferring ihe young incorrlgibles estimate indicates that less than tions are conducting only half- the formerly all-girl institution Air Force generals i-aid the 10 persons from across the working here. I don't see why
Mr. and Mrs. L. II.
10 of Red Wing to the reformatory five per cent of the nation's days of school for lack of teach- have been given more reason to North Vietnamese pilots are not country who began an eight- $50 a month shouldn't be enough
Bhelton
for an older age group is adult prisoners do work which ers and facilities.
spruce up with the addition of very aggressive. They do not week training program Monday with rent and food taken care
Strongly opposed by the State prepares them for later jobs. Costello said adult convicts are 21 boys there.
»»01
Total To Dale
to qualify for VISTA, which of. "
come out looking for a fight.

Crimes Higher
In Twn CMes

Airmen Want
To Bomb
MIG Bases

WEATHER
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LeVander Asks It Troublemakers
At Red Wing Could Be Transferred

Scion Begins
VISTA Work

Shop Early—All Winona Stores Open Until 9 Tonight
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11-3 COMMISSION VOTE

AttorneysAsking HighBrush Removal
Home
Ru/e
Charier
Backed
Salary for Co
From Private

By FRANIT. UHUG
Jr., David Peplinski and Steve Theurer noted that quick and ski. His point was affirmed in
Morgan. He declinedto give the necessary expansionof city bor- later discussion which indicatDally New» Staff Writer
A delegation of lawyers Mon- of the office of which they riage licenses, delinquent perDrafting of a new home rule breakdown but said he did not rowing power in the 1965 flood ed that one of the first tasks ln
emergency was possible only
day afternoon urged the Board might not be aware.
charter was formally approved vote as chairman.
the drafting process will be to
of 'Winona County1 Commission- The current salary of the. sonal property and real estate
Monday night by the City Char- The committee report listed because the legislaturehappendecide this issue.
ers to make sure in establish- clerk of court is $358.33 a month tax*matters and the like,
pros
and
cons
session
the
time.
ed
to
be
in.
of
the
present
at
ter Commission in an li-3 vote.
ing the new salary of the — or $4,259.96 a year — but "Drivers licenses (which are A plan for removal of brush When the new charter is fin- city legislative charter and of
Doubt that a single adminiscounty clerk of District Court this is augmented by the fees issued in this office) take four
ished, it will be submitted to home rule charters. In what POSSIBILITY that a home trator "could create chaos" by
and
scrub
trees
from
a
tract
rule charter "could destroy conthat the compensation is ade- he collects for services perdays a week of an em- near the site of the new Winona the people in a referendum, was described as a nonpartisan tinuity
of experience of advis- bis administrative and hiring
quate to insure that well-quali- formed by the office. New leg- to five
presentation,
the
committee
probably
in
mid-1967.
The
city'
fied candidates are attracted to islation provides that after Jan. ploye's time fulftime," Brosna- Senior High School was discuss- present special legislative char-s listed disadvantages of the ory boards and stability" was policies was voiced by James
the office.
city's current charter as twice questioned by Mrs. John Wood- Bambenek. Such a person, he
1 these fees are directed to the han commented, adding, "with ed Monday night by the Board ter was adopted in 1887.
The appearance of a seven- county fund;
its position (in the main firstthe number of advantages. worth. Immediate, catastrophic pointed out, would be directly
ALL 15 members of the com- Similarly, it showed twice as change is no more possible unmember delegation from the Brosnahan said that as a floor hallway) the driver's li- of Education.
Soon
after
the
building
project
Winona County Bar Association member
mission
were present for the many advantages for home rule der home rule than under the responsible to council or mayor
of
a
bar
association
at Monday's session of the committee < which studied the cense desk actually serves as began, board members noted meeting whose principal busi- as disadvantages.
present charter, she argued. and thus accountable or removboard was prompted by legis- duties performed in the clerk's an informatfon desk for the that growth in an area west of ness was the consideration of a A home rule charter "has Streater replied that the possi- able for misconduct at any
lation which, effective Jan. in- office he was "surprised at the whole courthouse. "
committee report comparing many advantages over the pre- bility, if hot the probability, time.
takes -' compensation for Minne- number of things a cleric has to He said he felt the title "clerk the building site would tend to legislative charters with home sent legislative charter," stat- exists and that the point was Reasonable limits ©n referensota clerks of District Court off do. His administrative jobs are of court" was something of a obscure the view of the new rule models. The committee, ed the committee report, ad- listed for that reason.
dums should be written into a
the fee. system and places: them growing all the time.
new
charter, said Streatet. Othheaded
by
S.
S.
Sadowski,
building
from
Highway
reding
that
"'
would
"it
place
gov61^,
Also^pfeSent is the possibility"pisnomer because it...doesn't
on a straight salary system. :
erwise councils might findNittoo
home rule form
'alT"61 the administra- THE PARK-Recreatfo- Board commended the
indicate
that
home
rule
could
decrease
"MOST OF n are aware ,
at the close "of its report.
For the committee's overall costs »of government, easy to pass the decision-makTHE PRINCIPAL spokesman Brosnahan said,s "of what he" tive functions of the f-B'ce.*'; was contacted: and expressed a ^
The charter commission is
for the delegation, Roger P. does as clerk of court in the LAWYERS feel, he said, that
report
on charter eonv continued^ Mrs. Woodworth, re- ing buck to the public, imposthe
fifth
have
been
organized
to
willingness
to
remove
these
Brosnahan, told commissioners assignment of cases, filing of service in the Winona clerk of
ferring to the committee's .hst, ing excess delays and expense
since 1904. The first commis- ' pari*om turn to Page Replying
¦¦
¦
¦
'
•
'
for the coinxnittee,' on government. Mrs. Torgerson
trees
that
are
on
park
property.
"
'
'
t h e lawyers
_ - cases, keeping civil and crimi- court's office is "current, up.- . , 13. ' y
sion
recommended'
home
rule
Streater said that if a new. char- agreed, proposing that at least
were not at f ^..- !-. nal court records . . ." but the to-date, efficient and takes However, some of the trees and but the proposal was defeated
owned
ter
is written it is almost cer- 25 percent of qualified voters in
the meeting to COUnty attorney said that a large num- good personnel; probably more brush are on privately
¦
¦
eminent
of
the
city
in
the
hands
twice
in
1904
in
separate
elec'
'
¦¦
;
,
'
'/„
tain to call for more personnel a previous election be required
suggest a spe- „
ber of administrative functions are needed than we have now property west ¦
.
its
people
of
through
initiative,
tions.
A
1912
commission
re'
I
salary
in a central administrative of- to sign petitions for any referencific
also are conducted in the of- with one full-time deputy, one of the school : *• ' s
Board
commended the commission referendum and recall."
action -but to ^—Z / '. . » . fice. These "would include the driver's license clerk and part- and the city OCflOOl
fice, thus increasing costs in dum. After going through the
form
of
city
government
but
expense and effort of organizinform comCHAIRMAN Norman Indall this particular area.
issuing and recording of birth time stenographic help."
d e p a r tthis too was defeated by vot- called
ing a referendumonce or twice,
missioners of some of the duties and death certificates, mar- Brosnahan said that he under- m e n t feels
a
10-minute
recess
folOne disadvantage of home people will not be anxious to
Rrvarrl
POarq
ers.
A
third
commission
was
the committee report to rule, not listed by the commit.
providing for that it cannot I
'• ¦ ' ¦ "
•
formed in 1916 but died in 1920 lowing
' ¦^-. '¦¦.y—fi "'-:' - — stood the statute
'
allow commissioners to frame tee, is that needed and worth- use the device for minor issues,
the change in salary system legally do this
^^
without accomplishing anything. questions
she added.
or comments.
does not specify a maximum work on private property.
while amendments are often
The last previous commission
salary to be paid "but the idea, Board President Lawrence was formed in 1941 and brought Dr. W. O, Finkelnburg asked voted down by the people, ob^ "I GET THE impression peoas I understand it, is that the Santelman said Monday night in a report recommending no for clarification of the state- served Theurer. Frequent vic- ple would like to see us draft
counry will get the advantage that he had talked with the own- change in the present charter: ment that a home rule charter tims of such ballots are propos- a charter, " said Duane M. Petof the fees."
er of the property involved and The present commission was would speed solution of some als to raise aldermen's pay, he erson, "so as to give them an
Fees, he said, if past exper- that the owner had no objec- created in October, 1965, by city problems. He wondered if added. Mrs. Torgerson suggest- opportunity to express themience can be used as a guide tion to having the brush and judges of the 3rd Judicial Dis- the charter amendment pro- ed that a new charter should selves. They may reject it but,
might amount to between $16,- trees cleared away.
trict acting on a petition submit- cess, including public education be written so as not to require out of considerationior the peoRatification of last week's 85-man membership of Winona 000 and $17,000 a year. " ' .
Santelman said that he* had ted by Winona Jaycee mem- campaigns and special elections wholesale public decisions on ple's opinion, I believe we
might take fully as long as the relatively minor matters.
agreement between Bay State Local 133.
"Part of the argument in get- conferred with Bruce Reed, sushould go ahead and draft a
.
present legislative amendment
Milling Co. and the American In addition to the master con- ting off the fee system, and onto perintendent of parks, and had bers. '
charter."
SOME POINTS are difficult A growing body of state and
Federation of Grain Millers has tract workers won increases a salary system, I underistand," learned that it should be possi- AT THE close ol his report procedure.
been voted by striking locals, and a company-paid health and Brosnahan said, "was that ble to hire two or three men Sadowski said the committee Mrs. Virginia Torgerson point to discuss in concrete terms federal legislation is constantunion officials here said today. welfare plan. The latter includes clerks not be seriously pena- who would be willing to under- recommendation had been ed out that roughly a year and without commissioners knowing ly taking over some areas of
The favorable vote means a compensation schedule of $3 lized. The office works long take the project on their own adopted by a 3-1 vote. Other a half elapses between the end what style of administration city authority,
^
the commission
that mills at Winona, Camp Hill, per month for each year of hours and if we're going to keep time.
members were commissioners of one legislative session and the proposed home rule charter was reminded by Roy G. WildPa , and Leavenworth, Kan.; service for any disabled work- going at the present efficient
Harold Streater, Dan Trainor the start of another. William P. recommends, said David Peplin- grube. He warned the group to
will return to full production er.
level and attract those of hjlgh BOARD members were m
investigate these statutes for
soon. Winona and Camp Hill AT THE WINONA plant/ new caliber we're going to have to agreement that if there were
their possible effects on Winona
plants have been in partial pro- benefits make up a package pay a good salary. We don't any good trees in the area —
should its form of government
duction for most of the iVv worth approximately 35 cents want to pay less after a man and inspections indicate there
be changed.
month strike period and thus an hour, the union said. Average has worked hard many years to would be few — that they should
This information can be obmay be in full operation as early
bring the office to this level. be left standing with only brush
tained from, the League of Min$2.72
at
here
wage
payment
,|s
as this week1____ _,
nesota Municipalities, said Mrs.
present. New wage scales are "I DON'T think, Brosnahan and poor growth to be remov"
Torgerson. She also pointed out
ed.
THE 3-YEAR contract covers to go into effect immediately said, "that it would
be unrea- The board felt that arrangethat the commission is empowproduction.
upon
resumption
of
plants
and
another
these three
sonable to think of a salary in
ered to hire legal counsel which
at Clifton, N.J:, which was not Workers here will get ah im- the area of $15,000 a year. This, ments should be made to have
presumably would take these
struck since the contract in mediate 10 cents an hour hike, pf course, is only a suggestion; the Park-Recreation Board pro- With most of the snow melted serious accidents resulted there,
things into account.
force there expires Dec. 31. The 8 cents the following year and this is; your function and we vide for the clearance on city and ice on streets and highways however.
As discussion slowed, Indall
property and for the employ- cut away by traffic, Winona and
blanket contract itself was a another 8 cents in the third con- wanted
only to give you some ment of men to do the clearCity Council members opened remarked that "the point of no
key issue on which negotiations tract year.
FARTHER
north
in
Minn*,
better
position
vicinity
was
in
of the volume of work done ance on the privately owned
return" bad been reached and
were dead-centered for several Increases were somewhat idea
today for the clearing and much sola, freezing drizzle and rain three bids for 130 parking met- called for a- . . 'motion.' Trainor
the office. "
weeks. Union demands for the larger at other plants, according inAnother
property.
ers
Monday
night
but held off
colder weather predicted for to- and sono* snow continued toof the deleadoption of the commit
master agreement at first were to the union, and will bring sal- gation, C. member
action
for
a
week
whiTe speci- moved
Wednesday,
night
and
McMa_on,
Stanley
day;
tee recommendation and Mrs.
The Minnesota Highway
met with company refusals to aries at all company mills to said, "Throughout the state our
Northwesterly winds were ex- Department's informationOffice fications are^ebecked.
Woodworth seconded.
bargain at other than individual comparable levels. At Clifton
Birder
Couple
pected
to gradually diminish to- noted that while all highways Bids weret submitted by Carclerk's
office
is
recognized
as
8
and
the increases are to be 16,
plant levels.
night and be followed by a tem- were open, icy conditions pre- Park Corp., Starkville, Miss., ON THE ensuing roll call,
Workers here ratified the new 8 cents, at Camp Hill 14, 13 and a model of what an office should On Program for
perature drop into the 15-18 vailed in the north.
ayes were cast by commishad
the
best
service
be.
We've
8
and
13
and
at
Leavenworth
12,
election
agreement 6M in an
$47.50 per meter; Rockwell sioners Martin A. Beatty,
range.
The
high
Wednesday
is
Morof
any
and
it's
our
selfish
purThe
Highway
Department
Monday, according to union 8, according to the union.
Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, gan, Peplinski, Peterson, Trainslated to be 25.
pose in wanting to keep it that Hiawatha Club
said one inch of snow fell oversources. The vote represents the The strike began Sept. 15.
way. I think tiie clerk should A husband and wife team of The temperature rose to 44 in night in the Brainerd and Rein- Pa., $54.50, and Duncan Park- or, Theurer, Sadowski, Bambebe adequately compensated; if "professionals, " Dr. and Mrs. Winona Monday afternoon, drop- er areas. Therewere two inches ingZMeter Co., Chicago, $51.25. nek, Torgerson, Woodworth and
not you're* just not going to get Nelson B a r k e r , Rochester, ped to 40 over-night and was 45 at Walker, Bemidji and Crook- ALDERMEN held a protract - Mrs. Edward Jacobsen.
the work done. It would be pen- Minn., will be on the program at noon today. Precipitation in ston, and four inches at Hallock ed recess of about 45 minutes Voting nay were commissionny wise and pound foolish not at a meeting of the Hiawatha the past 24 hours amounted to and Hibbing.
when one meter company rep- ers Wildgrube, Finkelnburg and
to use the money to get some- Valley Bird C1 u b of Winona .03 of an inch.
Although roads in southern resentative raised a question Streater.
one who can and will do the Wednesday evening at Lake . A STORM center moved Minnesota, including the Twin about compliance with specifi- Indall said ne would abstain
from voting so as to preserve
job."
through the Dakotas overnight Cities area, were icy early to- cations.
Park Lodge.
City Council members re- at Johnson Street.
Loren W. Torgerson, another Dr. Barker, a cardio-yascular and into Minnesota early today, day, the ice film soon yielded to Initially the council had indi- the chair's impartiality in fuviewed several aspects of city Detailed studies are war- member of the committee, said specialist, formerly associated bringing freezing drizzle and a rise in temperatures.
cated it would accept the Dun- ture meetings.
In a summary, Indall told
'y ' " "
Fog,
drizzle,
rain
and
heavily
he
thought
every
law
office
in
flood control Monday night. ranted, according to the letter,
with the Mayo Clinic, Roches- rain and some snow, and caus- overcast skies added up to a can bid as
the commission it should keep
Winona
"has
had
excellent
co¦
lower
of
the
ing
hazardous
driving
condi/»•
completed
about
.
The council, at the city en- and "should be
several things in mind as the
dismal WISCONSIN weather two qualified
operation from the clerk's of- ter, lost his sight about 10 years
Vi.llV
new
gineer's recommendation, voted June, 1968." At that time, it fice. They've been helpful in ago, but retained his interest in tions.
document is drafted.
He
picture,
and
more
cold
weather
'
No bid
continued, "we can make a firm
' > ¦ ¦
bird photography, and bird-call As an example of slick roads i$ due back in the state tonight offers.
¦/¦ ,.._» _,'j f. ' advised:
to accept Stage I of the Corps commitment
bond
was
suball
requests
that
come
into
early
this
morning,
the
High—
on economic feasrecording. Mrs. Barker, meanand Wednesday.
mitted by the LOUnCH
their, office."
of Engineers permanent flood ibility."
CAREFUL analysis most be
while, raised her qualifications way Patrol estimated that from One bright note was the fact apparent low
~
made
of the sort of charter decontrol system. The segment Given such commitment, a ROBERT G. Hnll added, "I'll from casual observer to expert 50 to 100 vehicles, ranging from that high temperatures and rain
bidder — Car-Park — and the
extends from Dam 5A to Huff project could be authorized In second that, and I believe that and ssrves as the doctor's passenger cars to semitrailer cleared the southern part of the offer was therefore bypassed. sired; the charter must be
1S69 or 1970, the corps esti- action should be taken so that eyes." Between them they have rigs, had slid into ditches along state of the ice cover left hy Duncan meters have been "built to last"; it must be acStreet.
ceptable to the people; it must
mates, with actual construction when Mr. Page (the incumbent made a voluminous library of U.S. Highways 61 and 35 be- Sunday s freezing rain.
placed at municipal parking be
Acceptance of the project starting soon afterward.
Rush City and Finlayson,
simple but cover all necessub- tween
clerk,
locations
for
Page)
retires
slides
and
films
of
bird
street
Joseph
C.
Snow
and
sleet
swept
through
lots and
in
east
central
Minnesota.
No
1
means assumption by the city
sary
facets; it must not set up
free
trial.
we can attract a competent jects, both in this area and far
northern Wisconsin Monday several months on
unduly restrictive sections that
of responsibility for mainten- FROM the Winona County man, George M. Robertson Jr. afield , and have published sevpurare
returnable
if
not
They
night
as
rain
fell
in
the
south.
: '
Historical Society, meanwhile,
ance and conThe greatest precipitation was chased, according to the agree- hamper the legislative body; all
came a note of dissent. Dr. L. commented, "I've always con- eral recordings of bird songs Schutz Improved
_,.
trol of t h e
sidered
Joe
Page
an
outstand.34
of an inch in the Wausau ment, with no obligation incur- necessary city functions must
and
calls.
I. Younger, president, wrote to ing public
be provided; it must not create
)
flood works.
CALEDONIA,
(Special
Minn.
City
area.
Park Falls had .27, La red by the city.
servant. "
Their program for this meetprotest construction of a flood
had indicated a pre- fear of job loss among city
Aldermen
These include
—
Roger
Schutz,
Caledonia,
Crosse
.15
and
Madison
and
After
hearing
the
comments
Being
of
the
local
bird
club
will
wall through Levee Park, as
ference for the Duncan meter employes or that insecurity will
dikes, gate- rounc j| tentatively suggested last month of the delegation Board Chair- consist of the showing of new injured in a highway smashup loit .13.
|V*PUi'Ul
since
it does not require twice- result; it must incorporate
Milwaukee and the Beloit rewells, Interior
by water and health depart- man Carl Peterson, Fremont, films on birds of Texas and here early Sunday, was report- gion
winding of a mainspring proven valuable parts of the
a-week
topped
ed
in
slightly
improved
condithe
temperature
drainage systhanked
the
lawyers
for
attendFlorida with running commonment officials.
models previ- present charter; lt must recogcompeting
as
do
capacity
high
climb
in
Wisconsin
Monday
with
tion
today
by
relatives.
Schutz
tems and a
The society has a "very ing the board meeting and said, tary by Dr. Barker.
nize all legislative statutes that
pumping station at Olmstead large investment in the Steam- "I'm sure we'll do something Both Dr. and Mrs. Barker are is at St. Francis Hospital, La 36 degrees. Others ranged down ously purchased by the city.
of
the
council's
meeting
will affect it; its development
A
to
Parte
Falls'
23.
Crosse,
with
multiple
jaw
fracStreet.
members of the Winona club
er Julius C. Wilke and museum about It. "
engineering committee will be must not be rushed; it must be
Lowest
reading
early
today
tures,
splintered
knee
cap
and
No
action
was
taken
at
Monmeeting
and
have
appeared
on
ALDERMEN also listened to and we feel these interests day 's session.
was, 23 a£ Park Falls. Superior held next Monday to pass linal one that does not need immedprograms On several occasions. internal injuries.
iate change and is not capable
¦
a corps letter which predicted must be recognized in any plans
and Wausau had 25. Beloit was decisions. The city attorney,
The
selection
of
a
date
for
for
the
area,"
according
to
the
George M. Robertson Jr., rec- of easy, whimsical change; tha
there
will
In general terms that
the
warmest
place
with
a
low
the annual Christmas bird NEI^ON PATIENT
ommended the layover when guidance of those who voted
be' economic justification for society letter. Paid admissions BUY NELSON HOME
NELSON, Wis. (Special) - of 33.
aldermen asked for his opinion. against drafting the new chara mid-city protective wall — for 1966 totaled 11,543, the presi- NELSON, Wis. (Special) - count, which must fall between
will
be
Dec.
21
and
Jan.
2,
Miss
Goldene
Habersaat
is
exMr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Busch,
rural
dent
noted,
and
the
museum
reKINGSVILLE,
Tex.,
set
the
More information on the num- ter must continually be sought;
notably in the Levee Parkand on the locations city officials and aldermen alJohnson Street pumping station mains a major factor in build- Nelson, have moved into their made by the members at this pected home this week from Lu- national high of 85 Monday ber needed
Robertson so must be consulted at all opbe
furnished,
will
open
meeting.
The
meeting
theran
Hospital,
Crosse,
ing
tourist
traffic
for
the
city.
home
in
the
village.
is
the
La
should
while
Cut
Bank,
It
Mont.,
hit
the
area. Under corps procedures
persaid.
at
7:30
p.m.
and
interested
where
she
had
received
treatBoth
letters
were
placed
on
former
Ottmar
Bern!
estate
low
of
11
below
zero
early
toportunities.
the economic value and potenproperty.
sons are invited.
ment.
day.
tial of an area must be enough file by the council.
A REPRESENTATIVE of the "Certain basics, such si
to justify its Inclusion in a
Park-O-Meter firm, whose bid whether to designate councilpermanent protection system in(Rockwell) was high, com- manager or mayor-administravolving federal"funds.
plained specifications w e r e tor form, must be resolved, "
Preliminary analyses of the
vague and were transmitted by said Theurer. If this is not done
river front have been made at
telegraph and telephone. More- shortly, committees could waste
the request of Winona's Board
over, he said, little time was time in working on things that
of Municipal Works and the
allowed for preparation of a need not be considered, he adi towboats, was reported near |out of Winona.
Team work is solving the ice I of the year.
was downriver in the general bid and this resulted in submit- ded.
M i n n e s o t a Department of
Health, the corps noted. The in- problem on the Mississippi Riv. The Frank C. Rand, which is Lock and Dam 7 at DresbaehJ The Kay A, with three addi- area of La Crosse this morn- ting a price on an unduly high Mra. Woodworth proposed
taking a model charter, point
priced model.
quiries were made in connec- er for towboats pushing loaded coming upriver to assist the I this morning, about 30 miles t ional barges filled with grain, ing.
barges.
by
point, and adapting lt for
representative
The
Duncan
department
tion with water
Milder weather also is helptold the council his firm could use here. Mrs. Torgerson said
plans for an iron removal planf
ing, but colder temperatures
deliver within 25 days, with any she did not object in principle
are returning. Ice is up to 6
sort of time-lapse mechanisms but noted that the mayor-adinches thick .
Included at no extra charge. ministrator form had not been
The L Wade Childress, Prank
Aldermen were undecided as to given full consideration In the
C. Rand and Dan Luckett, all
how many of the meters would model document.
owned by the Mississippi Valbe designated for certain time
ley Barge Line, have joined
periods, ranging from two to "ALL OUR work will have
been tor nothing if what we
forces to fight the mighty Mis10 hours.
decide is not acceptable to the
BETHANY, Minn. (SpeclaD- sissippi.
city," pointed out Bambenek.
The Childress, operating on
MASONS AT LEWISTON
The Rev, Clarence Riske, pas- only one of her two 1,600-horseadvised the commission to
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special) He
try hard to ascertain the pubtor of Bethany Hebron Morav- power engines, locked through
Officers
were
elected
at
the
—
views on the topic.
ian parish, was rushed to St. Winona Dam 5A with seven
meeting of Harmony Lodge 47, He's
Mrs. Torgerson snld public
loaded
with
scrap
metal
barges
Marys Ho sp i t a l , Rochester,
AF & AM, Monday night. Mar- forums
being planned for
and grain in about 1% hours
tin Hollingsworth, elected mas- January;ere
Monday evening with first and this morning. It arrived at 9
at which time these
announce
the
appointwill
ter,
second degree burns on his a.m. and completed its double
expressions can be solicited.
ive officers. Other elections: These programs will distribute
lockage at 10:30 m.m.
arms and tace.
David Pollema, senior warden; facts on the several forms to
His w i f e was preparing After tying the barges downHomer
Goss, junior; Maurice all who are interested, she said.
French fries for supper. When river about seven miles from
Henderson, secretary, and Gail Commissioners also voted to
callshe
it
is
expected
that
the
Winona
,
fire
on
the fat caught
Hill of Rochester, junior war- authorire payment of up to $10
ed him. He took the kettle and Childress will go upriver again
was served. per meeting for stenographic
den. Oyster stew
¦
started outdoors. Wind caught to help the Dan Luckett bring
recording end transcribing of
over
six
barges
out
of
St
Paul,
them
the flames and blew
OPERATING ON ONE ENGINE . . . The L. Wade Child- late this morning. It is approaching the interstate bridge.
Texas uses five times as much minutes. The amount would be
There are about 10 barges
him.
, reus pushes seven barges loaded with scrap metal and (Dally News photo)
water aa compared with 20 Eald from tho commission's
Alfred Mueller took him to ot. above Dam 5A that will be grain downriver near the Winona Municipal Boat Harbor
years ago,
brought down in the final run
udget of $1,500.
Marys.
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Bgy State Locals
Approve Contract

Much Goldef Council Delays
Purchase of
Weather Seen 130 Meters

Flood Work Accepted
Central Wall Studied

Three Boats Sta y for Ice Battle

Fat Burns Face
Of Hebron Pastor

By Joe Hubert
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Gregory Wants to
Entertain Prisoners

\.l

NEW YORK (AP) — Dick
Gregory, Negro comedian, said
Monday he hopes to entertain
American prisoners of war in

/Wofr/oge Fine ,
Only in Songs

BY EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — There's a lot of cynical jollity about marriage being flung around the 46th "St. Theater where the Mary
Martin - RobertPreston "I Dol I Do!" is the attraction.
For a starter. Producer David Merrick is not currently the
world's foremost advocate of marriage , having just divorced
a second time.
The sentimental, romantic "I Love My Wife" song, probably
the first love song ever written
for a wile (the others all seem other Texan, Pat Hingle, to
t©: have been written to mis- narrate it
tresses), was brought out bv
Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt THEIR HOPES run high lor
—and Schmidt, the melodist, is "I Do! I Do!" Because in CinDock Stamp Winner
not and never has been mar- cinnati, Robert Preston and Minnesota artists almost have
'
Mary Martin got a standing a corner on the design selected
ried. • " "
"WELL!" I laid to him ac- ovation.
" ^,Z
for the annual duck stamp;
As they tell It, Preston was picked from several hundred
cusingly.
'Tm waiting for the reviews " instantly terrified when he saw drawings or paintings submitted
He spoke in a small voice. "1 the audience standing up. He in the annual contest that endthink marriage is wonderful thought they were going to at- ed last week. Here is the Astack him en masse on the stage. sociated Press report on the
te ottar people.''
Mary Martin told him, "Easy, contest:
,
creators
Jones and Schmidt
Bob, it's a standing ovation. I
of "The FantasHcto," which is got
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
one once before here in Cina nice credit, say that Merrick cinnati
pair
of old squaw ducks
Dolly!*
"Hello!
for
"
asked them what they thought
resting
on a northern ice
TODAY'S
BEST
LAUGH
:
Bob
of doing a musical version of
floe was the design chosen
Orben
claims
he
heard
a
teen"
'"The Four-Poster.
age boy telling his barber: for the 1967-68 federal duck
""Terrible idea," they said, "Just take a little off around ¦ stamp. . - ' ¦. ¦"• .¦ ¦
and meant it, and went to work the hips"
doing it
C. Kouba of MinneapoWISH I'D SAID THAT: Amer- Leslie
submitted the winning entry,
I HOPE THAT these two ter. icans are a sympathelk_bunch. lis
second time he has won the
rible Texans (they went to the We spend more on get-well the
annual
design contest conducted
University of Texas and like cards than we do on medical
by the Fish and Wildlife ¦ Servtheir old neighbor LBJ) give research. — Arnold Glasow.
'
.. '¦ ¦/ ' "
credit to Jones' pretty wife, Eli- REMEMBERED QUO*TE: :jcjez .v ... ;.. . z ' z
nor, a very busy model, who "Live so that when you die
Kouba 's drawing of Canagave Jones some ideas. He ask- your church won't be burying
ed her to specify some of his a stranger." — Bill Strickler, : da geese won the competi.
tion for the * 19S8:S9 design.
more irritatinghusbandlytraits. Baytown, Texas.
also was winner of third
Well, all I know is, One of the EARL'S PEARLS : Sometimes -¦' He
place
year's judging,
big songs they turned out is it seems that the shortest dis- with ain this
drawing of scaup
"You Chew In Your Sleep."
tance between two points is al- ducks.
__lie — professional name ways under construction.
Elinor Wright — produced, on ^'Everything my uncle had A new duck stamp is issued
her own, a movie short, "A was in his wife's name," writes each year . Every migratory
Texas Romance, MOB," employ- Shelby Friedman. "Even his water fowl hunter 16 years of
ing "Jones k Siehmidt" and an- tombstone had her name en- age or older must have one oi
graved on it, " .;. .That's earl, the $3 stamps in possession in
WINONA DAILY NEWS brother.
addition to a regular state hunting license.
TUESDAY, PEC-MBCR i, HU
No Inaugura l Ball
Waterfowl Gone
VOLUMB 111, NO. 14
Bill
Green, Wildlife ReFor
Mrs.
Wallace
PvbWtad deity except Saturday md Hat
fuge biologist who flew the
Mayt by Republleaii and Herald Publishing Company. (01 PrankHn St. Winona.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)- refuge Friday from Dubuque
MWn. safer.
There will be no inaugural ball north, found all the backSUBSCRIPTION
RMIS
next month when Lurleen Wal- waters and parts of the
-.
Stf^ta Copy 10c Dally, ttc ««nJay
lace becomes governor of Ala- main channel covered with
DalMrad by C«fTl*r-P«riW»»*» carta bama.
ice and most of the ducks
¦masks
titW
P
areata
i6
*».»
John Pemberton, chairman of and otter waterbirds have
By mall atrtetty as advance* paptr¦ atop.
taken off for the south.
- . ' ; ¦ inauguration day planning, said
pad en aspirationdata. ' -. .
Monday that "due to the cost of ¦ Navigation was still open In
tn FlUmere, ttsuston. Olmsted, Wtnena.
Wabasha, Byttasv Jackaen. Papm and the commitment in Viet Nam, the southern end, he said^but
Trempealeau caudles and armad farces with many of our native sons
personnel In tha continental Unltad ttatas, involved, it has been decided as he came north few tows were
er avanaaa wit* APO ar PPO addraasaar
on the river and ice was in the
1 yaar ...... HMO - month* .... «W0 that it Wouldbe inappropriate to
6 mbnttu .... SMO Imoatti • *..¦'¦ 31.33 have an inaugural ball this main channel. There were a few
flocks of ducks hanging around,
year." . ", .
as eflser nbaerlptlemi
1 mean. ...... al~9» monttia ... , «U4 Pemberton said the inaugural but most of the duck areas
Imenttw .... mi yaar ...... t1U»
parade and ceremony Jan. 16 were frozen and the birds gone.
land change el addraaa, nettoaa, underh*. wouldbe dedicated to "all Alatriers ant other
arad eeplee. aubso-lptton
At Weaver Sunday, fishermall Items te Wlnone- Dally Newt."M» buna . servicemen who are
men were out in the area
Box m, Wtnena, Minn. SS9V,
fighting
in
defense
of
our
state
Second deaa postage paid at wirsena
where the large flight "of .
and nation."
Ulm. . :' '
swans had lingered for the
last several weeks. There
fVff l*ayat |Yf_&
was no sign of the birds.
• End* Tonlta •
"Blu» Max"-7i00.?s40
lY T J I
* r#l V I\
There might still be some in
S0c—We-$1.M
open patches of water.
_U4_W_4-_VA

North Viet Nam as a "hatpin
being—not as a patriot or as an
American."
He said he was en route to
Hanoi via London and Paris to
try to arrange for a Christmas
visit with captured Americans.
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the film that shocked IVE^GS
™o..o:oo
the critics...uncut,',
ADMISSION
,
$1.00
uncensored, now for
P,,,,5 N: H^
all to see...depraved
darlings, of the jet set ««..~."«
who live and iove" from
night to night in the
sensuous marathon
they call...
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it slow fishing, a long time between bites. Stoddard was no
good, returning fishermen stated. Fishermen were going
across Fountain City Bay at the
lower end of Merrick State
Park and getting good sunfish.
Wisconsin muskrat trappers were moving over
most of the sloughs pulling
sleighs and were bringing
back a few rats to their
cars. The show was a handicap Sunday. Minnesota
trappers found a lot oi their
traps frozen in holes. There
was a drop in the; water
levels Monday.
Reward Boosted
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
— Twenty-one local persons are
offering $136 to anyone providing the tip which will lead to
tbe arrest and conviction of the
party or parties who murdered
"Bucky " the herd boss of the
City Deer Park. The money will
be given in addition to $100
previously announced as a reward from the Black River Falls
Jaycees for the same information.

Mondovi Farmers
Store to Note
Remodeling Job

MONDOVI, Wis. (Special)
be A grand opening wil^
held
Friday and Saturday at the
newly remodeled and redecorated Farmers Store at Mondovi.
The open house follows
closely the 75th anniversary of
the chain of Farmers Stores
that pioneered the shopping center concept, putting groceries,
hardware, furniture and dry
goods under one roof.
THE FIRST Farmers Store
was started in 1891 by a small
group of farmers In the Bloomer, Wis., area who wanted a
place where they could meet
to visit while shopping. It was
also a place where they could
sell their eggs and butter.
Because these stores became
$1>000 Offered to
a gathering place for the farmers of the areas where they
Satisfy Curiosity
were started, they became
PnTSBXrRGH (APV - Eu- known as the "Friendly" stores.
gene Connelly says he hasn't The. Bloomer farmers raised
had peace of mind since thieves several thousand dollars, rentbroke into his suburban Pitts- ed a small building, and opened
burgh house several weeks ago, for business. Today there are
Recovery of the loot isn't Con- 17 Farmers Stores—one at Red
nelly's major concern.
Wing, Minn. , and 16 in western
"I've got to have some peace Wisconsin, including Arcadia,
of mind as to who was in my Whitehall ad Osseo.
home," he said.
The number of stockholders
Connelly, 42, offered a $1,000 has grown from 300 to 1,800,
his
reward to satisfy
in the area
¦ curiosity^ most of thern living
the company serves. Annual
A. C. is the abbreviation for sales volume is more than $12
the Latin ante christum mean- million. More than 400 people
are on the payroll and company
ing before Christ.
mt
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SPECIAL
THURSDAY

S«rvad 4 TH 10:30 Sarvaxl 4 TH 10:30
B-kad "Chlcken-AH"
; Famfly VarlatW sNIoht
with Mashed Potatoes,
. . . scrumptious scrvRich Gravy. Vegetable, ; Z ings of Shrimp. Fish,
Cole Slaw . Dinner noils,
and Chicken I all 3
and Beverage . . . THE \ : combinations servd fam"ALL" M E A N S ALL 5 ; Hy style. ALL YOI7 CAN
EAT
YOU CAN EAT, Try Itl

/SSBpSffl

I

BlICKtN BUFFET
SERVING 5:30 to 8:30 P.M.
ADULTS $lis CHILDREN $1.00

Remamber our Saafoed BuHat
aerved avary Friday 5:30 to I
: JO p.m.

I

I
¦¦¦
. ' J/ M ': ' ';f_ K_ ra__
^^^_|

dtohl (j(}inmcL^\
MISSISSIPPI ROOM SrCOFFEE SHOP
¦;,'
Carry-Out Ordan Available
,. ¦;•

I
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Cuban Women
Get Hard Work

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — Cuban
women, says Havana Radio,
never had it so good.
No more of that "bourgeois;
inferior sex nonsense."
Boasted the Miami-monitored
broadcast: "The Cuban women
of today are agricultural workers, cane cutters, mechanics,
traffic police, members of the
revolutionary armed forces and
invaluable companions in difficult moments when the father- I
Baked Short Ribs Dinner
C_ m j c >
land needs their services.'
* •»* \
#
A
wonderful
Dinner
that
includes
Soup
or
The revolution, they were re- M Juice, Bread Basket, assorted Relishes, choice «r I
I
af
minded Monday night, has al- \
of Potatoes, Salad, Dessert, and Beverage.
_?
I
lowed women to show they can # All Ycu Can Eat
C
.
handle heavy work.
The occasion for the broadcast was a national meeting of
T
Y
the Cuban Women s Federation.
"Vtnallan" Night
<
_ _ ,_ _¦% >
C Genuine Italian Meat Balls and Spaghetti—a \^§
\
.
¦
»
tremendous recipe furnished us by

Minnesota Lake
School Burglarized

> TOMORROW w^Sv

1

THURSDAY 'SIS
|

<

an Italian *r
*•* V
£
% Chef—includes authentic Italian Garlic Bread ,
I
M
C Italian Salad and all the trimmings. All You
| V.

wxff ismsu,,reR
J Can Eat
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SPECIAL
WEDNESDAY

7:00-9:10

JHF S
^
" MwMSsM.
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assets have grown to over $434
million.
The Farmers Store Co. is one
of the oldest in terms of continuous operation under the
same management group, says
J. p. Volkman, Eau Claire,
general manager.
ONE OF THE features of the
grand opening at the remodel- j
ed store in Mondovi will be the
visit from Santa Glaus Friday.
His helicopter will land on
the roof of the building at 3:45
p.m. He'll stay through Saturday and will have treats for
the children.
Friday night the madrigal
singers, high school students directed by Richard Putzier, will
sing at the store/ Special music
will be broadcast Over a public
address system. Carl Aamodt
is manager and Gary Brion, assistant. The store has 20 employes.

MINNESOTA LAKE, Minn.
(AP) — An estimated $2,000 in
equipment was taken by a burglar or burglars who broke into
the Minnesota Lake school Saturday night or early Sunday.
The loot included a motion
picture projector, three tape recorders and several shop tools
from the industrial arts department.
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winner for 1967 with a drawing of a pair of
Old Squaw ducks resting on an ice flow,
(above).

..:
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MINNfESOTAN PAINTS WINNING STAMP
. . . Leslie C.ZKouba , Minneapolis, wildlife
artist, was declared the federal duck stamp

Entry was gained by forcing
a back door.

?,

1

V'-' TAT W« cater to private groups for get-togethers, banque(t, m
,M
W
partiaa. atc.
m "k Open daily 4 p.m. -11 p.m. serving Lunchaa and Dinner! m
.
V ¦.. : as low as $2.
y.M
¦m. .ic Dancing Saturday Nights — Special Dinner Treats Sun- ¦
¦ % : . '¦ days for $1.50. ¦ ' ¦
M
.
. .

_______________________
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Poor Opening
Ice fishing was slow over the
weekend. Most winter fishermen out for the first time on the
ice Saturday or Sunday did not
experience the good crappie and
sunfish fishing that usually
comes after the first freeze-up.
It was slow and hard fishing.
Best local spot was Bartlet's where there is six inches of good ice. Fishhouses
are being moved on the ice
there. The sunfish run fairly large and are hitting regularly. Small minnows,
worms, and artificial flies
are being used. .'"
Spring Lake was slow. Some
large crappies were being taken but most fishermen found

1

$1.50
"_ „

J j

$1.95
]

SPECIAL
FRIDAY
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Fries,
Cole
Slaw .
French_^_
Dinner
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DANCING ON SATURDAY NIGHTS
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Junction Highways 14-61 and Stata Highway 43
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Tech School Colors
Get Board Approval

General approval of the color scheme selected by architects for the new Winona Area
Vocational-Technical S c h o o l
now under construction on Homer Road was expressed Monday
night by the Winona Board by
Education.
W. Wayne Smith and W. W.
Ward of W-Smith Architectural
& Engineering Services met
with directors for an area-byarea presentation of the color
schedule proposed for the new
school.

building at this time is on schedule and, barring unforeseen difficulties, construction is expected to be completed some- p—— : '
next
summer. .
In their reD^w-J
DQarq
view of the
^~^*~~~~~^
color schedule
for the new
building, Smith and Ward used
samples of paint, floor coverings, wall coverings and structural materials to give an idea
of how the finished product will
THE ARCHITECTS also re- look.
ported that progress on the new
Predominant colors in the

School

LiZL

general classrooms and administrative areas run to shades
of browns, reds, greens and
yellows while grayish tones are
used, generally, in the shop ar¦' ¦"'¦ ' "
eas.
..
Ceilings throughout the building will be white ; in some areas
accoustical tile will be used, in
others paint.

THERE will be several different wall treatments, architects explained. These will
range from painted plaster in
classroom areas to simulated
wood paneling in administrative
offices and epoxy painted black
walls in the shop areas. Office
paneling will be in two types
of walnut and pecan.
Vinyl asbestos tile in four
colors — for different room
areas — —will be used in classrooms, with an epoxy floor covering to be used in the student
center, shop unit , corridors and
kitchen.
Ceramic tile Is to be used in
the entry way arid, In the toilet
rooms. '.
Cabinetry will be in four accent
colors and three different
Increased capitalization oi limits the capital assets of the
colors
will be used to delineate
the firemen's pension fund was fund to $150,000. Tax support
recommended to the City Coun- of the fund is limited to two various locker areas.
cil Monday night by a special mills as long as the fund re- WHEN architects were asked
study committee.
mains under $150,000; support by Superintendent of Schools A.
The recommendations were decreases to .3 of a mill there- L. Nelson for a progress report
contained in a letter from Aid. after."
on the new ' building, directors
G. L; Garber, chairman.
Other sources are 4 percent were told that work is proceedHE NOTED that state law payroll deduction and the re- ing about on the schedule origturn of 2 percent of all pre- inally submitted at the start of
miums paid in Winona for fire the project.
and extended coverage.
The classroom section, Ward
He also pointed out that the said, is expected to be closed
Winona firemen are now receiv- in soon and the other areas
ing the minimum pension per- probably will be , enclosed somemitted under state law. The de- time shortly after the first of
termination is based on 1/90 of next year;
the salary of a 1st class fire- Right now some interior work
man which is $460 a month or is awaiting the arrival of cerA scheduled meeting of the a unit value of $5.11.
tain heating units on the projBoard of Education and a deleect site and when these are inAFTER 20 years service, ac- stalled it's expected that plasgation of Winona public school
teachers to discuss salary mat- cording to this plan, a fireman tering and other types of work
ters for the next contract year may only receive $163.52 a can be started.
failed to materialize Monday month pension with one unit One unexpected development,
year
night when directors were told added for each additional
¦¦"" ' - - ' _ the board was told, occurred
that the teachers had not yet service. The
when a sudden strong wind
completed the draft of an ini- m a x i m um
f* 'i,
damaged a portion of roofing
VlTy
tial proposal to be presented they m a y
which was being. installed.
draw, after 28
to the board .
Smith and Ward said that the
In recent years board action years service, C__ u ncj I installation of heating units will
on a salary schedule, usually is $204.40 a l.wUlly"' ; determine when some interior
in March , has been preceded month.
work in certain areas can beDr. Garber pointed out that gin- .
by several meetings of teach¦
;
i
., other similar municipalities
ers and board .'"
have received approval from UNLESS therels a prolonged
members for
C*.U|»*kl
the state legislature to raise or delay in obtaining these units
discussions on vCnOOl
_
abolish the capital fund limit — and the architects said they
t h e philosoj
and
to increase the mill support are expected to be delivered
phy of schedOOdrCI
t
level.
The desired effect would soon — or there are other de^
uling, the de'
be the eventual self-funding of lays that cannot be anticipated ,
yelopment of
a new schedule and considera- the pension fund and removal completion of t h e building
might be realized by the. end
tion of other issues involving from the tax rolls.
of June or July.
salaries and working conditions.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The architects Said that at
Superintendent of Schools
1. Self-funding of the fund this time there seemed to be
A. L. Nelson told board members that he had suggested to should be approved and steps no reason not to expect that
the building will be ready for
the faculty that their repre- taken to allow a beginning.
sentatives meet Monday with
2. That the council ask the occupancy at the beginning of
the board to begin discussions legislature uv-ehange the law the 1967-68 school year as origon the schedule to be adopted to permit adequate funding: inally planned.
for the 1967-68 contract year.
That the --mill Z limit be inBoard policy has called for creased to 3 mills; that the lim- Garber pointed out that they
amended contracts to be re- it of $150,000 on the capital fund work an average of 67V. hours
turned by the teachers by April be abolished and the levy not a week ; they are on call dur¦ ' '¦
1. . . "
be tied to these assets ; that the ing their free time ; it is a
Nelson told board members city attorney and the Board of job suited specifically for young
that he had been advised by Fire and Police Commissioners men , and there are go social
the teachers Monday that work be empowered to draft a new security benefits unless a sechad not been completed on the law incorporating these chang- ond job is held.
¦
presentation they intended to es for approval by the counLAKE CITY CAMPAIGN
make to the board .
cil.
Presumably, this year — as
LAKE CITY Minn . (Special )
DR. GARBER noted that th* — Mrs. Lloyd .Eggenberger
In the past — . the delegation
was
that will meet with the board board felt that 4 percent should in charge of placing boxes in
the
of
be
deducted
regardless
will represent the two teachers
local stores for Christmas gifts
organizations, the Winona Ed- amount in the capital fund and for the state school at Faribault.
ucation Association and the Wi- to continue at the current rate Mrs. Ward Lane placed boxes
non a Federation of Teachers. of i/90 urjtiLsuerf time as self- at Oak. Center and Zumbro
No new date was set for the funding vyould permit an in- Falls. All boxes will be collectfirst meeting on 1967-68 salary crease without further taxes. ed Dec. 17. All other Wabasha
On behalf of the firemen Dr. communities also are participatmatters.
ing in the project , sponsored by
the county Association for the
Retarded. A Christmas party
for ARC members was held Sun9 «•«» • through 5 p.m.
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSK I
day afternoon at the Wabasha
Saturda y 910 12:30
Armory. It was planned by Mr.
DR . MAX L. DEBOLT
and Mrs. Harlan Schroeder, Elgin.
• Optometrimta
3(531
THIRD AND M AIN STB . P HONT. fiS.IO -

More Financial
Support Urge d tor
Firemen s Pension

Teachers Work
On 196J-t
Salary Demand

PARENTS
JUST ONE

$50 PAYMENT

A TT E N T I O N !
AN IDEAL
All Coal Users . ; CHRISTMAS GIFT

®m
WE HAVE A FULL IINE OF HIOH GRADE

A SIZE AND GRADE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

• Commander Ranga
• Commander 4x3

• Commander Large Lump
• Illinois ax3
• Winter King Small Lumr
• Berwlnd Briquettes
• Petroleum Briquettes

• Pocahontas Furnace Site
• P««»V Stoker

• Commander Stoker
• R"^ Glow Stoker

• Orient Stoker
• P'froleum Coke

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE
COZY COMFORT OF COAL HEAT

J oswick Fuel & Oil

901 E. Sth St.

Phona 3389

Where You Get More Heat At Lower Cost

Insures your child for
$1,000 to aga 23.

• JUST ONE $50 PAYMENT
- THAT'S ALL UNTIL
AGE 13 — Rives a child
$1,000 life protcclinn and
p.slahliblie.s Ihn basis for fi
sound , lifetime insurance
program.

Lights
County Library Wabasha Deputy Christmas
Stolen in Goodview of $2,620 to Quality Chevrolet Mrs. Elmer Walters, Lamoille,
Co. for the purchase of a 1967
Outdoor Christmas lights were station wagon for use by the were appointed to the agriculPlan Explained Pays $25 Fine Monday
stolen at two Goodview homes Winona County sheriff' s de- tural extension committee for
night ,
the term ending Dec. 31, 1969.
partment.
WABASHA, Minn. (Special)Clarence Bicker, 895 9th St., Contracts were informally
THREE LETTERS received
Lorenz, Wabasha Coun-' told Sheriff George Fort that awarded a month ago
To City Council Everett
.
were placed on file. A commuty deputy sheriff , pleaded guiltyf someone had taken approxi-

Miss Alberta Seiz, head librarian at the Winona Public
Library, speaking for a group
of interested county citizens, explained a proposal for a possible county library system
Monday night to the City Council.
She explained that the only
public libraries in the county
are in St.
.
¦ ¦
Charles a n d f '
"'
Winona, a n d
l *
the success of
t h e bookrrio- . **
.a
bile at t h e fV.OUnCll
"""
Winona CoUnty Fair in St.
Charles last summer pointed
up the need for a permanent
bookmobile for other areas;

C fv

SHE SAID the advantages
would be efficiency and economy. The larger the area served, the better the service and
more state and federal funds
would be available.
Although it would be necessary to hire a driver and librarian for the proposed bookmobile, it was suggested that
a one-mill levy on residents
outside Winona and St. Charles
be instituted, gradu ally increasing to two mills.
• The city library's nonresident
fee of $4 a person would be
abolished if the new system is
adopted. These fees totaled
$289 last year, she reported.
Miss Seiz pointed out that little used books need not be duplicated and the main reference
books would be in the Winona
library.

to careless driving in municipal|mately 60 bulbs from his outcourt before Kenneth Kalbren- door decorations between 6 and
8 p.m. Gordon Lafka , 9th Street
ner Monday and paid a $25 fine and 38th Avenue, reported
two
He was arrested by Charles> strings of lights stolen at about
Gilbert, Wabasha policeman,, 8:15 p.m.
when he skidded on snow on 2nd
Street in Wabasha at 12:30 a.m.
Sunday while making a U turn
and hit a parked car.
He had two passengers, his
wife and Mrs. Walter Balow,
Wabasha. All three were in the
front seat . Mrs. Balow received
multiple lacerations and bruises
The Winona County Board of
and a fracture Of the right arm. Commissioners
Monday afterShe was taken to St. Elizabeth's noon approved contracts and
Hospital aiid expected to be re- bonds for the sum of $12 789.44
,
leased today. She was sitting on to the Griffith Construction
the right side.
Coz, Caledonia, for the construcMrs- Lorenz received multiple tion of bridge No. 91129 over
bruises. Lorenz received lacer- Pjne Creek in New Hartford
ations of the lip, was treated at Township.
the Community Clinic* and re- The" board also approved a
leased.
contract and bond in the amount

Bridge, Gar
Contracts OKed

CASH ON hand in the county
treasurer's office counted by
the finance committee was
$918.79 p l u s
' . ' ,. ' ¦ i
$2,000 in the i
change fund .
Coil llty
A 3.2 beer
license issued
DA«,VJ
p< arq
to Leonard A .
Morphew, Garvin Brook Tavern (Arches) ,
Town of Warren, was revoked.
Reason given was that Morphew
has been convicted of selling
beer to minors.
The board approved a homestead classification for Robert
E. Nagle, New Hartford , which
reduces the real estate value
from $340 to $215. It also approved a reduction of personal
property value for Michael M.
Soppa, Dresbaeh , from $1,660
to $1,318 and referred it to the
state tax commission for its
approval.
Wilton Heiden, Rushford, and

I

>

nication from the Winona County Public Health Nursing Board
recommended that the board
set the salary of the. county
nurse at $550 a month. A letter
from the Winona Civic Association was received stating that
it favors constructing a new
courthouse as soon as possible.
The Dakota Parent-Teacher
Club went on record favoring
the establishment of a bookmobile in Winona County.
Chairman Carl Peterson, Fremont Township, presided. Other
commissioners present were
James Papenfuss , Dakota;
Adolph Spitzer, St. Charles;
Leonard J . Merchlewitz. Winona, and Leo R. Borkowski,
Goodview.
Oslo, Norway's port is so busy
the year around crews are kept
busy in the ' winter months
breaking up ice formations.

*i9rthis year
^

Plymouth is out to>N^

Announcingthe wildnew Barracudas!
Featurino America's lowest priced
sports cai,from $2449*

SHE added that the larger
the amount of money at the library's disposal, the larger the
discount would be in purchasing books and reference material in a greater volume.
A group is now working on
the proposal for the county library system; it needs approval of the county commissioners.

Red Men Plan
Holiday Events
The Red Mens' annual stag
turkey dinner will be Dec. 15
at 6:30 p.m. at the Wigwam.
Tickets are now available at
the clubrooms; they must be
picked up by 10 p.m . Monday.
Committee in charge is Lloyd
Fegre, Anthony Fischer, AJfred
Fratzke, Henry Langowski and
Roy J. Nelson.
A pre-Christmas games party
for Red Men, members of the
Pocahontas and guests will be
Dec. 17 at 8:30 p.m.
The annual children's Christmas party will be in th e dining
room at 2 p.m. Dec. 17. Movies
will be shown, Christmas carols
sung, gifts distributed by Santa
Claus and refreshments served.
Children from the Lamberton
Home for Children will be
guests of the Red Men.
Committee in charge is Edgar Lynch, Alfred Fratzke, Alfred Berndt , Albert Peterman,
Ronald Ready. Robert Nelson
and John Garten
The annual New Year 's pri
vate dancing party will be Dec
31 at 9 p.m.
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TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) The honor roll for the second
six weeks period has been released at Taylor High School.
Achieving A ratings were Kenneth Koxlien and Creighton
Staff , seniors ; David Krai; -sophomore, and A lfn Staff , freshman. Seven "wiors, nine juniors, five sophomores and six
freshman are on the B honor
roll:
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Hardtop.
¦ Swift-looking,
r Fallback. Even . a Convertible.
. ¦ . . . "' ¦
allck-golng automobiles all With dealgna Oft your heart , all
priced to tit your budget. A lot Of the great things are
\
standard: rallye lights , pit-stop gas filler , trip odometer ,
torsion-bar suspension , chromed hood louvers , a ''Sportseat'*
with flip-down center armrest . Options include a booming
383 cu. in. V-8 which will be ready in plenty of time for Sebring.
Stop. ln today and lake a drive in one of the '67 'Cudas. .
Expect a lot , We promise you won ' t be disappointed.

Taylor Honor Roll
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- Hardtop.
eyHnder
Barracuda
Distrnstion charges , (lata and
local taies, If any . and optional .quloment (Including ¦ whitewall
¦
M.a. wharf eavara. and bumpar.guarday axira. - .
.
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PLYMOUTH DIVISION 09 CHRYS LER
V_f MpTORB CORPORATION

NYSTROM MOTORS, INC., 165 West 2nd St.
Follow your heart to your Plymouth Dealer today.
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• A U T O M A T I C A L L Y INCREASES TO "ADULTSIZE" LIFE INSURANCE
POLICY of $5,000 at age 23.
Then , nnd only then, in It
nocessaiy in pay annual
premiums — nn exceptionally low $75 per year. Paid
up at B5 ,
• G U A R A N T E E S THE
RIGHT TO BUY UP TO
$20,000 ADDITIONAL COV.
ERAGE — $5,000 at a time
— at nges 25, 27, 2D, and
31 WITHOUT PROOF OF
INSURAB ILITY. I s s u e d
ng?s 0-15.
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JERRY BERTHE
Insurants Agency
PHONE 2476
Insurance For Your
AUTO - HOME
BUSINESS - LIFE

SUNNY BROOK OISTUIIRY CO , CINCIUNUI, OHIO. BUKOEO WHISKtV 80 MOOT, «5* OMtN WUTIU SPIRITS.
FOR THOSE W HO PREFETC KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-THERE IS ANOTHER GREAT SUNNY BROOKThe mature and mellow whiskey, 86 proof , in the familiar square bottle , famoue elnca 1891.
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j-low 'Boom Has
Affected Our Area
WHAT EFFECT HAS the "big boom/'
which celebrated its fifth birthday this
year, had on the average Winona County
resident? How much better off is he than
he was iri 1960?
Such an appraisal , at the local level,
was suggested by a study called "Americans at Mad-Decade," released recently
by the .Census Bureau.
It mirrors the changes that have taken
place in the social and economic lives of
the people ever the five-year period.
Since I960, it shows* the nations work
force has increased, the proportion unemployed has dropped, the birth rale has
gone down and the populatiqrV Zas_ * whole
has become younger.
ALSO, GREAT movamanta of paoplo
from state to state have taken place, incomes have gone up, consumer spending
has increased and living conditions, in general, have improved.
Z Just hovr Winona County fared during
the half-decade is brought out in data compiled by the Labor Department , the Departnaent of Commerce and other agencies.
T*bey show that its growth rate has been
substantial.
In terms of income, considerabl e gains
over 1960-were reported. Aiter-tax earnings in the local area amounted to $1,573
per capita at that timeT By the beginning
of this year they had reached $2,008 per
capita. -it was an increase of 27.8 percent.
THE COMPARABLE lncraa*a, In the

United States, was 19.9 percent and , in the
State of Minnesota , 21.0 percent.

The figures, as given, do not take into
account the rise in the cost of living. According to government estimates, only
about a third of the gain was real.
It was sufficient, however, to fuel and
maintain the boom for five full years.
Residents of Winona County, armed
with this additional purchasing power,
spent ¦ a record amount for goods and services!. '"¦•
Their outlays in local retail stores
jumped from $1,100 per capita to 11*453
between I960 and . 1965, a rise of 32 percent, .' ; '
THE SURGE In business producod
more jobs for more people. In the State of
Minnesota, the number of men and women employed in nonfarm establishments
climbed from 960,000 tor 1,062,000 in the period, ¦¦z - -.

Use Zip Code It's a Good Habit
•MANY OF US ARE craafuraa of habit
— good and bad. One nabit.we think worth
cultivating when you write a letter Is the
use ot ZIP Code, yours In the return address and the ZIP Code of your correspondent in. the destination address.
The Post Office Department has gone to
great lengths to persuade business firms
and Individuals to use ZIP Code as a
means of improving the efficiency of the
Postal System.
Speed and efficiency are important to
this newspaper. A great volume of mail
flows through these offices, including such
items as syndicated columns , news and —
yes, advertising copy.
IF THIS MATERIAL arrivos lalt, It
loses its timeliness. The same is true of
at least some of the letters you get in the
mail, whether it be your Social Security
check, or a notice of premium due from
the insurance company. The time element
becomes even more urgent if you have
been anxiously waiting for word from the
battlelines.
We have some evidence that mail deliveries have improved since ZIP Code
was introduced three years ago. Just to
cite one example , our attention has been
called to a letter sent airmail from Addis
.Ababa in Ethiopia . The name was incomplete, tlie post office box -number was inaccurate and the letter was addressed to
the wrong city. It arrived at the correct
address in two days — because it had the
right ZIP Code number.
ZIP Code is effective now. It will become roor e effective as more people Use
it , justi fying greater mechanization of the
mails. We approve, therefore, of Postmaster General O'Brien 's campaign to push
ZIP Code , and we hope our readers will
cooperate In the department.
IN HELPING th* department, you will

also be hel ping yourself to better service.
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WASHINGTON CALLING

'IT DOESN'T LOOK REAL TO ME!'

WORLD TODAY

He Remembers
Pearl Harbor

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press New* Analyst
WASHINGTON <AP) — Twenty-five years
ago Wiednesday was a gray day, cold, even
in Louisiana. I was fishing in Salt Bayou;
30 miles from New Orleans, with a man who
had taught English in some of the best schools
in the East. He had ah elegant touch, even
toward fish. But we didn 't Catch any.
And When the sun bgan to dissolve behind
the trees we went across the bayou , into the
channel with the tall grass, keeping the outboard motor low. We pulled up at the wharf
near Big Sam 's boathouse. The little man
who worked fbr him came .skipping and hopping down to see us.
"This place is loaded with crappies," he
said. "You ought to try them." We did. He
kept telling us where they were: here, there,
there. But we didn 't gt any. We were shaking
in the cold. The sun was gone. We packed up
and went up to the boathouse.
BIG SAM WAS there, behind the counter
where he sold soft drinks and sandwiches. But
he hardly said hello to us. He was looking up
at a radio on a shelf on the wallj' and listening.
There were two strangers there, too, looking
up and listening.
And the voice on the radio was saying the
Japanese had sunk the battleship Arizona. We
thought we had come in late on a program.
1 asked Sam what the program" wasZ Hie said
there was no program. He said the Japanese
had attacked Pearl Harbor. I asked him if he
was kidding. He said ; "No, just listen. " The
voice was saying more.
I LOOKED AT the little man who had been
jumping up and down about the crappies. I
askied him: "Did you know about the Japanese when you came down to the dock?" He
said: "Yes." I said : "Why didn't you tell
us?" He.said: "I never thought about it ."
The English teacher and T listened a few
minutes more. We walked out into the dark
cold. Then, and I don 't know why, we suddenly shook hands as if we were saying goodbye to
each^ther or to something. And one of us
said: "This is where our lives change. " And
they did. And , while the little man who liked
crappies forgot about Pearl Harbor, practically nobody else has, ever shu^e, or could.
THERE WERE A lot of changes. For. whllo
trying to blow up Pearl Harbor was just a
part of World War II , what really blew up was
the root oi a world which then became a mixed bag of blessings and dismay for the next
quarter of a century.
Until the big war, for most people the world
had been a lifelong journey through a dismal
swamp where, except for Japan , almost every
country in Asia and Africa Was centuries behind the times, held in outright thralldom by
the big powers of the West, or under the Western thumb.
The war brought changes as fantastic as the
age of exploration. Everywhere new nations
were born with a chance for the first time to
achieve their own ecstasy or agony.
Has man learned much from World War II?
Not much, basically. In many ways he has
only rearranged the furniture .
Japan was denuded of its acquisitions, forcr
ed back into its home islands. The vast Germany of Hitler was split in half. But the allies
split in half, too. The Soviet Union is now the
antagonist of the West. And Japan and West
Germany, more prosperous now than in all
their history, are the friends and proteges of
the United Stales.
THROUGH THE bankruptcy of power that
the war brought, many people and nations acknowledged grudgingly the rights of others to
freedom, justice and dignity only in turn to see
the newly freed turn cannibals on themselves
and the rights of neighbors.
Millions of men , illiterate and hungry, still
trudge tlie dismal swamp .of existence. Nations
get tangled , as before, in stupidity and cupidity. The biggest powers live behind a burglar
alarm system of radar screens and missiles.
And there is no one alive able to predict
whether man suffered enough from World War
II tp avoid World War III.

IN YEARS GONE BY_

Ten Yea rs Ago . . . 1956

*f

James C. Mauszycki was re-elected president of the Winona Athletic Club during the
organization 's annual meeting. Mark Pellowskl
was named vice president succeeding Richard
Chuchna while Secretary Rudy Edel and Treasurer Andrew P. Kolter were re-elected.
Officers elected at the meeting of Wenonah
Rebekah Lodge at the Odd Fellows Temple
were Mrs. Herbert Nichols, noble grand; Mrs.
Paul Griesel Sr., vice grand; Mrs. B. R. Wandsnider , re-elected secretary and Mrs. Charles
Flanagan , treasurer.

Twenty-Five Yea rs Ago ... 1941
Alois T, Wiczek wa .s re-elected president.of
the Winona Ath letic Club .
Pat Burke and Robert Berg, co-captainselect of the l!Mi! Orange and Black team , were
among the 26 Winona High School lettermen
who received gold footba ll awards from Bernie
Bierman at the grid dinner.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1916

Frank L. Shea. Winona 's popcorn king, who
has been stationed with his wagon at 3rd and
Center streets, will leave for California where
he and Mrs. Shea will establish their business
at Berkeley.
Paul Kerfool , . former Winonan , has been
chosen one of the debaters to 'represent the
University of Minnesota in the Illinois-Minnesola-lowa conference . He is a law student and
tho son of Dr. and Mrs . S. F. Kerfoot.

Seventy-Five Years Ago... 1891

A committee of the Board of Trade has
been appointed to raise $18,500 stock required
to start Mr. Shackleoin in the steam heating
manufacturing business here .
M rs. T. J. Pierce arrived from an eight
weeks' sojourn at Council Bluffs "and St. Joseph ,
Mo. At the latter place she conducted large
and successful classes in Deisarte.

One Hundred Years Ago .. .1866

Messrs. Clapperton & Flint have opened an
oyster saloon in No. I Frier 's Block. The room
is carpeted and refitted ,
The Ai-ocHtttl Press ia entitled
James Bell has taken the position of clerk
exclusively to the use for republication of all the focal news at the Huff House. He has been on the river
Printed In this newspaper as well for several years past.¦
u all A.P. news dispatches.
Ktrp thy heart with all diligence; for out of
Tuesday, December 6, 1966 ll ar« the issurn of life.—Proverbs 4:23;
'^MJJJU"

' . . -.

Nuclear Giants
In New Race

By MARQUIS CHELDS
WASHINGTON — The nuclear giants, once described by
Robert Oppenheimer as two scorpions In a bottle, are squaring
off for another round in the nuclear arms race. That is the
reality behind the hopeful talk about easing tensions and such
minuscule achievements a_ the recent agreement for a direct
commercial air route between Moscow and New York.
Of all the decisions Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara has had to help
shape in his six years in the
Pentagon none Is more momentous than the one with
which he no>w is wrestling.
That is whether to give the
go-ahead for construction of
Predicts Romney Will
an anti-ballistic missile sysBe Neat President
tem. The price tag is in terms
that have come to carry no To the Editor :
meaning at all — $30 billion
The Republican party is now
or $40 billion.
on
the way to an even greatEverything goes into this
hopper from, rugged parti- er national victory in 1968.
san politics to scientific and Republicans have gained tretechnical calculations so far mendous strength because
voters reacted against
out that only a few scientists many
the
policies
President Johncomprehend them. On both son and the efDemocratic
party
sides of the great divide the while many other voters sim- ' • • ¦¦
basic component is fear and ply returned to their usual
with it the lingering belief habit of supporting GOP canthat absolute safety is still didates interrupted by the
possible in a world In Which 1964 disaster.
rival nation states are armed
In the councils of the GOP,
with nuclear weapons.
the
Midwestern states, particRECENT HISTORY Is about
to be repeated as part of the ularly Michigan, Illinois, Ohio,
exercise. With their new- Wisconsin,; and Minnesota,
found muscle the Republicans will become the dominant retalk of making the "anti-bal- gion of the Republican party
listi c missile gap'' a major by holding the balance of
charge leading up to 1968. power between the Eastern
and the Southern-Western
Playing on mass fears it blocs
power. The newly ac-:
could be the dominant theme quiredofinfluence
Of the Midof the next presidential cam- west should become
evident
paign . Already willing pro- when a Midwestern city, probphets are sounding the alarm . ably Chicago Or Minneapolis,
In i960 the Democrats used is selected as the site for Ihe
the same tactic on the "mis- 1968 GOP national convention.
sile gap." Prominent senaLate in 1967, George Romtors on the Armed Services
ney
and Richard Nixon will
Committee, such as Stuart
Symington of Missouri, repeat- announce their formal candiedly trumpeted the call to dacies for the presidential
arms. In January; 1959, Sym- nomination. Gov. Romney will
ington told the Senate : "Far score impressive victories in
from planning to close the the major presidential primarcurrent missile gap, the ad- ies, including that of Wisconministration is actually allow- sin. However, Richard Nixon's
ing it to widen — and this candidacy may well be kept
alive by securing large hum-'
By DREW PEARSON
Agnes Meyer, widow of the ranging from Gen. Omar despite all the vague reassur- bets of delegates from honance
we
have
heard
to
the
WASHINGTON — It looks late chairman of the Wash- Bradley to Author John Kerin past years and primary states in the South
as if the automobile industry ington Post, and the confer- sey, to Ex-Gov. Terry Sanford contrary
and the West. And although
again recently. "
is going to stack the new ad- ence is to promote public of North Carolina , to George
George Romney will prove to
The
gap
was
called
disasvisory council on auto safety, schools. The meetings illus- Gallup of the Gallup poll, all
be the overwhelming choice of
to be established under the trate what one citizen can do contributing their time to terous. Leaks from the Pen- the GOP rank and file, neitagon
Capitol
Hill
sugand
auto safety law recently pass- to help the nation .
helping m a k e democracy
ther Gov. Romney Or .Mr, Nixgested that America's whole on will enter
Mrs. Meyer, now almost 80, live. .
ed by Congress.
the national conretaliatory capacity could be
It hasn't reached the Pres- spent her early life as a
a man wiped out by a Soviet first vention with a nomination asFrederick
Close
,
ident's desk yet, but Secre- teacher and welfare worker. busy with the ramified prob- strike. Democrats . poured sured on the first ballot.
tary of Commerce John T. She came to the conclusion lems of the Aluminum Cor- shame and scorn on the Eisen1968's political surprise may
Connor has prepared a tenta- that public schools were the poration of America of which hower administration for per- be delivered by Gov. Ronald
backbone
of
America,
that
tive list of "advisers" which
he is chairman , nevertheless mitting the lag and thereby Reagan , who I believe will be
bears out advance predictions what built up a strong middle takes time to head the crip- inviting annihilation.
California's favorite son and
class
in
this
country
was
the
that Connor, a former Generpled children's fund hy Pittsfact
that
every
child
was
enMCNAMARA HAD no pari the not so secret wish of many '
al Motors director, would lean
burgh , Pa .
titled
to
a
education.
free
in
that controversy. He was party conservatives. Having ,
toward the motor moguls.
then
nominally a Republican earned the reputation of beConspicuously absent from
HE WAS TALKING the othMOST AMERICANS don 't
ing a good governor,. Ronald
the proposed advisory council realize it, but few other West- er night , at the Washington living in Ann Arbor, Mich., Reagan will attend the conexecutive
vice
president
of
the
is the name of Ralph Nader , ern nations give their youth Big Brothers dinner , to John
vention with most observers
the young map Who sparked the same free public school Duncan , the first Negro ever Ford Motor Co. As he has sev- expecting the governor to
eral
times,
said
three
weeks
,
the entire auto safety inves- education. Only the European to serve as commissioner of
throw his considerable
after he became Secretary of ence to Nixon.: But influti gation and who has done Communist countries have the District of Columbia.
Ronald
Defense he had established Reagan will announce his
more to make highways safer copied our system of free edusupbeyond
a
doubt
that
the
"Why have there been no
"mis- port of George Romney after
than any other man in Amer- cation.
racial disturbances in Pitts- sile gap " was a myth.
ica.
reaching the conclusion that
But recently, with some
But the propagation of that the Michigan governor is the
On the tentative list of ad- southern politicians trying to burgh?'! Commissioner Dunmyth was the reason for a candidate best, able to lead
visers, in contrast, are the tear down public schools, and can asked Close.
step-up in missile production. the GOP in a successful camfollowing:
the
Alcoa
exec"Because,"
pressure increasing in the
It was a big boost for the paign against Lyndon JohnJOHN FLOBERG, general North to use some . public utive replied, "a guy named missile industry . As of todry son.
Davy
Lawrence
got
us
all
to
counsel of Firestone Rubber , school funds for parochial
the combined deterrent force
George Romney will be
who during 1965 hearings be- schools, Mrs. Meyer organiz- working on this problem."
— Minute Men, Polaris subHe referred to the late Da- marines, manned bombers - nominated and in another surfore the Federal Trade Com- ed the National Committee for
mission testified vigorously Support of the Public Schools. vid Lawrence, longtime may- gives the United States an es- prise move will ask Gov. Reaagainst any government safe- It has wielded important in- or of Pittsburgh , later gover- timated superiority on the or- gan to accept the vice presinor of Pennsylvania , who en- der of four or five • to one. dential nomination , a position
fluence.
ty standards for tires.
listed thW support of Alcoa , This is, of course, quite well that will be accepted by Ronsessions
this
Attending
its
D e s p i t e FTC testimony
ald Reagan thus guaranteeing
showing there were 914 differ- week are educators and legis- U.S. SteeK and other big known to the Soviets. It may Republican unity
in the cambusinessmen
to
better
the
lators
from
all
over
the
naent kinds of tires , leaving the
help to explain their decision paign And come Nov.
2, 1968,
.
tire-buyer completely in the tion , plus private citizens community.
to build an anti-ballistic mis- George
Romney
and
Ronald
dark regarding tire safety ,
sile defense. That is to say, Reagan will not only defeat
Floberg testified:
it may have turned the arms Lyndon B. Johnson but the
race up still another notch.
"I submit the best standticket will also sweep the GOP
McNamara in a press con- into control of the Congress.
ards are the time-tested and
ference at the Johnson ranch
proven standards and the apLance A. Lamphere
revealed that the Soviets were
plied free enterprise standNelson , Wis.
installing such a defense. This
ards of quality . . . the discriminating taste of the Amerseemed like inviting trouble ,
ican consumers."
since it would inspire the kind level of force we might pracof crying of doom in the "an- tically build , and even under
Christopher Landmann of
ti-ballistic missile gap " al- the most favorable circumMercedes Benz, whose parent
ready begun . But the secre- stances to us,
company, Daimler - Benz of
nuclear extary was sure that leaks from change betweena the United
Stuttgart , i.s represented by
one
source
or
another
would
Gen . Julius Klein , close pal of
States and the Soviet Union
exaggerate tbe situation and would do enormous damage
Sen. Tom Dodd. The Mercehe , therefore, wanted to anti- to both parties .
des-Benz factory at Coronel
"
cipate this with a sober stateS u a r e z , Argentina , was
At the ranch McNamara
ment of what he believes from
where Eichmann , the Nazi
all available intelligence to be said America 's offensive powslave-labor carrip boss, was
er would be stepped up by
the true circumstances.
employed when " kidnapped .
equipping Polaris submarines
HE IS CONVINCED that with the Poseidon multipleJOHN BUtJAS , vice presineither side has the capacity shot missile. He has no doubt
dent of Ford, an able ex-FBI
for a first-strike knockout that even Without this
man who told the Senate
extra
which would leave the Initiat- strength a strike can peneCommerce Committee that
or of a first strike relatively trate any ballistic defense the
safety judgment should be left
whole. McNamara , believes Soviets can install and do
to each of the 50 individual
his summing up in the posture enormous damage.
states; there should be no fedhearings of February, 196-1,
eral safety law. Later Bugas ^
Does this mean that he will
Is valid today as it was then:
reversed himself , supported
be satisfied with continuing
"Finally a 'full firststrike' research and development of
the federal auto safety law.
capacity would have to be ac- the American anti - ballistic
Everyone agrees that Induscomplished by vast programs missile into which several biltry should be represented on
of anti-missile, anti-bomber lion dollars has already gone.
the advisory council but that
and civil defense. Even then ^——«**•——¦!——¦—._M__MM
it should not be stacked in fa—¦_*¦*_*¦«_¦ »
our calculations show that favor of Detroit:
run
into
tens
of
talities would
A unique conference has
"Herbert , remember how that loud rattle in the
millions. Thus the paramount
been taking place in Washingcar always makes you say you 'd like to drive it
conclusion supported by all
ton this week , organized by
of our studies ia that for any
into a brick wall?"
one lady. The lady is Mrs. • m
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Zwach Draws No. 1

Freshmen Congressmen
Draw for New Offices

Sales Changes
Made at Watkins
s£^_^_B-_&#:

-4-BB

WASHINGTON (AP) _ The
nearest thing to a national
sweepstakes has been run on
Capitol Hill and a long shot
romped home.
The event was the biennial
drawing among freshman members of the House of Representatives for office suites.
The slipjmarked "Number 1"
entitling bearer to first choice
went Monday,to .the newcomer
who will bring up the: rear of the
alphabetical roll call in the new
Congress, Rep.-elect John M.
Zwach, R-Minn. He wasn't even
there; an aide drew for him.

products manager.
He and his wife, Alice, have
two sons and a daughter. He is
a. member of St. Mary's Catholic Cljurch, its Holy Name Society and Knights of Columbus
and the American Legion. .
Hooper, a native of St. Paul,
joined Watkins as a trainee in
1954. He was named Oakland,
CalU.j district manager in 1959
and in 1964 became assistant
general line products manager.
He and his- wife, Helen, have
two children. Hooper is a member of McKinley Methodist
Church and the YMCA ,

What Zwach won, however*, as such amenities as the House
was first choice among frankly swimming pool and have a minb o 11 o m-drawer alternatives. iature subway to haul them to
Seniority rules almost every- the Capitol.
thing in the House and before There were, however, enough
the freshmen even reached for two-room suites to accommoHooper
Hartert
their slips in the bowl all cur- date .all the newcomers In the
rent members and all members middle-aged but still handsome James E. Hartert, 857 W.
returning after a break in serv- Longworth Office Building,; just Mark St., has been named genice had picked then*quarters for a tunnel away from -the Ray- eral sales manager, f clty divithe nextjtwo-yie^sgSZ^
burn.-;'
sion, of Watkms Productsrlnc., MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
^
Twenty-eight
suites
were
according to J. N. Doyle, pres- manager of a shopping center
None of the 63 freshmen had a
told police two men robbed him
crack at a suite in the much- available in the Cannon Build- ident ' . - .;;
criticized but much-sought-after ing, the oldest of the three Hartert succeeds John Fed- of $1,400 as he returned from a
and
bank, then left him chained in
Rayburn Office Building. There House office buildings, Half
ders, 467 W. Wabasha St., who a carmembers rate three rooms Zwach picked one of them.
each, are under the same roof the Cannon Building is closed has been named national sales Henry Lenn of Kassler's Shopfor remodeling into threeroom manager for the division in ping Center in suburban Colaccommodations. These are
umbia Heights, said the Incident
expected to be prizes in future Canada and will move to Winni- happened late Monday, morning,
peg.
years, combining spaciousness
Arthur Hooper, 624 Terry as he walked from the bank
with nigh ceilings and tradition. Lane,
has been named general about a block away.
A maze of status indexes and line products manager. He sucpersonal whims " determines ceeds Hartert.
choice of .office locations. Acces- Hartert, a native of Minneis- ,6 Deer Killed
sibility to one's ' committee ka, joined Watkins in 1955 as By Ripley Archers
rooms is an important plus. an administrative trainee, was
Corner suites are favorites.
appointed assistant to general CAMP RIPLEY; Minn. (AP)
View is important. Obviously city sales manager in 1958 and — Hunters opening the Decemwhen a constituent looks out of became Rocky Mountain reg- ber bow and arrow deer season
^
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
his representative's window, he ional manager in 1960. In 1962 at the Camp Ripley military
DEAR ABBY: Hugh and I have gone together for eight will be more impressed if he he was named assistant to the reservation Saturday recorded
years, and I am no closer to marriage now than I was when sees the capitol than if he sees city sales vice president aiui 16 deer for 563 archers. Sunday,
in 1964 became general line 409 Sowmen got only two deer.
I first met him. We hit it off perfectly on our first date, a parking lot.
and from that moment on I have had no interest in any
^___ssgs^Eps^g^^rm^^^^-^~^-^s_^_g-^^^^^^^^»™^^s_s_^^-^sg^__3_®
other man. I am 34, and he is 43.
My problem is HughZwas badly hurt by a woman (they
are now divorced) and he doesn't want to take a chance
on marrying again. I know our love will last and we could
be happy together, but he is afraid of marriage. How can
I convince him that he is wrong?
WANTS HUGH
' mmmf Mmmam* _ ¦ ¦
a\\
DEAR WANTS: you can't. He has
already convinced himself that he
doesn't want to marry again. And when
a man doesn't want to do something,
one excuse is as good as another.
^^*>^____H_^__^__ ^^ •
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DEAR ABBY:

z|fe:

Man Says Two
Robbed Him
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County Board
Sets Aid for
TownshipRoads

Township allocations from the
$30,000 allotment from the county road and bridge fund for 1966
were approved Monday afternoon by the Board of Winona
'""""
County Commissioners.
T
Allocations are made on a formula that is based dne-half on
the township levy for road and
bridge purposes and one-half on
reported township expenses.
ALLOCATIONS approved tn
the resolution were to:
Homer, $1,484; Winona, $1,495; Hillsdale, $732; Elba, $571;
W ' h i - t e .w. a-:
_____
ter, $629; St. [-£— - . ' . "

Charles . $1-,
606; Mt. Vernon , $i,053;

No rt o n ,

county buildings would be $594.
The letter explained that although the coverage limits had
been increased from 325,000 to
$100,000, a 15 percent reduction
in rate had been realized by
combining boiler insurance with
the package fire Insurance policy for all buildings.
Reports of the county veterans service officer ^ home agent
and county nurse were received
and placed on file.

County
Board
L_-———»

$2,573; Rollingstone, $1,593; Saratoga , $!,•
428; Fremont, $1,582; Utica, $2,971; Warren; $1,595; Hart $1952; Wilson, $1,928; Wiscoy, $1,050; Pleasant Hill, $1,689; New
Hartford, $3,137; Dresbaeh,
,$384, and Richmond, $536.
THE BOARD Monday afternoon also received a letter from
Winona Insurance Agency explaining that the premium for
three-year renewal of boiler insurance covering all boilers in

'

••% .4^

y

WASHINGTON (AP) - Pfc.
Melvin W^ Anderson, 21, Littlefork, Minn., died in Viet Nam .
from non-hostile cause, the Pentagon announced Monday night.
He was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Anderson Of rural
Littlefork and was one of eight
children.
¦
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Minnesotan Dead
In South Viet Nam
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 33-year-old male
hairdresser who has shared an apartment
with a co-worker for two years. Last Sunday I woke up to find that my roommate
had brought home a young divorcee and
her 3-year-old child, and all three of them
were sleeping In the living room. My roomAbby
mate plans on marrying her next week, and
can't see why we can't all live together.
My half of the furnishings represents $3,000. I can't
move! out and take my half with me. (How do you divide
carpeting, draperies, and pairs Of tables, lamps, _ dinette
set, etc.?) He hasn't the cash to buy me out, and I certainly
dori't want to stay here under the circumstances. What
do I do now?
STUCK
,

_K_L ^V ^ ^\ ^^^ jT my

J_a

/¦

J__

*

DEAR STUCK: If your roommate won't move out
with his newly acquired family, then it's your move.
Take as much of your "half' of the furnishings as possible, and let him pay you in monthly Installments for
the balance.
DEAR ABBY: My husband's father has been seen ln
broad daylight necking with girls who were young enough
to be bis granddaughters. He lives with us because he cannot hold a steady job.
We have been told by our neighbors, who would have
no reason to lie, that my father-in-law brings young girls
into the house while we are away. We have talked to him
several times about this, but he denies it;
Some of our neighbors will not let their children associate with ours because of the bad reputation my father-inlaw has created. Will you please tell us what to do?
AT A LOSS

a

^^B
_____\\\_ \\__\\\\\ws^^^

CHAIR PADS AND CHAIR SETS
. . . in plain colors, or flora l and
Traditional prints.
Pads from .1.98 up

DEAR AT: Your father-in-law Is a sick man. Do
not leave him alone In your home any more! Consult
your family physician and ask for his recommendation.
Thus far it is only a medical problem, but unless It is
corrected at once, it could be a legal one with serious,
messy repercussions.
CONFfDENTIAL TO MARGARET: Don't waste too
muchr,Time on a matt who persistently "jabs" you •with
unkind' remarks. The grave of love is prepared with little
digs.
How has the world been treating you? Unload your
problems on Dear Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069.
For a pergonal, unpublished reply, inclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
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Dotft be stingy
thisHoliday.
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I Walt 'til you feel It! Here's a new kind of luxury for leisure wear.
|"Aberdeen" cable knit in a soft blend of 65% Shetland Wool, 20%
|Dacron® and 15% Mohair. It's a sportswear*must I
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$13.00
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$18.00
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I Here's new casual elegance, country style. The tweedy look cloth
|front and Shetland knit sleeves and back are an unbeatable- com1 binations for all seasons wear.

¦

$15.00

s Here's (his year's cardigan for today's slim look. In addition lo
\ Its handsome styling features and trim fit, it has the shape-keeping,
wash and wear qualities you find only in 100% Orion®.
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Give a little.
To the milkman, Uiwle Bill, *nd the Cpurtneva, for instance.
You don't have to tell them OM Thompwn.'a Holiday foil
wrapping corneafiee. Or that Old Thompwr. it barrelledtwice
for eitra tmoothness.
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ing for any type of welfare, tax
or other benefit for the blind or
nearly blind.4. Separate operators licenses
for private passenger cars,
school buses, taxis, light trucks,
heavy trucks ahd two-wheeled
vehicles.

Imp ede
Periodic
Drivers, Autos Uraecf

WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Commerce Department proposed Monday mandatory inspection of all motor vehicles and
periodic examinationof all drivers as part of each state's highway safety program.
They were among the first
sine standards and policies the
departmentsaid it is considering
for Inclusion in the state pro-

grams required under the highWay safety law passed by Congress this year.
Dr . William Haddon Jr.,
administrator of the National
Highway Safety Agen cy, pan
the Commerce Department, said
at a news conference that there
already is evidence Vehicle inspection programs can save
thousands of lives annually,

S FUELUFAP
GET OUR KEEP-FUU SERVlc^

GULF Oli m
Handling CITG0 Products
Fred Selke — Distributor

^265 E. Mark

Phone 2341

About 30 states now have no
mandatory vehicle inspection.
States which fail to implement
a safety program approved by
the department by tlie end ol
; 1968 face the loss of 10 per cent
of their federal highway construction money and their highway safety funds.
Haddon listed these initial
proposals, drafted for a meeting
today of representatives front
the states:
I 1. Mandatory vehicle inspec[ tion, at first on a yearly basis
! and later at six-mopth intervals.
i1 The federal proposal would require checks of tires, brakes,
! steering and lights but each
9. Each state should vest in its
stat e could decide whether it
; wanted to use public or private health agency; the responsibility
' inspection facilities or a com- for recommending procedures
on all medical aspects of driver
bination of both.
licensing, enforcement and acciI 2. Periodic examination of all dents investigation.
\ drivers — at least every four Haddon said future proposals
! years for those under 65 and will cover vehicle registration,
[every two years for older per- acciden| investigation, cmer.
f sons. The states fix other re* gency medical services, high| quirements to suit conditions in way design and maintenance,
\;.s_
.their areas.
traffic controLand vehicle laws.
3. Denial of licenses to the The first proposals were ' anblind and nearly blind. This nounced at this time, Haddon
-would require states to set. up said, to give states a head start
machinery for revoking licenses in drafting their own programs.
for persons receiving or apply- Some 46 state legislatures meet
this winter and spring, he noted.
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to console Democrats who
lost bids for election tc* town
office also were received t y the
traditionally -victdribys RepuWii
cans.
''
I 'J^^
Members pf Pell's^staff explained : "Somebody goofed. " i
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Washingfon University The same letters that Sen . Claiborne Pell, D-R.I , sent last
Elects MIT Chairman week

EE

ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) - Dr.
James R. Killiam Jr. , chairman
¦
' ¦ . ¦; •- W^W mW^aW^aW^/¦ of the Corporation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
__RTTT_l39--rJn!'l_nil>H_l
l ll-IUin -_ ¦ has been elected a trustee of
-¦* llfi lI
...
^——-¦
——:—:—: aH -nn-M-a Washington University here.
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Former Chicago
Policemen Get
Robbery Terms

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Prison terms of 10 years were im^posed Monday on two former
Chicago policemen in the 1964
burglary of a Minneapolis post
office.
.'* /. '
Federal judge Gunnar H.
Nordbye sentenced James Slawek, 33, and Norbert Terlikowski,.' • ¦28 , who are serving terms
in Illinois State Prison for robbery of a supermarket. The federal: sentences will run concurrently, said Nordbye.
^ Slawek and Terlikowski were
charged with breaking and entering, larceny of U.S. prooerty
¦
and conspiracy. A north Minneapolis post office was burglarizBrandeis Unive rsity
ed Jan . 18, 1964 of about $10,000
postage stamps, $1,70* cash
Opens Building Drive in
and blank postal money orders
BOSTON (AP) - Brandeis with a potential value of $160,University lias launched a $46 000. They were convicted here
million development campaign on Oct. 31.
¦
¦
.„.., . ' .
for construction of seven new
schools, endowment of scholarships and chairs, and purchase Winning Republicans
of added campus land.
Get Consoled, Too

Carniva

: A¦ ¦' y

ROME (AP) _ Driving
snowstorms piled up drifts that
isolated villages In Italy'j Alpine and Appennine Mountains
Monday but the cold weather
eased a new flood threat to Florence,¦ Bologna and the Pb del'
ta; : ' ¦ ' '
The snow reached a depth of
20 inches: in the hills around
Bologna and up to 30 inches in

5. Examination by itateg of
the previous driving record of
an applicant for a license or renewal of a license. ,
Comprehensive
6.
driver
training programs including a
state program for driver education in th© school systems,
training of qualified instructors,
adult driver training programs,
programs for the retraining cf
drivers and development of
practice driving facilities .
Z7. Wearing of crash helmets
by all persons riding motorcycles or other two-wheeled motor
vehicles.
8 . Alcohol tests of at least the
bodies of drivers killed in single-vehicle crashes and of adult
pedestrians.
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the mountain passes near L Aquila in central Italy.
Throughout most of the Appennines and the Alpine foothills
of the north auto travel was possible only with chains. Many
villages were isolated as drifts
piled up in secondary roads.

In Bologna, tributaries of the
swollen Reno overflowed their
banks and poured across streets
and residence suburbs at the
western side of the city. The
water WPH so deep in some
streets that traffic was halted.
The water poured into groundfloor shops and homes.
Nc casualties were reported.
The Arno, through stricken
Florence, stopped rising well
below flood level.
Children trudged down muddy
streets, returning to school for
the first time since the disastrous Nov. 4 floods. Many of the
schools still were without beating. Classes from some schools
too badly damaged to be reopened Were transferred to prefabricated emergency schools.
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• Supported cast vinyl cortrinp hm superior rvistinei
to scuffin?, scratchlne and stalnlni.
• Reinforced with fiberglass for extra protective stren.ta' .
and amarin.lightness.
• Patented tongue In groove, stainless steel closures.
• Patented handle, with foam rubber cushion. .
• Patented cam action locks, can't snap open.
• Luxurious floral brocade linings.
• Duette Hardside garment carrier -with hangers remov*
able separately or « whole units.
Z;
• 7 colors, 24 styles for men, women.
AT All.TINE LUGGAGE AND DEPARTMENT STORES
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Insurance Confe rence
Set for New Orleans
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Phi Beta Kappa
I
Birthday Marked
f
|
WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (AP) i
I
— A birthday party at Raleigh
Tavern in this historic colonial
town, attended Monday by College of William and Mary stu- I
dents, marked the 190th birthday of Phi Beta Kappa,
Five William and Mary students founded the honorary
scholastic society on Dec. 5,
1776, five months after the sign,
ing of the Declaration of Independence.
I
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|J| »AS BRIGHT AND |
EASY-TO-TAKE I
,
AS THE SEASpN

I
I
1

Thousands of acres of the Po
delta still were inundated. Kesidents of Donzella Island in the
delta were/ evacuated for a second time in a month as a precautionary measure.
Driving winds across the stormy Adriatic sent the morning
high tide surging in once more
over the canal city 's famed St.
Mark 's Square.
First rain and then show
lashed the city, which has had
floods ever since the Nov. 4 disaster smashed its guarding
breakwater out beyond the
lagoon.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
llth hemispheric insurance conference will be held in New Orleans, La., next Nov. 12-16.
Between 1,000 and 1,500 insurance : executives from Latin
America, the United States;
Canada, as well as European
observers, are expected to attend.
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'It's exactly Monday, the 28th.. .'•'
Remember the old vaudeville routine? The straight man would
turn to hii partner. "What 's the time?" he'd yy. "It's exactly
Monday/' came the reply, followed by laughter. Well, many a
Iruth is spoken in jest and the trut h is right on the face of the
Rolex Day-Date. Right on the face of one watc h you get the
day of the week, the date of the month and the time. The day
and date change click! every midni ght. The time is accurate to
99,98Va because this Rolex is a c/ironomefer; teste d and so
approved by a Sw^s Government testing stalion. It 's an Oysler,
meaning absolutely waterproof Mt' s a Perpetual , meaning selfwinding. This Day-Date has a case and bracelet carved from
18 kt. gold, a 25 jewel movement and costs $1,000.00 Witra
a Strap, $555,00.

'Whtn cue, crown and cryittl tre Intact,
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JUMBO PACK

A full 42 feet: 6 rolls 26"x7'
long, enough to wrap most gifts,
1rom small to large! Haw the.
prettiest packages this Christmas with bright patterns , gay
colors. Buy one, more todayl

ROBB
BROS. STOR E

574 E. 4th St. Phona 4007
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Plainview Milk
Returns Rise

WaumandeeMan
Pays Fine on
Liquor Charge

ALMA, Wis. (Special) - John
Kuri tt Valley Tavern, Town
of Waumandee, pleaded nolo
contendere to sellin^mtoxicants
to minors under 18.
He was fined $100 plus $5
costs, placed on probation , for
two years to the state Department of Public Welfare, and
ordered not to allow any person
under 21 to be in his premises
unaccompanied by parent or
guardian.
" Kuri was ordered to pay fine
and costs by Dec. 16. He was
in court before Judge Gary B.
Schlosstein with his attorney,
LaVern G. Kostner, Arcadia.
The offense was committed
Sept. 9. When arraigned, he
pleaded not guilty but changed
the plea at the continued session.
Norman J . Gleiter of Gleiter's
Tavern, Waumandee, pleaded
nolo contendere to allowing
persons under 18 to loiter in his
place' of businessZ He was given
a suspended sentence, placed on
probation, for two years to the
state Department of Public
Welfare, ordered not to allow
any under-aged person on his
premises unaccompanied by
parent or guardian, and ordered to pay $5 court costs. The
offense was committed Sept . 18
and when arraigned, he pleaded not guilty.
A charge against . Gleiter of
furnishing fermented malt beverage to a person under '18
unaccompanied by parent,
guardian or spouse was dismissed on motion of District
Attorney Roger. Hartman . He
was arrested on this charge
v•
July 14.

PRESENTED PADDLES . . . Sponsors
and advisers of a canoe derby for the Explorer Scouts hold miniature paddles preZ sented to them. From left , back row, Ross
Nixon,, Hurrell Wardwell, Donald V. Gray,
Al Abrams, Ed Jeresek and Ed Klonecki,

Explorer Scouts
Honor Sponsors

Explorer Scouts of Post II
honored the sponsors and advisers of the annual canoe derby
Sunday evening at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart.
Honored guests were presented with inscribed* laminated
¦ ' ¦ ¦' ,
.
canoe paddles.
Sponsors were: The Catholic
Aid Association, represented by
White ostrich feathers that Hurrell Wardwell/ president of
used to be used for trimming the Men's Club; Central Methohats came from the male bird's dist Church, Al Abrams; Order
wing or tail.
of Red Men, Walter Williams;

and front row, from left, Daniel Richie, Lloyd
Korder, Tony Fischer arid Gene BergTer.
Not pictured are Thomas Underdahl, Jerry
Papenfuss and Walter Williams. (Tom Chick
photo ) v

the Cathedral's Holy Name Society, Ed Klonecki; KAGE,
Jerry Papenfuss, and Nelson
Tire Service '— Thomas Underdahl, president.
The two-hour program consisted of the showing of more
than 240 slides of the Scouts'
summer canoeing adventures ;
Adventures included the annual
canoe derby from Rted Wing to
Winona; the 10-day canoe trails
into Canada from the Scouting
base at Ely, Minn., and special
adventure trips by small teams,
consisting of a trip by three
boys from Lake Superior to Winona in one canoe and another
trip by six boys down the Zumbro and Mississippi rivers, from

Rochester to Winona. A third
trip was taken by four boys
down the Black River and up
the Mississippi to Winona.
¦ '
¦
¦
¦
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Power Eng ineers
Winona Chapter 4, National
Association of Power Engineers,
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at Red Men's Wigwam. The
1967 state convention, which Winona will host, will be discussed. Joseph Votniba, secretary,
will show two films, one on
safety on a comedy featuring
Buster Keaton. A buffet lunch
wilU be served. Irvin Wadewitz
is chairman of the luncheon
committee.

PLAINVIEW, Minn. - Gross
returns for the fiscal period
ending Sept. 30, reported at the
44th annual meeting of the
Plainview Milk Products Association Saturday in the Plainview Community School, were
$73,690 higher than the preceding year,
Grocs returns totaled $4,996,009, Up from $4,922,319.
CURRENT assets total $808,259, and investment-, $46,626.
Permanent assets of $1,301,728
less an allowance for depreciation of $754,549 left a balance
of $547,179. Grand asset total
was $1,202,065.
Liabilities included: Current
liabilities, $313,701; long term,
$85,894; other, $35,511, and
members' and patrons' equities,
$766,858. Grand total, $1,202,065.
Returns for the year were
$4,996,009; cost of returns, $297,738; operating expenses, $446,131; payments, $4,205,144, and
interest paid on stock, $472.
Distribution of the $46,521 balance: Patron's cash dividend 20
percent, $2,588 ; patrons' feed
allocation, $10,352, and allowance for contingencies, $33,581.
Other comparative statistics
showed that whole milk received in 1966 totaled 84,171,319
pounds and in 1965, 87,603,926
pounds; total butter fat received A- 3,034,834 and 3,168,145;
skim milk received — 76,385,385
and 89,838,464; butter manufactured — : 2,767,082 and 3,291,915;
powder manufactured —11 ,757,591 and 14,266,855 and milk sold
- 20,859,135 and 10,053,279.
Two directors were reelected
— —Ralph Tiedemann and Herbert Weis. Arthur Schad ran
against Weis. Holdover directors are Sidney Stoltz and Ernest Stoehr.
William Rahman is president;
Ambrose Simon, vice-president
and John Sloan, secretary-treasurer. Glenn Hasse is operator
manager.

SERVICE PINS GIVEN ; . . Russell
Matar, third from left, manager, presents
a 20-year service pin to Mrs. Carlos Olson
of the Montgomery Ward & Co. store. Between them is another 20-year winner, LeRoy
Connaughty. Others, from left, Mrs. Joseph
Kryzer, 5-year; Mrs. Robert Young, 5-year;

CD A pplicants
Asked for Two
Badger Counties
ALMA, Wis. (Special) -- Applicants who desire to write the
examination for joint civil defense director of Buffalo and
Trempealeau counties must apply or write for application
blanks to the county clerks in
the courthouse, either at Alma
or Whitehall.
Applications will be accept-
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NELSON TIRE SERVICE

Fourth and Johnson

Yes . . . We Service What We Sell
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Olson, 42, of St. Paul, resigned as conservation commissioner to run for attorney general. .' : ¦ • . '
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St, PAUL (AP) - Wayne Olson, unsuccessful DemocraticFarmer - Labor candidate for
attorney general this fall, has
joined the Minneapolis law firm
of Master, Hart & Seran, he said
Monday.
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ed until Dec. 19 at 9 a.m. Applicants will be notified of the
date and place where the test
will be conducted. They must
be in good physical condition
and between the ages of 21 and
55. A knowledge of business administration or related experience is desirable.
The person hired will serve a
year's probation before achieving permanent status. Further
information may be secured by
contacting the county clerks,
Gale Hoch at Alma and Mrs.
Marlys Lietz at; Whitehall.
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Mrs. Carl Gernes, 15-year; Mrs. Carl PaWan*
lS-year and Mrs. Delbert Smith, 5-year. Not
present* was Mrs. John Reszka, 15-year, hospitalized. The presentation was at a Chiirtmas party Saturday night at Westfield Golf
Club. (Dairy News photo)
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Good tltings happen when y ou give Schenley

wfll begin wtth a potfack

CATVTOUCDAUGHTERS
student whose host, are the party
!Anne Pellowskl
Kellogg PTA
Paul Brogan family, rural St supper. Gifts will be exchanged.
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spe- Charles. .
<__ !) — -be CatholicDaughters
Mrs; Edward Harnish
Votes to Care
ST. ALOYSIUS SOCIETY
of
the St. Charles Catholic ST. FRANCIS UNIT
Former
Winonan
to
Travel
;
ST. CHARLES, Mhm. (Spechurch wOl meet at 6:30 p.m,
City
For
Rink
(Spe- cial) — St. Aloysius Society of
Minn.
ST.
CHAJEU-ES,
'
W
ednesday
for
a
potluck
supGeneral Appea rance Belies KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)—
per. Pucharaporn Laulikttnaii cial) — The St Francis Unit the Elba Catholic Church will

Study Children, Culture

irom Patumvan, near Bangkok, of the St. Charles Catholic meet in the church hall at «:30
The Parent Teacher Association
•Thailand,known locally as Pat, Church win hold a Christmas p.m. for election of officers. , A
voted to assist with the madnBy MARIE WILK
will speak on her homeland at party at the Cecil Ellsworth prize will be awarded *nd
the meeting.Pat is an exchange home at 7 p.m. Tuesday. The lunch will be served. "
tenance of the city skating rink
yWommri'* Editor
BftlATHARINE PL€TKE
'- ¦ ¦ '
'
again this year at the group's
~-~J—- 1—^——¦'
Life, for at least one former Winonan, is as varied
n 'i " • '
Daily Ntw* WomenVWrltar
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meeting Thursday evening. as it is busy.
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To reach a 94th birthday with grace and charm Named to head the committee
Miss Anne-PeUowski, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
is denied to many but Tuesday Mrs. Edward F. (Helen) in charge of the project are Alexander Pellowskl, 523 E. Wabasha St., has begun
Harnish has attained this level of years along with the Connie Steuemagel and Donald a job with UNICEF Dec. 1 as founder and director of
a
grace and charm to make them more than an addition Schouweiler. Preparation of the World Center on Information Concerning Children
of time. Rattier she is living, enjoying and contributing rink has already begun.
- -,¦
and Culture. : z
daily to those around her. china painting, both of which
For the last three months, she has been in MunBora Dec. 6, 1872 to Hi- are in evidence in her sur- Members of the association ich, Germany, Yugoslavia,
decided
to
present
a
Walt
also
ram and Emily Hurd Fair-' roundings. She is active in the
and the Scandinavian counbank in Byron, Minn., and care of the household, interest- Disney movie for school, chil- tries where \she has been
married April 25, 1900, to ed in people and her general ap- dren on Dec. 21 instead of working on a bibliography
Edward F. Harnish. Mrs. Har- pearance; belies the calendar distributing apples, popcorn of children'
s books to be
nish has spent her entire life years.' . .,
balls and candy as in previous
published in 1967.
Her philosophy is one of hap- years. - • . " ' , -'
In this area. ;
She moved to Chatfield as a piness predicated-on a lifetime Mothers of school children BEFORE THAT, she worked
small child, attended elemen- of "a good home, happy child- were requested to make tbe ne- at the New York City
tary school there and graduated hood and gratifying married cessary costumes and robes for Library where, by 1964,Public
'
» asm rum ^i*ma **»tt^*ty sti *^ti *^a ***a<a<mt *\to *1 **'*^
-Uwii i n is *ati.- w^vaiwnaa
she
from Chatfield High School Aft- life," in her own words.
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the Christmas
program on Dec. was assistant storytelling and
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er her high school years she Her ancestryhas included sev- 20. • •
group
work specialist.
was enrolled and graduated eral aunts and grandparents
from Pillsbury Academy, Owa- whose lives extended into the MRS. E U G E N E BEHRJMS. Somewhere along the way,
tonna, Minn., when it was still 90s. The Fairbank family came membership chairman, report- she has managed to record five
to America as a Puritan fam- ed the association had 136 reg- children's records on which she
a CTWducationalinstitution.
relates folk and fairy stories
Her husband, who died In ily in 1636 and . established a istered and paid members.
1MB, wis publisher and editor residence (still maintained) on Program chairmen were the for the younger set, and to get
of the Chatfield News. Mrs. the Charles River at Dedham, Mmes. Donald Schurhammer her masters' degree from ColHarnish still maintaufc her Mass. Jonathan Fayerbanke and Vernon La Fee. Christmas umbia University in 1959.
home residence in Chatfield was the early ancestor; whose carols were sung under the The recordings — all of which
where she votes but resides in progeny came to Minnesota to direction of fifth grade teacher, were recommended as good
Winona at 116 W. Sanborn St., settle. The Fairbank home, one Mrs. Carl Retake and accom- Christmas buys for children in
WNIS
with her daughter land only of the oldest In the nation, is panied by kindergartenteach- the last issue of Saturday Rechild, Miss Charlotte Harnish, now maintained as a museum er, Mrs. Clemen Heins.
view — are:"The Seventh MISS ANNE PELLOWSKI
cataloguer at the Winona Public showpiece of early America. Robert Meyer, school princi- Princess and Other Fairy
(^
Hiram Fairbank, father of Mrs. pal, showed a film, "Christmas Tales," "English Folk and
library.
iu_CU*Y t EAfHERS.
Mrs. Harnish has been, and Harnish, a twin, was until his Customs of Foreign Countries FairyTales," "Star Maiden and to groups of children.
is, an ardent reader with a death active and alert to the and the United States," agd an other Indian Tales," "Ameriprime Interest in politics and world and those around him. exchange of gifts followed.
can Indian Tales for Children," SHE WAS often a guest of
World affairs. Her daily read- His daughter carries these char- Lunch was served by Mrs. Er- and "Norse Folk and
A.
Fairy the library 's television proSILK-UNED 8-BUTTON GlJOVES.
ing includes three newspapers acteristics in her life.
vin Belter, assisted by second Tales."
gram,
did
extensive
reviewing
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plus several current magazines. Tuesday evening, friends of grade mothers.
Easy
on. Black cape. 6Mr7W. 1S.00
of
books,
and
cut
recordings
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Prior to coming to Winona, she Mrs. Harnish will be guests at
HER. RECORDS gain authen- for children. .
held variousoffices in the wom- Miss Harnish's home for a birthticity by sorting out various By 1964, she had made "The
AAA
B. SHORTIE GLOVE. Unlined capeen's organizations of the Chat- day party complete with cake Hesper Choir
tales appearing in works of rec- Star Maiden
sWn.
A length welcome in all wardrobes.
and
Other
Indian
cream and conversafield Presbyterian C h u r c h . and ice
^^HA
ognized authorities and then Tales" — the Shawnee story
To Present New
6.00
H
I
Black.
6^-7^.
Among her hobbies are oil and tion. : ¦ '
telling the stories in straight- explaining how birds and beasts
SUEDE
M.L
Ghristmas Cantata forward manner.
came to live in all the corners
^^^ H Borg
C.
SLIPON, warmly lined In
Miss
Pellowski'
s
with
Job
fleece. Mocha.
of the world — which was the
MABEL, Minn. (Special) 8.00
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will be to collect first of her records.
"The Night the Angels Sang," UNICEF
books
,
films,
games,
photoa new Christmas cantata writ- graphs,, recordings, tapes, toys
ten by John W. Peterson, will be
presented at 8 p.m. Sunday at and many other things which
children use to develop their
¦
the Hesper Friends church.
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in different countries
The;Christmas story in song; culture
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will beusung by the Hesper — : especially in Asia, Africa,
Community Choir directed bjr and ;South America. Once comwiH be
Margin Cooper of Decorah, pleted.Z the-<olleeti«a
'¦" the UNICEF
used
ttibstly
by
Iowa. Bernadine Cooperwill acOpen Monday thru Friday 9-9
¦'¦^^Mmsa\\\\\
Men's and women's resident
company on the piano and Julie program and children of the halls on the Winona State ColSaforday 9-5
J
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Dybdal, on the organ. Vocal United States. The project is lege campus will chold open, ' W___p-M_iJ^ . ^M^n
expected
to
take
five
years
soloists will be Mrs. William
houses from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
Littlejohn, Robert Street a n d for completion.
Thursday.
In
her
new
job,
she
will
traMr. Cooper.
vel to most of those countries Dorms open to the public
involved in the study, visiting will be Prentlce-lyUC-s, RichGRACE LUTHERAN LADIES schools, agencies, libraries or ards, Conway, and Morey ShepNELSON, Wis. (Special} - any place where children gath- ard halls. Rooms, lobbies and
Grace Lutheran Ladies Aid will er to give talks, tell stories, lounges will be decorated.
meet at 2 p.m. Wednesday for show films and gather informa- Christmas buffet also open to
a meeting and Christmasparty. tion for her work.
the public will be served from
There will be a gift exchange
4:30 to 7 p.m. at the food servand potlunck lunch. Articles of MISS PELLOWSKI wa» torn ice in Kryzsko Commons. AdOvir 6,000,000
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Choose pink, blue, white
In the "plush** model
with cross-front stretch
and shape enhancing
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SPACE COMMAND* "600" VHP Remote Central TV
for the best in remote controlTV convenience
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OPEN MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9-9
SATURDAYS 9-5
SUNDAYS 1-5
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SPACE COMMAN D* Remote Control TV tuning-Just preaa ^__\\\,
button, on control unit to: adjust color hues, adjust volume to low, ^_ \__ \
medium and high , turn set on and off , change VHF channels ^_\_m
left or right, turn off aound while picture stays .
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HANDCRAFTED for greater dependability
^R^V
Compl-la Selection of Zenifh:
-.

ic: Woe* a White Consoles from $ 199.95
ic Black & White Portables fro m $94.50.
in- Portabl. Phonographs A Stereos from $39.95.
ic Clock Radloi from $14.95.
it Table Radloi from $12.95.
ir Transistor Radios from $8.95.
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JACQUES' TELEVISION
• SALES & SERVICE •
1218 West 4th Street

p(,ono 90u

Chautauquas
Hear Program of
Hol iday Music

,., , , ,. ,

'¦ FACULTY GATHERING . . . Faculty
Wives of Winona public elementary and high
schools hosted a party for husbands Sunday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Gunderson. Meeting at the punch table are Mr;

¦

and Mrs. Edwin Spencer, center, and Mr. and
Mrs. David Mertes. Mrs. Spencer and Mrs.
Mertes were co-chairmen of the event. CDaily
News Photos)

¦
_

¦
.,"- . ¦

¦.- &'->A_R, AND MRS. RICHARD WALDERA Whitehall, Wis ,
.
are shown at the alto ^f-~ti^
Whitehall, following their Oct. 29 marriage. The wedding
story appeared in the Nov, & issue of the Daily News.
y y . ,y . y - , '. y (Kfog Studio) y .yy
.
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St;Arihe Hospice
Holds Two-Day
Christmas Gala

MISS JOAN CATHERINE KRAMER'S engagement to Harold Fort Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Fort Sr., St. Charles, Minn;, is iahttounced
by her parents; Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Kramer, St.
Charles. Miss Kramer, a grjaduate of St. Charles
High School, is a junior majoring in social science
MISS SHEILA MARIE GAMBLE, Winona, daughter of
at Winona State College. Her fiance also graduated
Mr, and Mrs. James J. Smith, Rochester, became the bride
from St. Charles High School and attended Winona
_f Allyn James Jessie, son of Mr. andz Mrs . Harry Jessie,
Vocational School. He is employed at "Welter LumMinnesota City, at a Nov. 26 ceremony held at St. Stanislaus
ber Co., St., Charles. A Jan. 7 wedding , in St. AloyCatholic Church. The full account of the wedding was printed
sius Church, Elba * Minn., is planned. (Durfey
(AK
in the Dec. I issue of the Winona Sunday News .
¦
¦ ¦¦ "' , "¦¦'¦ ' Z
j ¦" .. • . Studios) '¦ ¦: ¦ ":'¦ .
Photography)
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JD's Name
Honored Queen
Election -was held Monday
night at the meeting of the International Order of Job's
Daughters, and Miss Rosalind
Snell was elected Honored
Queen. Other officers elected
were: Margaret Ferguson, senior prince&s; Nancy Cofield,
junior pnhce_s;' Christine Snell,
guide ; Cathy Koontz, marshal.
Plans were made to hold the
Winter Formal , honoring the
Outgoing Honored Queen Jane
Deedrick, and Incoming Honored Queen, Rosalind Snell, on
Dec. 29.

so hurry In with your SHIRTS and

iiiHii>>i n im)i , ' ¦»'¦. '..|.» ^

QUAKERS

Phona 2888
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LAUNDERERS

__ 75 YEARS SERVING WINONA —
¦*¦
'

Let Wards ikilUd Uch~
nldans pvt your Slgnalur*
laundry equipment in
peak condition. Complete
stock of parti; low wrvlc* —•
tbtl.At Word* yoursatisfaction Is always guaranteed. Call Wardi todayi
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J^gle Bell Ringers

GE Transislpr Radio . ..... $f2.95
_^^
^flrYalkie-Talkles, Pair ... ... $12.66
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A 16 transisfor Radio ..... .. $14.95
1 GE Clock Radio ..... . ......... $17.88
~
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"NEW READERS SALE"
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NANCY DREW — HARDY BOYS
TOM SWIFT JR. - BOBBSEY TWINS
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$7.88 *

PARTY ITEMS<?

LINE OF CHRISTMASU.

1TONKA, MIGHTY DUMP ...... -*,$4.88 %ffl
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SoBd stita music and win

£: BABY SECRET
m
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ALL TOYS DISCOUNTED
BUY NOW AND SAVE!
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CARDS
When you care enough,
to send tha very fcaat
LET WARDS CHECK
YOUR SIGNATURE
WASHER, DRYIR

,

1
-

LIQUOR FOR ALL

CHRISTMAS

DRY CLEANING this week!

164 West Third Street
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IMILTON BRADLEY GAMES

merits. ' Offer is necessarily limited,
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• 1966 Hanrm-Barbara Prod. Inc.
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Beam'* Choice
Collectors
Edition

fine workmanshi p in both depart-
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The Dancing League closed
its 1966 season with dinner and
dancing at The Oaks Saturday
evening/ New committee members, Mrs. Scott Tolleson and
Thomas Vincent were announced/.
The next party for the League
will be held in February when
prospective members wilTbe invited.

This is. our way of showing you the
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. . - ... L "!- _ I _„t,_„»i imx WmWml most ,,precious possession, uuaro
wma ? . , °
bright packag eS f
and gay
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• lli_ll_B Why not call your Family Doctor
today? then you can start the
yi » T-itot Wottr,. fl. n. • Hondlotion, 2 fl. ox.
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assurance that
JK • Powdtr Mitt, 2 sn. • Af»«r latlt Powdir, 2'/i n. ^^^^L New Year with the
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X.-lO each MmW < is well piarded. .
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S ALICE G1FT SETS $1.50 to $2.50
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Dancing League
Ends Season, Names
Committee'Members
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15 LIGHT OUTDOOR
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PRIZES WERE awarded to
the Mmes. Leo Kemp and Jack
Creeley, Winona, arid Leo Reisdorf, St. Charles.
Arrangements for the sale
were under the direction of the
Mmes. Robert Northam, Ever> ett Kern, Charles Smith, Ray
Kulasiewicz assisted by members of the auxiliary and the
Pinkettes.
Guests at the hospice work
under the direction of Sister M.
Peverello in the Arts and Craft
Department.

^a\\\\\\\\\\\mm\ I 1

THE WINONA School Belles,
under the direction of Mrs. ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) . Chautauqua Club members Green, sang a group of lesser Hardies Creek Lutheran Church
Women will hold a Chrkrtmai
welcomed the holiday season in known Christmas carols
includa program of song . given Mon- ing, "Johnny Bring The Pine party at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.
Devotions will be led by Mrs.
day afternoon in the Greet Hall Tree In," "Noel Noel," a Nor- Merton
Tisthammer. A film,
of Paul Watkin* Memorial Meth- wegian,
strip, "Love and Christmas,"
carol;
"Carol
Of
The
odist Home. Mr*. T. Charles brum,**
and "Virgin's Slumber will be shown. Each member
Green set the mood of the aftSong."
Their
closing number will bring something for the
ernoon with an organ prelude
was
a
special
arrangement of lunch to be served. . v
of familiar Christmas carols.
Luther'
s,
"Away
In A Manger." On Sunday, Hardies Creek
Mrs. Harry Meyers and MrsLillian Schain were hostesses Mrs. Stanley PetteTfsen. presi- and South Beaver Creek congrewith honorary members as spe- dent; and Mrs. J. B. Leveille, gations will have festival servan honorary member, presided ices of songs by junior and sencial guests.
"To The Queen of Heaven," at the holly and candle-decorat- ior choirs under the direction
of Mrs. H. P. Walker; The
a 16th century poem set to ed tea table.
Hardies Creek service will be
music, was sung by Walter
at 9:30 a.m. and the South BeavHinds, Winona State College pro- STOCKTON HOMEMAKERS
fessor of music. Miss Agnes STOCKTON, Minn. - Gifts er Creek service at 11 a.niv
Bard played the piano accom- will be exchanged when the Living Hope Luther Leaguers
paniment.
Stockton Homemakers hold a will trim the church Christmas
Mrs. Frank Van Alstine sang, Christmas party at 8 p.m. Wed- tree at 3 p.m. Sunday.
"Sweet Little Jesus Boy," and, nesday at the home of Mra,
with Mr. Hia<ls,... _ang, "Panis John Van Winkle, Winona. New There are 75 species of clover.AngeM-S."Mia. Frank G. Mer. members will be received.

^

Knit items for all ages, quilts,
ceramics, Christmas wreaths
and musical ceramic Christmas
trees; were among the items
offered to shoppers at the
Christmas Gala held at the St
Anne Hospice Saturday and
Sunday.
Sponsored by the Arts and
Craft Department and the hospice auxiliary, the sale also offered rugs, glassware, toys,
and ornaments. The items were
made by guests of the hospice.:
Ladies of the auxiliary also
poured tea for shoppers at a
table decorated with wide, red
latin ribbon, white and red carnations and frosted greens.

Lutheran Groyips
Schedule Meetings

tes sang, "He Shall Feed His
Flock," by Handel.; Z

BOXED er INDIVIDUAL

j Enter Rexall's Mexican-HoHday Sweepstakes J

"' I Round trip transportation provided by Western Airlines or
I A merican Airlines. Superb hotel accommodations for 1 week
|while you sample Mexico City's modern, cosmopolitan atmosI phere. No purchase necessary to win!
I

Svr-tpiUkei cloaM Docfnbor 31.1966
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WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

|
|
|
|
I

Phono 8-2927

Your Family Drug Canter—Locall y Ownaa, Locally Oparatad

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 9 to 6
ir Gift Wrapping
ir Serving Breakfail A Lunch f\\ Charge Accounts ir Cosmatlci ir Gifts ir Liquors

Formal Policies
Henry Takes North Central Urged lor Driver
Increases Training Autos
Budget Plan to Traffic
Average daily board ings of
'¦• ¦J
'

County Board

***

A meeting of Winona new car
dealers with the public schools
administration to discuss the
drafting of a formal policy governing the furnishing of automobiles for the public schools
driver education program was
sUggesteoVMonday night by the
Bo^hi...of Education.
~ The board'
s clerk .and business manager , Paul W . Sanders, explained that since the
driver training program was
instituted in 1959 there has been
no official board policy relative to the allocation of driver
training vehicles by automobile
dealers in the community.

airline passengers at Winona
have increased in the past year ,
the City Council was told Monday night at its meeting.
According to a report by
North Central Airlines, the average-number of boardings for
the 12 months prior to June SO,
1965, was 5.47. This includesMhe
period of several weeks in early 1965 when the airport was
closed down by flood waters.
For the 12 months ended June
30, 1966, the average rose to
7.85 passengers per day.
Under the Civil Aeronautics
Board guidelines for airline certification , the station must
board a minimum of five 'passengers a day.

Evan J.¦ ¦Henry, who lost his
bid tor a seat 'on the county
board by a nrrow margin last
month, today renewed his campaign for more "thorough and
comprehensive budgeting'1 and
improved accounting.
,; " ; ' ¦ ' ¦
He took his
r e commen- J f ^ ._x. .
datj ons to the ^-OUrlTy
board in the
D narrj
c o u r t house
Doara
where the five
c o m nussioners listened without immediate
response.
Henry, a public accountant ,
made these
¦ three recommendations':; ¦.;- ' ¦
<'l . ZRequire a thorough and
comprehensive budget of the
road and bridge fund for 19*7
which clearly outlines the work
that will be accomplished.' Then
weigh these proposals against
the $200,000 cost of financing before accepting any bid for sale
of the $750,000 in road bonds.
, "2. Make a thorough inquiry SANTA MONICA, Calif . (AP)
into legal time expended. This — "Don't tell anyone about this
should lead to areas of govern- or we'll come back and kill
ment that have grown like you , " the 77-year-old Santa
'topsy* over the years and that Monica woman was warned.
need review, reappraisal and
She obeyed until Monday,
correction. Industry does this when she told a friend who gave
regularly, why not county gov- police this story:
ejTUTient. ,
The woman was waiting for a
. "3. And finally, request tie bus last month when another
Public Examiner to install an woman pointed a gun at her and
accounting system which es- demanded money; The woman
tablishes effective budgetary offered her purse, containing
control over each department. $15. . '
Each department would then "That's not enough, " was the
participate in the formation of answer. "We'll take you away
its operating budget and would and kill you. "
be held strictly accountable "Please, ' said the woman, "I
for adherence to the budget es- have money in the bank>
tablished as the costs are in- She was driven home to get
curred."- ' '" '
her bank books, then to a bank.
Henry declared that "taxing She gave the woman her savto simply keep enough money ings — $3,050.
on hand to spend is no longer
appropriate. Taxation should
be based upon planned and ade- oped,viral pneumonia.
quately controlled operations.'' Miss Mansfield's physician
' The board was scheduled to said the actress became weakopen bids at 2 p.m. today on ened as she stayed with her son,
a $750,000 bond issue for roads Zoltan H_rgitay, at Conejo Valand bridges, to supplement tbe ley Community Hospital, -v-'
Zoluln
developed
spinal
regular 25-mill levy.
Henry noted that the 25-mill meningitis after being attacked
levy is about half of the total byZ a lion. He had undergone
surgery for a fractured skull
county levy.
and removal of his spleen after
the mauling. He was listed in
Jayne Mansfield
satisfactory condition.
The actress has been ordered
Pneumonia
Has
to spend several days in bed at
THOUSAND OAKS, C a l i f . home.
¦
(AP) — Actress Jayne Mansfield, who has spent the last 10 Birmingham is the second
days at the hospital bedside of largest city in the United Kingber sVyeaf-old son, has devel- dom.

INITIALLY , Sanders said ,
among all dealers contacted
t h e r e w a s "' . : : ' . ' ¦• ¦ ' Z
only : one who I
.
j
expressed inSCnOOr
terest in participating ; i n . Roard
the program. | wwol w
S i n c e then .z
others have joined . and until
now four dealers have been participating: Nystrorn Motors ,
Winona Auto Sales, Quality
Chevrolet and C. Paul Venables. Walz-Buick-Ol ds now has
indicated a desire to enter the
program, Sanders said , which
would bring to five the number of participating dealers.
Cars have been furnished for
the program by the dealers on
a rotation basis, Sanders explained. One car is used during the : regular school year
and after _ dealer has supplied
the vehicle for one year he;
drops, tb the bottom of the
list and the others move up;

Woman Gives
Up $3,050

Woman Urges
Man Be Chosen
For Police Job

Start It Now With
Hal Leonard s

DAYTON, Ohio (AP ) — "I
would strongly advise leplacinft
me with a nxan ," says the wonf
an who may be the only one in
the country to serve as executive head of a police organization.
Mary Freeman RossJ execu.
live director of the Buckeye
State Sheriffs Association, who
is stepping down from her P08'
next year after 33 years with
the organization , said, "I don't
think a man's organization
shouldlie headed by a woman."
Mrs. Ross, one of the best
known lobbyists in the state legislature, said she joined the organization "at the request of my
father to help out a friend.
Somehow , I just never left."

Planting Bids
Asked Jan. 6 for
Vocational School

A Jan . « opening date was
set by the Winona Board of
Education Monday night for
bids on certain plantings to be
purchased for the. landscaping
of the grounds of the new Winon a Area Vocational . - Technical School now under construction on Homer Road.
Bids will be taken initially
on certain shrubbery which will
be use&'in' the 'imrneaiate. area
of the new school.

W. WAYNE SMITH and
W, W. Ward ot W-Sroith Architectural & Engineering Services, had prepared a tentative
bid proposal ' " ¦ .:. ¦ . ¦ ¦' . . , ¦ ¦.
.
for
general
DURING the summer pro- 1 andscaping j
School
gram each of the participating w o r k wluch
dealers has furnished one car was shown to
DAai»il
arid if a fi fth is required it has the board at
POarq
been provided by the dealer M o n .d' a y's j
who furni shed, the car during committee of the whole meetthe preceding school year, if ing.
he wishes.
Smith explained that $5,000
If Walz wishes to participate had been earmarked in the
it would be placed at the bot- school building budget for seedtom of the list this school year ing, sodding, plantings and genand one car from each of the eral landscaping on the school
five participating dealers would site
..;be used during the summer
After discussing the proposprogram , if all wished to par- ed bid form, directors agreed
ticipate:;
that perhaps more study should
The present schedule calls be given to the type of ' sod
for Nystrorn to provide the and seed that will be used. on
car this year , and in rotation the school grounds adjacent to
in the succeeding ^years , Wi- the building.
nona Auto Sales, Quality Chevrolet, Venables and Walz —
IT WAS agreed that the first
if it wishes to participate — advertisement for bids should
in that order.
be confined to plantings and
The Board of Education pro- that a call for any bidsi on sodvides liability and collision in- ding and certain other work
surance and proper care for the should await findings of addicar during the period it's used. tional study. .
Landscaping plans are conWHEN Sanders said that he cerned with only a relatively
thought that it would be good
¦
" ¦»¦ to draft a written policy pre- small area near the school on
' '
j -.
the 43-acre building site.
scribing the manner in which
the program is to be administered , Board President Lawrence Santelman said '¦that -he
thought it might be well to invite all new car dealers in the
city to attend an informal meeting at which suggested details
of the policy might be discusPayment of several contracsed and suggestions heard.
tors' estimates for city copstrucSuch a meeting would be at- tiort projects was atlthorized
tended , board members agreed , fcjonday night by the City Counby all dealers who wish to participate in the program.
Largest payment was to PatThe policy envisioned by terson & McDougall , St. CharSanders would spell out the ro- les , which submitted a first estation system which insures timate of '$40,725 for extended
each dealer of equal partici- runway grading at Max Conrad
pation and the responsibilities
of dealers and board as far as Field. Total contract amount is
training vehicles are concerned. $45 ,250. Two-thirds of the cost
is paid by state funds. Surfac¦ '^I^^^^^ V _,.^y'
,<
'
Wv
'
^H_^H_^_^D_L
ing will be completed next
spring on the 1.200-foot west¦
ward extension of runway and
•^' ;lr^-_l-_^-_P^^'V ' ¦• : * ¦'¦!?'S*W^ " ;'
W ¦
parallel taxiway.
Other estimates:
Sam Rueb Wrecking Co., Rochester, $450, second and final
New bids on a smaller model estimate on Gamble Store
station waftin for the city elec- wrecking, 166 Center St. Total
'
trical inspector will be sought , cost was '3,000.
Fakler Road Construction ,
the City Council voted Monday
Inc., $5,138.56, first and final esnight.
The move came after the city timate for construction of new
engineer had requested , via parking lot , 166 Center St.
Ralph Scharmer , $2,216.59,
letter , that the council accept
the single bid it received) two firs t and final estimate for
weeks ago on an 8-cylinder mod- Mankato Avenue sidewalk ex| • SKIING •SPORTS CAR • CYCLING <<¦ el. The net price quoted by tension . Half Ihe cost will be
Quality Chevrolet was $2,125. assessed to property owners
and half will be paid by a conThe council
\
WATER
SPORTS
TOBOGGANING
•
•
tribution from Community Melaid the bid
>/ ,
morial Hospital .
aside Nov. 21
Li t/
• HUNTING
|
|
on
t h e

City Estimates
Ordered Paid
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All New Instruments Are Under a New Warranty
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HAL LEONARD MUSIC
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Help the Y's Men's Club help the
youth of Winona |
NOW
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at the MIRACLE MALL SHOPPING
| CENTER |
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New Bids Asked
On Station Wagon
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"SAFE EYES SAVE LIVES"
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that Council
have I v"ou'|L"

it would
preferred bids
on economy she models. A
clause in the specific ations settin g a minimum 118-inch wheelbnse apparently ruled out compact
models automatically,
however.
Aid . Jerry Bor/yskow.ski mov¦ed to draw specifications for
a wafioii wherein wheelbase
could be , within limits of llfi
to 120 inches and having 6cylinder or ll-cylindcr engine.
The motion was adopted ,

^
&
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INCLUDES GRAY
AND AMBER LENSES

AFFILIATE OF

grounds
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650 AT 1.KWISTO.N
LKWISTON , Minn. (Special)
-»¦ Despite slippery roads and
inclement weath er , about fi50
attended open house nt ilhc new
lewiston junior - senior high
school Sunday afterno on.
Guest speaker was Phillip .1.
Broen , acting assistant to the
& state Commissioner of EducaW tion. He urged teachers, superintendent , hoard nnd people to
S
to fulfill the purpose
cooperate
n
of the school , which was built
g i for the education of the children of the community.

'

MINNIE POLLS (AP> - The
death today of a Minneapolis
young tnan raised Minnesota's
1966 traffic accident fatality list
to 884, exceeding the yenr-ago
total by 90.
The state s traffic death record for any year prior to thus
one was 877, set in IMS,
David Bruce Kcndrkk , 23, was
killed about 1 a,m. when his car
went out of control and hit a divider at an intersection.
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Minneapolis Man
Dead in Accident
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sheared for better appearance In your heme . . .
carefully groomed throughout their growing season and
selected- with cart by the Y' I Men 'i Club. EVERY
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The Daily Record
v At Community

Memorial Hospital
Visiting hours: Medical and surgical
patients- 5 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
chlWrsn under 12.)
Malsrnlty patients: 1 to 1:30 and 7 tc
1:10 P.m. (Adults only.)

MONDAY
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. George Gaebele, 1165 W.
5th St.Joseph Renter, 3820 W. Sth
St.
Thomas P. Rowan, 66tt W.
4th *&;. . . .
Mrs. Lois Edwards, St.
Charles, Minn.
Mrs. John Roach. 618 Grand
St. ,
Tony Kiefer, L«wiston Rt. 1,
Minn, ;
Mrs. Michael Mohan, Gilmore
Valley.
y
Michael Klelnbach, Rollingstone, Minn.
William J. Neyers, Rollingstone, Minn.
Jacqueline Mueller, Utica,
Minn.
DISCHARGES
Coral Cady, 2L2 E. King St.
Mrs. Marvin Baker' and baby,
Rushford, Minn.
George Bai, 609 W. 2nd St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Zimmerman, Winona Rt. 2, a daughter.
A son was born Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Seeling,
Winona Rt. 3,
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
WITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— At Tri-County Memorial Hospital:
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Suchla,
Independence, a son Nov. 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Galetad,
Blair, a daughter Nov. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Olson,
Whitehall, a son Wednesday.
Z Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sobieck,
Independence, a son Thursday:

Winona Deaths
Mrs. Elva Jackman
Mrs. Elva Rodgers Jackman,
91, 81SMs W. Broadway; died
at 2:30 p.m. Monday at the
Paul Watkins Memorial Methodist Home following a short
illness.
The former Elva C. Rodgers,
she taught many years at Central School here. She was born
Sept. 24, 1875, at Glyndon,
Minn., to the Rev. George and
Emily Chant Rodgers. She was
married to O. G. Jackman
June 25, 1901, at Houston. She
had lived in Winona 40 years.
She attended school at Money Creek and also Winona Normal now Winona State College). She was a member ol
the McKinley Methodist Church
and the Saturday Study Club.
She also was a member of the
Women's Christian Temperance
Union, serving 13 years as district and local president.
Survivors are: Three sons,
Joseph/ Arthur and William,
Winoaa; one daughter, Miss
Mabel E. Jackman, Albany,
N.Y., and one grandchild, Jerry Jackman, Winona. Her husband died Dec. 19, 1918, at
Moose Lake. Several brothers
and sisters also have died.
Funeral services will be at
1:30 p.m. Friday at Fawcett
Funeral Home, the Rev. Glenn
L, Quam, McKinley Methodist
Church, officiating: Burial will
be in the Money Creek Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Thursday from 7
to 9 p.m.

Winona Funerals
Aloysius J. Schneider

Funeral services for Aloysius
J. Scineider, 553 Hamilton St.,
who died suddenly at his home
Monday afternoon, wil be at 2
p.m. Thursday at Breitlow Funeral Home, the Rev. A. U.
Deye , St. Martin's Lutheran
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in. Woodlawn Cemetery.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday from
Lori Ann Bradley, Lanesboro, 7 to $ p.m.
Minn., 7.
Karla Beth Gahnz, Cochrane,
Wis. ,

Weather

1. ¦;.

Scott Steven Fabian, Winona OTHER TEMPERATURES
Rt. 3, 6.
High Low Pr.
Shelly Renee Fabian, Winona Albany, cloudy . - . '¦' - : 34 31 .05
Rt. 8, 4.
Albuquerque, cloudy 53 49 ..
Brian ¦Lee Budnick, 511 Wall Atlanta, cloudy . .. 46 37 .:
Bismarck, cloudy .. 40. 19 .05
St, .5. ¦¦' ,,
Lyle J. Schumacher Jr., Gil- Boise, clear . ;. ..... 49 31 .05
Boston, cloudy ..... 38 36 ..
more Valley, 1,
Chicago, rain ...... 40 37 .07
rain .... 39 38 ;30
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE Cincinnati,
Cleveland, cloudy .. 36 34 .21
67 31 T
Flow — 7,800 cubic feet per Denver, snow '. ' -.
Des Moines, cloudy .40 36 .02
second at 8 a.m. today.
Detroit, rain ... . .-. 37 36 .16
today
10:40 p.m. — L. - Wade ;Child- Fairbanks, clear .. -12 -31 ..
Fort Worth, cloudy 77 66
ress, 7 barges, down.
Helena, clear .. .... 45 37 .02
Honolulu, cloudy ... 80 74 .15
FIRE CALLS
Indianapolis, rain .. 42 40 .17
¦
¦ ' ¦ '¦ ¦' • "¦:¦• ' MONDAY .' ¦. ' ¦
Jacksonville, fog . . 55 51 ¦ ¦
8:C> p.m, — Arthur Stender Kansas City, cloudy 62 48 ..
arrived at the West End Fire Los Angeles, rain .. 65 63 1.54
Station with cushions of his Louisville, rain .. .. 43 41 .90
truck pn fire. A hand pump was Memphis, cloudy .. 56 54 ,15
Miami, cloudy ... .. 72 65 .04
used.
Milwaukee, rain ... 36. 30 .08
Mpls.-St.P., rain ... 38 29 .09
Municipal Court
New Orleans, clear 67 58 .37
New York, cloudy .3 8 35 .05
WINONA
Okla. City, cloudy .. 68 60, •.' ..
Lee H. Wilson, La Crosse, Omaha, cloudy .. .. 47 40 .01
pleaded not guilty In municipal Phoenix,- cloudy .... 68 58 .
court this morning to a charge Pittsburgh, rain .... 35 34 .07
of improper passing.
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy . 35 31
Wilson was arrested Saturday Rapid City, cloudy . 49 32
at 8:45 p.m. on Highway 14 on St, Louis, cloudy ... 50 47 .20
Stockton Hill by the Highway Salt Lk. City, snow .53 32 .27
Patrol. He asked tor a jury San Fran., rain .... 57 52 .69
trial and it was set tor Dec. Seattle, cloudy ..... 46 43 .32
14 at 9:30 p.m. He posted a Washington, cloudy 41 37 .02
$15 bond.
Winnloeg, snow .. .. 33 26 .23
Michael J. Fischer, 19, 515 W. T—Trace
Lake St. , forfeited $10, disobeying B stop sign on Gilmore Avenue at Cummings Street Mon' ¦
day at 10 p.m.

LeVander Naming
Vavouiis to
Jobs Commission

' ^fcr - *

;

•• ___^__l__^__^__B_h_-'

JIM GARRY
A GOOD NEIGHBOR
OF YOURS
He'i the Mutual of Omaha
man near you. An experienced insurance counselor. He
can help you provide the fineet
poisible medical care for
yourself and your family.
Help you safeguard your paycheck and your savings. And,
because he represents Mutual'a life affiliate , United of
Omaha, too, he can help you
plan both health and life inmrance programs. Call him
today at thii number:

ST. PAUL (AP) - Gov.-elect
Harold LeVander said today he
will name former Mayor George
Vavouiis of St. Paul as employment security commissioner. .
"I know of no other man in
whom I could place higher confidence for the building of state
services in Job counseling, testing, placement and in maintaining a perceptive study that
will guide Minnesota to a more
successful utilization of human
resources In beneficial economic growth," LeVander said ,
V a v n u 11 s, a Republican
served three two-year terms as
Mayor before being defeated
this year by Thomas Byrne.

Flier Dead of
Crash Injuries

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 6, 1966

Two-State Deaths
Mrs. Maud* Vsrv Vlwr

GALESVILLE, Wis. - Mrs.
Maude Van Vleet, 79, died Monday afternoon at Community
Memorial Hospital, Winona,
where she had been a patient
since Nov. 16.
The former Maude Sacia, she
was born Feb. 5, 1887, in Trempealeau to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Sacia. She was married to
Oscar Van Vleet Aug. 5, 1905.
He died Aug. 14, 1-964.
Survivors : are; Three sons,
Vilas, Suffolk, Va.; Loyal, Trempealeau, and the Rev. Russel,
Dominican Republic; one daughter, Mrs. Thorbin (Vivian) Olson, Ettrick; 13 grandchildren;
11 great-grandchildren; one
brother, Lee, Galesville, and
three sisters, Mrs. Hazel Teska,
Mrs. John (Mae) Schreiber and
and Mrs. Alfred (Julia) Anderson, all of Galesville.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.rri. at the Federated Church, Trempealeau,
the Rev. George Anderson officiating. Burial will he in West
Prairie Cemetery.
Friends may call at Smith
Mortuary Wdenesday: from 7 to
9 p.m. and at the church Thursday after 1 p.m. A. prayer service will be held at the mortuary
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Mrs. John M. McCune

CHATFIELD, Minn. - Mrs.
John M. McCune, 75, former
Chatfield reisident, died Monday
at Preston Nursing Home where
she had been- a vpatient two
months.
The former Pearl Martin she
was born Feb. 15, 1891, in^Tacoma, Wash., and was married
Dec. 9, 1925. Her husband died
in 1964.
She was a former clerk of
district court
at Virginia. From
1918 until v her retirement in
1953, she" worked for the Department . of Immigration and
Naturalization in Chicago. She
has been a Chatfield resident
since- 1953.
Funeral services will be 10
a.m. Wednesday at St. Mary's
Catholic Church, the Rt. Rev .
Msgr. William Coleman officiating. Burial will be in Fort
Snelling National Cemetery.
. Friends may call at BoetzerAkeson Funeral Home after 2
p.m. today. The Rosary will be
recited at 8.
Miss Anna Mickelson

DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
Miss Anna Mickelson, 76, formerly of Durand, died Saturday
evening at a Northfield, Minn.,
hospital. She had lived there
since; 1949.
Z
She was born March 19, 1890,
in rural Nelson to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Mickelson. She moved to
Northfield in 1949 to live with
her sister.
Survivors are: One sister,
Mrs. Inger Slurw, Northfield,
in Livermore,
and a nephew
;
Calif.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Lyster Lutheran Church in Church Valley, the Rev . J.C Thompson
officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at the
church Wednesday after 12:30
p.m. Goodrich Funeral Home,
Durand, is in charge.
Mis* Marian J. Harris

LAKE CITY, Mnn . (Special)
— Miss Marian J , Harris, 85,
Lake City, died Monday afternoon in the convalescent unit
of St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha, where she had been a
resident since September 1964.
She was born Sept. 19, 1881 ,
In Lake City to Dr. and Mrs.
J. H. Harris. She was gradu„tM--''''frbffl''*'Stouf '- Institute,
Menomonie, Wis., and taught
home economics at Lincoln
High School here many years.
She was a member of St.
Mark 's Episcopal Church, Lake
City. She was a convalescent 16
years.
There are no survivors, One
brother has died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at St .
Mark's Episcopal Chureh, the
Rev. George C. Perkins officiating. Cremation will follow,
Friends may call at the Peterson - Sheehan Funeral Home
afte r 2 p.m. Wednesday.
Leslie H. Green

WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special)
-Leslie H, Green, 51, Whitehall , died at a La Crosse hospital Sunday evening.
He was bom June 1, 1915 , at
Mellen , Wis., lo- Mr. and Mrs.
Willard D. Green. He served in
tho U.S . Army during World
War II and married Eva Appel
at Ogema , Wis,, Nov. 20, 1948,
The couple had lived in Whitehall two years. Mr. Green was
employed at Onalaska ,
Survivors are: His wife ; five
sons, Willard , Howard , Samuel,
Steven and Frank , at homo; one
daughter , Marth a, at home, nnd
four sisters, Mrs. Felix (Allhea)
Briskl , Berlin, and Mrs, Elsie
Rogers , Mrs. Nora Kautzcr and
Mrs. Henry (Minnie) Becker,
all of Medford.
Funeral services will he Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the Johnson Funernl Chapel , Whitehall ,
the Rev. Jacob Eytr.cn of tho
Assembly of Go<l Church officiating. Burial will be in the Old
Whitehall Cemetery.

M INNEAPOLIS (AP)-James
Nelson, 28, Forest Lake , Minn.
Chamber of Commerce official ,
died in a Minneapolis hospital
today of injuries suffered in a
crash.
JAMES P. CARRY plane
N elson was piloting a small
Phon« . 3181 plane Saturday when It crashed
1421 W. King St.
on ice of Forest Lake. He had
MmsEMTINO
_rt_Jh.
made the flight to drop plastic
balls over the community aa
part of a town promotion.
Of OMAHAWlF
D ale Murray of Forest Lake,
Mvrtuu. or MUM WSUMNCC cw»*w a passenger, la hospitalized in
George Tollefson
Vie lawnmAlfMata: Vattst *t Oaiaka
Forest Lake with a broken les ELEVA . Wis . (Special) H*M Offlc*: Ossaas, NaWasland other Injuries. His condition George Tollefson, 77, died earwas listed as good today.
ly today at Lutheran Hospital,

MutualmS^

Eau Claire, following « lengthy
illness. .
A farmer, he was born here
Jan. 15, 1889, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ole Tollefson and married Ethel Eraberson here Jan. 16, 1915.
He and his wife farmed in the
area until 1951; they moved
into Eleva in 1956.
Survivors are; His wife ;
three sons, Gyle, Phillip and
Orville, Eleva ; four daughters,
Mrs. Larry (Margaret) Johnson, Eau Claire; Mrs. Orville
(Doris) Sather, Eleva; Mrs.
Sherwin (Elaine) Burr, Milwaukee, and Mrs. Hoy (Alice)
Emch, Spokane, Wash ; 36
grandchildren, and 13 greatgrandchildren.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Eleva
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Clifford Pederson officiating. Burial will be in Eleva Cemetery;
Friends may call at Kjentvet
& Son Funeral Home after 3
p.m. Wednesday and until noon
Thursday, then at the church.
A family devotional will be held
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Paul N. Kulig

will be In Money Creek Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
church Wednesday after 12:30
p.m. There will be no visitation at Breitlow Funeral Home,
Winona.
Dr. Catherine Clark
MONDOVI, Wis. -r A memorial service for Dr. Catherine
Clark, 82, who died Sunday
afternoon at St. Benedict s
Community Hospital, Durand,
will be held Sunday morning
during the worship service at
the First Congregational Church
here. The body will be sent
to Minneapolis for cremation.
She had been a patient at
St. Benedict's Nursing Home
for some time. She was born
Nov. 26, 1884, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Clark in Larson. She
attended the Kansas City College of Osteopathy, moving to
Mondovi 12 years ago. She practiced in Oshkosh most of her
life.
Survivors are: One brother
Angus, Larson, and one niece,^
Mrs. James (Almeda) Latshaw,
Mondovi. .

Arlen L. Olson
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special) — Paul N, Kulig, 85, died PICKWICK, Minn.—- FunerMonday at 9:45 p.m. at the al services for Arlen L. Olson
Golden Age Home, Whitehall, were held today at Central Luwhere he had been in failing theran Church, Winona, the
health since he became a resi- Rev. G. H. Huggenvik officiating. Burial was in Bush Cemedent there four years ago.
He wqsZborn Dec. 19, 1880 , in tery, Ridgeway.
the Town of Burnside to Hya- Pallbearers were: Albert Secinth and Susan Woychik Kulig. verson, Delbert Severson, Fred
He farmed in this area until re- Stark, Fred Hardtke, Rodney
tiring and moving to Independ- Dulek and Walter Parpart.
ence; He married Anna Kuka
Mrs. Hubert L. Mensink
Feb. 6, 1906.
Minn. (SpeciaDSurvivors are: One son, Rom- PRESTON,
services will be held
an, Independence; three daugh- Funeral
at 2 p;m. at the EUB
ters, Mrs. Joseph (Helen) Sura, Wednesday
at
Cherry Grove for
Church
Independence, and Mrs. Ben
Hubert L. Mensink. The
(Pelchie ) Slaby and Mrs. Apol- Mrs.
Herbert S. Frank will ofinary (Sarah ) Slaby, Arcadia; Rey.
ficiate. Burial will be in the
15 grandchildren; 12 . great- church cemetery.
grandchildren, and one sister,
Mrs. Gertrude Sobotta, Winona. Pallbearers will be Milton
Mathison, Russell Nagel, WilHis wife and two brothers have bur
Sanford, Mario Dprniiik,
died.
;
Floyd Scheeyel and Virgil BellFuneral services will be Fri- ngpas.
day at 10 a.m . at Ss. Peter &
Dr. John Enama
Paul's Catholic Church, the
Very Rev. Edmund Klimek of- LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
ficiating. Burial will be in the — Funeral services were^con, ducted today at 2 p.m. for Dr.
church cemetery.
Friends may call at the Kern John Eriama at First Lutheran
Funeral Home after 1 pm.; Church, the Rev. William IngThursday. The Rosary will be man officiating. Burial was in
Oakwood Cemetery, with milisaid at 8.
tary rites.
Bennie A . Kroshus
Pallbearers were Dr. H. J.
SPRING GROVE , Minn. — Fiege,. Dr. F. M. Campion,
Bennie Albert Kroshus, 83, died Glenn Bursell, E. J. Wilson,
Monday at 8:45 p.m. at Tweeten Dr. E. G. Bayley and Frank
Memorial Hospital following an Jacoby.
illness of six weeks.
Bertoh Hawkenson
A rehired farmer, he was born
STRUM,
Wis. (Special)-FunOct, 8, 1884, in Highland Township, Iowa, Winneshiek County eral services for Bertott Hawkto John and Marie Anderson enson will be Thursday at 2
Kroshus. He married Tilda Rise p.m. at Chimney Rock Lutheran
Sept. 14, 1911 at Mabel. He liv- C h u r c h , the Rev. Donald
ed in Highland Township his en- Myhres officiating. Burial will
tire lifetime with the 'exception be in the church cemetery.
of the past 17 years in Spring Pallbearers will be Henry
Grove. He was a member of Huselgard, James Gunderson,
Highland Lutheran Church, near Virgil Helgeson, George Jacobson, and Russell and Joseph
Highlandville, Iowa.
Survivors are: His wife ; one Paulson.
son, Byron, Spring Grove; one Friends may call at Kern
daughter, Mrs. Lester ( Olive ) Funeral Home, Independence,
Oefstedahl, Spring Grove ; six from 2 p.m. Wednesday and at
grandchildren; three great- the church Thursday after noon.
grandchildren ; one brother, He was bom Jan. 4, 1920,
Clarence, Crosby, N.D., and and was married Aug. 28, 1948.
three sisters, Mrs. Ida Mestad, Anymg his survivors is a sisSpring Grove; Mrs. Mahilda ter, Mrs. Willard (Kay) Haigh,
Housker, Mabel, -nd Mrs. Cora Eleva, whose name was inEgemoe, Waterloo, Iowa. Three correctly spelled Monday.
brothers and one sister have
died .
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Highland
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Emil
Martinson officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery .
Friends may call at EngellRoble Funeral Home Wednesday afternoon and evening and
at the church Thursday after 1
p.m.

Charters Compared

Following is the condensed ernment.
text of a report to the City 4. Has given high-quality muCharter Commission by a com- nicipal services in all departmittee headed by commissioner ments.
S. S. Sadowski. The committee's 5. Safeguards governmental
report includes a list of favor- stability through continuity and
able and unfavorable aspects c u m u 1 a t i v e experience on
both of the city's present legis- boards, regardless of changes
lative charter and of home rule in council or individual board
charters.
members. •
In: its report the committee 6. Amendments are easily serecommended that the commis- cured from the legislature withsion draft a home rule charter out need for public educational
which would then be submitted campaigns.
to a vote of city electors. A 55
DISADVANTAGES OF
percent majority of all those
PRESENT CHARTER
voting would be necessary- for 1. Boards pursue oWn activiadoption by the public.
ties with minimum coordination
ADVANTAGES OF
among departments.
PRESENT CHARTER
2. Response to citizens' needs
1. Designed to protect public or wishes i_ often slow or nonfrom abuses of power.
existent.
2. Has attracted high-caliber 3. Under present practice, inicitizens to public service.
tiative for budgetary control of
3. Has given graft-free gov- various boards and departments

Governor Ruling
For Georgia Seen
Within 5 Weeks

WASHINGTON-MAP) - The
Supreme Court is expected to
rule within five weeks on the 'tL'NEW YORK (AP)— "Oh, by
e way, we sail at midnight,"
thorny question of how Georgia said U.S. Ambassador
to the
should choose its next governor. United National Arthur J. GoldDuring oral arguments at Mon- berg to his 250 special guests at
day's public session of the high shipboard party Monday night.
tribunal, the judges not only It was a joke, of course, but it
shot piercing questions at attor- made the host the hit of his own
The ambassador had inneys but fell to disputing among affair.
vited 250; foreign ministers,
themselves.
Justice Hugo L. Brack, for heads of U.N. delegations and
one, showed no enthusiasm for other notables to the SS Constitelling Georgia , how to elect a tution for a champagne party.
The liner was tied up at its
governor,
berth.
He kept popping the question: Most of the tab was picked up
Just where in the United States by the American Export IsConstitution is any such power brandtsen Lines, the ship's owngiven to the court?
erszHe disputed any contention Among the guests were Nikothat the court has asserted such lai T. Fedorenko, permanent
power by decreeing that state representative of the Soviet Unlegislatures must be based on ion to the United Nations; re^
decision, tired Gen. and Mrs. James A.
population.
That
grounded oh the equal protec- Van Fleet; Jack Valenti, presition clause of the 14th Amend- dent of the Motion Picture Assoment, is entirely different from ciation of America, and his
the question of whether a state wife ; and Theodore C. Sorensen,
must hold a popular election for former aide to the late Presigovernor, he held.
dent John F. Kennedy,
The case came np to the Supreme Court because neither French is the .most common
Republican Howard H. Callaway language used in the Congo.
nor Democrat Lester G. Maddox got a majority in the Nov. 8
election,
A 42-year-old proviso in the
Georgia Constitution says that in
such cases the legislature shall
pick between the two high men.
A three-judge federal court in
Atlanta said this would be contrary to the U.S. Constitution; it
said the man who got the lesser
popular vote (Maddox) might
win.
¦ ¦'

Robert Huber
Minority Leader
MADISON, Wis. Mi — Assembly speaker Robert Huber ol
West Allis entered the Democratic party caucus today unchallenged in his bid for minority floor leader. But a mask
of uncertainty hid the identities
of his two top lieutenants.
Incument assistant f l o o r
leader Norman Anderson of
Madison faced a double threat
from Assemblymen David Obey
of Wausau and Fred Kessler of
Milwaukee.
A three-cornered contest for
caucus chairman also developed i n v o l v i n g Assemblymen
George Molinare of Kenosha,
cc^chairman of the powerful
JoinTFinance Committee ; Raymond" Tobiasz of Milwaukee, art
ardent associate of Huber, and
William Rogers of Kaukauna , a
two-term legislator ,

Viet War May
Just Fade Out,
Lodge Believes

Mrs. Henry O. Larson
SAIGON, South J Viet Nam
CHATFIELD, Minn. / S r Mr_„ (AP) — The war in Viet Nam

Henry O. Larson, 73, formerly
of Chatfield and a resident of
the Minnesota 01 d Soldiers
Home in Minneapolis, died Sunday «t the University Hospital,
Minneapolis. She had been hospitalized since breaking a hip
2 lA weeks ago,
The former Mathilda Derenthal, she was born Dec. 13, 1892,
at Wykoff and was married to
Mr, Larson at Lanesboro Oct.
26, 1921. They made their home
in Chatfield. Mr. Larson died
Nov . 2, 1937.
Mra. Larson was a member
and past worthy matron of the
Order of Eastern Star here and
a member of the American Legion Auxiliary.
Survivors include two sons,
James, Chatfield, and John,
Chicago; one daughter, Mrs.
Florlan (Ellamae) Lane, Chatfield ; eight grandchildren ; one
brother, Henry Derenthal , Wykoff , and one sister, Mrs. Richard dimmer, Milwaukee.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at Pioneer
Presbyterian Church, the Rev.
David Brink officiating. Burial
will be In Chatfield Cemetery.
Friends may call at BoetrerAkeson Funeral Home after 2
p.m. today until noon Wednesday and at the church one
hour before service.

Two-State Funerals
•Mrs. Frank Hughes

INDEPENDENCE , Wis. Funeral services for Mrs.
Frank Hughes who was found
dead hero early Sunday mornIng at the home of her son,
James, with whom she had
been Hying, will be at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday at McKinley Methodist Church, Winona, the Rev.
Glenn Quam officiating. Burial

"just might fade out" with no
forma] end, U.S. Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lotjge said today.
The 'American envoy, serving
his second tour of duty as ambassador to South Viet Nam,
said the overall situation in the
country is better than it was a
year ago although "progress is
uneven . "
In an interview with the Mutual Broadcasting System,
Lodge recalled that the situation
was "extremely bad" in May
1965 but took a turn for the better in July.

"I think yon could say that
they cannot win," said Lodge.
"I think you could say that we
cannot lose, we cannot be
pushed out. I think you could
say that we haven't won yet. "
Concerning the possibility the
war might just fade away, the
ambassador explained that people In the Orient are "extremely
realistic.'•
"The (Oriental) man, " he
said, "makes up his mind one
day that this thing that looked
pretty good really Isn't so very
good. It's not going to work out,
so he just decides to fade out.
And nobody admits anything.
There's no treaty, there's no
headline. They don't even admit
they were in a war , let alone
admit they got defeated at it,
"And so I think it just might
fade out , because that's what
happened In two other places fn
Southeast Asia; but, of course,
nobody knows. "
He was referring to the Philippines and Malaysia.
Lodge said he doubted that
Communist China would enter
the war because "it would simply rink a devastating blow by
the United States."

Export Lines
frick Up Tab
For Goldberg

¦•
•
¦
.

has not come from elected officers, even though power is
there for
¦ council toZexerdse at
will. - -

4. Present purchasing procedures, required by law to bs
on sealed bids above $500 (io
some cases $1,000), may be less
efficient than centralized purchasing.
5. Present practices mak«
manpower duplication possible,
6. Multi-term m a y o r can
eventually appoint all board
members.
• 7. Charter amendments mad*
only by legislature.
8. Contains no initiative, referendum or recall provisions.
9. Has no provision for central administrative control and
leadership.
10. Does not place responsibility for total city government
in electorate's hands,
11. Has not encouraged coordinated planning for future.
12. No charter change can bt
made without city council approval.
ADVANTAGES OF
HOME RULE CHARTER
1. Puts . responsibility for alJ
city government in electorate's
hands. .
2. Could provide coordinated
city administration through single administrative official.
3. City problems needing immediate action need hot be delayed until legislature convenes.
4. Provides an opportunity for
possible combination of city
and county governments, .' -*¦;
5. Provides better response to
people's needs and wishes.
6. Charter amendments can
be made by the people.
7. Public controls elected officials through initiative , referendum and recall.
8. Permits council to delegate
routine details and concentrate
on policy.
DISADVANTAGES OF
HOME RULE CHARf ER
1. Could destroy ,continuity of
experience among boards and
prejudice governmental stabili< - Tyty. . :: '
2. Administrative officer , with
full hiring and firing powers,
could create chaos in city affairs/ z
3. Could raise cost of government by calling for extensive
increase in business office and
administrative personnel.
4. Need for adequate nubile
education on new charter
changes could be time-consuming and disruptive.
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HIGHER ALLOWANCES
FRANKFORT, Ky. Iff)-The
Governor's Advisory Council
6n Medical Assistance has refused despite general practi-''
tioners protests, to change the
higher allowances for specialists under Kentucky 's medicaid
phase of the Medicare program,

SMALL MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Can pay for all your insurance
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NORTHERN STATES POWER CO,
n East Third St.
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ENTERTAIN LORAS THURSDAY

UCLA

Tops
TITLE
SEEKINGMISS CEOSERIJ3_-DEl^
University
of
Drake
EB-tttorpe
Maggie
.. .
in De» Moines, Is one of the candidates for
the title "Miss CheerleaderUSA." The con-

test Is held annually at Cypress Gardens,
Fla. The senior coed Is from Tokyo, Japan.
Her parents are stationed there with military. (AP Photofax)

IN AREA HEADLINER

To Rugged

ARCADIA; Wis. - In these
days of basketball a-go-go
whensrunning is the wont and
high scoring is the" practice,
ArcadiaHigh School is a deviant . Tbe Raiders like to take their
time on the basketball court
and let the other people do the
running.It almost paid off last
year when Arcadia lost 10
games by six points or less.
This year it appears that it is
paying off.

^

top area games of the evening.
Game time is 8 p.m.
' Durand has lost only one in
four starts, that a 59-57 decision to powerful Ellsworth.
"It sounds like Durand is
tough," admitted Fredrickson.
"We expect a press and a fastbreak from them. We'll just try
to capitalize on their mistakes
and play our control game. We
can't run with them so we'll
just have to try and stop them
from running."

"I thinkit trill reverse itself,M Arcadia has been relying on
¦aid coach Dick Fredricksonof a balanced offense this year
last year's performance. "We with four of its starters averaghave a young team, but they ing between 11 and 12 points
per game.They are ft-3 junior
are experienced."
Arcadiahas gotten off to a John Rosenow, 6-1% senior
faster start than Fredrickson Mike Lien, "5-11% sophomore
expected this year, winning two Steve Herrick and 5-6 sophoof its first three, dropping only more Jim Rolbieckl. The fifth
a 52-46decisionto unbeaten Hol- starter is 6-0 junior Dennis.
men in a game where Holme- Wolfe.
had to come from behindin the "We've had good team work
and all five have really been
last quarter.
Tonight the Raiderstravel to hustling," said Fredrickson.
Durand for a battle with the "We have a. good bench, top.
powerfulPanthersin one of the It saved us the game at Ban-

gor (a game which Arcadia
^
won 53-51)."
Key members of the bench
are 6-1% senior Bruce Meistead
and 5-9 junior. Dave O'Brien.
Sophomore guard Tom Reedy,
one of the Raider's inost promising prospects, was lost via
a fractured ankle last week.
Durand, on the other hand,
has been relying on its one-two
punch of Jerry Buchholtz, a 6-1
senior, and 5-8 senior guard
Dan Langlois, Buchholtz has
averaged Over 20 points-pergame this year, and Langlois
18.5. Rick Walker, another 5-8
guard, is also averaging in double figures.
Other top area games send
Chatfield against La Crescent,
both once-beaten, at La Crescent. Alma puts its 47-game regular season victory string on
the line when it hosts archrival Cochrane-Fountain City.
In a battle of unbeatens, Osseo (3-0) is at Fairchild (2-0),
while Mondovi travels to Menomonie.

GOOD FOR SEASON LEAD

Polachek Electric
Keglers Hit 2,752

AP Poll

NEW YORK (AP) - Lew Alcindor's sensational debut as a
college pivotman has given
powerful UCLA an early stranglehold in The Assiciated Press
basketball ratings.
The Bruins, who drubbed
Southern California 105-90 in
their season opener behind Ii 56point spree by 7-foot-l soph Al^
cindor, top The AP's. national
poll by an overwhelming
margin.
A somewhat shaky leader in
last week's " pre-season poll,
UCLA drew 32 of 34 first-place
votes in this week's ballot of
sports writers and broadcasters.
The Bruins, who led runnerup
Texas Western by 20 points _
week ago, hold a 337-288 point
bulge today over the defending
NCAA champions.
Texas Western romped to two
victories last week and retained
its second-place edge over Kentucky, which opened with a 10484 triumph over Virginia. The
Miners drew one of the remaining first-place votes while
fourth-ranked Louisville received the other.
Louisville, a 99-81 winner over
Georgetown in its opener,
moved up one notch from fifth,
replacing Duke.
The vote was based on results
of games through last Saturday
night and the ballots all were in
before Illinois stunned Kentucky
98-97 in overtime and Michigan
knocked off Houston 86-73 Monday night.
The Top Ten with first-place
votes in parentheses, and total
points on basis of 10 for first
place 9, 8, 7, etc.,:
337
1. UCLA (32)
288
2. Texas Western (1)
3. Kentucky
250
170
4. Louisville (1)
5. Houston
135
6. New Mexico
108
7. Duke
72
71
8. North Carolina
65
ft Brigham Young
10. Cincinnati
63

Basketball
Scores

Recordsare made to be brok- ment, was led by Doris Bay's in the Westgate Ladies loop.
Saturday s Scores
en and Winona's bowlers went 576, an effort which is the sev- Haddad's smashed a 2,695 seLOCAL SCHOOLS—
'
place
ries
that
put
them
in
fifth
CD t record smashing spree enth high women s series of the
St. Mary's 74, Lorti 54.
Winona Slala 114, Upper lowa 104.
this year. Carol Neitzke led the
season.
Monday night
Cotter tl St. Paul Hill 53.
A total of seven top ten A fourth top ten count also way with 214—549 as the Clean- BI STATECaledonli Loratte ts. La Crosia Holy
counts were hit during tbe eve- came from the Pin Topplers ers came up with a 916 game.
Cross 51.
ning's activities, a recordin it- circuit. Les Krage, firing for Shirley Gehlhaart laced 551 NONCONFEREMCEWanamlngo ill, Randolph it.
self, and one of them was good Coca-Cola, hammered 221—574 for Safranek's. Helen GrulkowFaribault Daaf i
l
, Wisconsin Deal 50.
for a first place spot.
with the 574 ranking eighth this ski had 513 and Esther Kelm 508.
Elgin 40, Lewiston 51 (OT).
Jan Wieczorek blazed 221—
year.
Alma 43, Pepin tl.
THAT Ust-topper came from Other 500s went to Irene Po- 560 to spark Fenske Body Shop
Holmen u, Mansion 51.
the Pin Topplers League at zanc 551, Yvonne Carpenter 555, to 918-2,554 in the Alley GaWestgate where the Polachek Betty Englerth 545, Irlene Trim- ter's circuit at Westgate as the
I onight s oames
Electric quintet smashed 2,752. mer 534, Irene Gostomski 513, distaff side continued its hot LOCAL SCHOOL!- '
Winona State at Platteville.
That effort beat thr- previous Shirley Kauphusman 506, Helen bowling. Ruth Buerck toppled
St. Mary's et Oshkosh.
high by Mohan's Window of the Nelson 506, Helen Englerth 504, the 2-7-10 split.
Alley Gator's League at West- Alfrieda Fuglie 504 and Elea- The men also did well for
Tuesday 's Games
gale by 16 pins.
themselves, hitting a pair of top NONCONFERENCE nore Stahl 500.
The effort, built around a 9ef
ten listings and seven 600 series.
Chatfleld at La Crescent.
Randolph at Prescott.
!;a__e which put Polachek in a ANOTHER top ten count was
Grand Meadow at Wykoff.
FIVE
OF
the
600s
came
from
ourth place tie in that depart- collected by the gals, this time
Cochrane-FC at Alma.
the City circuit at Hal-Rod
Osfeo at Fairchild.
Arkansaw at Plum City.
Lanes, paced by Al Nedoba's
Gale-Ettrick at Independence.
254—€52 for league leading WiCadott at Augusta .
Onalaska Lirther at Onalaska .
nona Hotel.
Arcadia at Durand .
But A & D Bootery took team
Mondovi at Menomonie.
Stahmann - Oueltman
a
1
KINDS * QUEENS
honors with 1,038—3,029 with the
Strang • Kuiitmann
( 4
Wtst .lt* .
W. L.
big team series shoving them
Fenske ¦ Poianc
S
4
LMIt and Rlfltti
I
1
Colbenson - Stensaard
S
4
Tha Bowlers
4
1
into fourth place this season.
Mohim . Prtnol :
, 4
S
4
1
-Th* MoonlliM -ra
Frank Pomeroy blasted 608,
Nlemeyer - Donshue
1 7
Vaoahn 4 Mtystcuk
S' « Ws
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1 7
Tlw Wtilrtwlnds
3 J
Tom Drazkowski 607, Walt WilOotsbla Os
1^ IVfc
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Jokers
17 11
Tin Jokers
1
4
Four Aces
» 14
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It
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^ House of
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Rockets
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King
in
the
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League at
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J
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W. L.
Hal-Rod
was
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and
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4
1
Allay Smasher*'
JO It
last top ten count recorded. The
j
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4
Monkees
IS 11
Winanrskl
Vt JH
Paisley fops
It 11
team game put Watkins in a tie
Stsavar
n* iv,
Alley Busters .
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for
10th place.
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HIGH SCHOOL SOYS
Hal-Rod
w. L.
Good Player*
II
t
Clyde*
7
S
Dodgers
S
7
Trolans ,
5
7
Tlper Roe*
4
I
Raccoons
4
I
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HIS a, HERS
Hal-Rod
'
W. L.
Braun • Konkel
17 10
Springer - Bauer
15 11
Bauer • Schroeder
14 1)
Brensel/ Brensel
11 14
Fountalrt c IMins
10 14
? JI
KBK'f
ALLEY OATER'S
Wastgata
PI*.
Fenske Body Shop
41
Mohan's Window A SkJIrvg ... »",
Jeanette's Beauty Salon
IJ
Curley's Floor Shop
3«',i
Montgomery Wards
11
William's Hotel
>•
Regan's Insurance
JS 1^
Linahan's
11> >
OmIHed last week was a Ml bawled
hy Jeanetta's Beauty Salon.
MONDAY LEAOUB
Winoaa Attiletk Club
W. L.
Quality Sheet Metal
JJ
14
Bunke's Apco .
.14
IS
Homt Beverage Service . 1 1
17
Joswlch's Fuel a, Oil ... . ItM* ll'i
lit National Bank
in, ll'.i
Super tavar
11 V

BILL BONOW rocked 247-615
for Winona Excavating, while
Bunke 's Ape© totaled 2,881.
George Thilmany had an errorless 557.
Bob Schossow's 242—619 for
Johnny 's Bar in the Community
League at Westgate was the
seventh 600 count. Oasis Bar
laced 982, while Hackbarth Feed
Mill and Frickson's Auctioneers
both came up with 2,832.
ATHLETIC CLUB: Joswick's
Fuel & Oil cracked 1,032 behind Rod Pellowski's 228. Rich
Chuchna had 594 for Quality
Sheet Metal , and Super Saver
smashed 2,846, all in the Monday League.
In the Go Getters circuit, Ruth
Todd led Circle/a Ranch to 858
-2,503 with Her 175—462. She
converted the 2-7-10 split , as
did SteUa Cada.
RED MEN: Monday Nile
League leading Sunbeam Breafl
swept all the honors with 913
2,673 behind Bob Nelson's 181
i85.

Warrior Cagers
Bomb Platteville

PLATTEVILLE, Wis. —
Winona State's fast - coming
basketball team chalked up
its fourth consecutive triumph Monday night, belting
Platteville 93-77.
Using the same one-two
panch that it used in setting
a school scoring record of
114 points Saturday night,
Winonaz State never trailed
against a young Pioneer team.

DAVE MEISNER and Tim
Anderson, that lethal onetwo, punch, combined for 54
points against Platteville with
Meisner pouring through 33
on the heels of an individual
school scoring record of 47
against Upper Iowa Saturday
night.

Johnnies
Outlast
UMD 75^

St John's University outlasted
Minnesota r Duluth 75:73 in a
double overtime"struggle Monday night to get a step jump
on the rest of the Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
It was the MIAC season basketball opener, with St. Mary's
playing at St. Thomas Thursday
night in the next league battle.
In nonconference action involving Minnesota college teams
Monday night, Hamline cruised
past Mayville, ~N.1>., State 79-60 ,
Winona State ripped Platteville,
Wis., State 93-77, Augsburg lost
to Augustana, S.D., 65-51, Gu&
tawis Adolphus bowed at Wartburg 80-59, St. Mary's lost 81-68
at Oshkosh, Wis., and Bethel
bowed before Buena Vista of Iowa, 79-76.
Games tonight have Bethel at
Carleton, Mankato at Augustana
ahd St. Cloud State at Cony -^
cordia,
Arnie Foster sparked St.
John's in the second overtime
with two field goals as the
Johnnies held on to down UMD.
The game was tied 62-62 after
regulation time and 68-all after
the first overtime. Foster had
20 points for the game, while
Tom Melancon added 18 for St
John's. Jim Gornick and Jeff Ellensbn each bagged 20 for Duluth,
Al Frost paced Hamline's victory with 24 points, while Dave
Meisner counted 33 to lead Winona and AI White got 24 for
Gustavus.

Men s Hockey
Meeting Set
For Thursday

A second organizational
meeting for Winona city
league hockey for men will
*e held at 7:15 p.m. Thursday at West End Athletic
Recreation Center basement. Team captains are
urged to have rosters and
fees completed at that time.
All interested' persons who
have not been contacted and
would like to play are org.
ed to attend.
Past Hornet players are
asked to return equipment
at that time, also.

Boasting a 4-1 season re- night. Starzecki stifled Plat- ville cut a nine-point halfcord and two straight road teville's talented Dan Tin- time deficit to only five early in the second half before"
victories, the Warriors re- non, while Schwartz came on
the Warriors got untracked.
in the second half after-Mike
turn to Memorial Hall Thurs- Jeresek ran into foul trou- When they did it was just a
day night to entertain Loras ble and cut off both 6-5 Carl matter of time.
College of Dubuque, Iowa, a Gatlin and his 6-8 replaceBesides Meisner and Ander-^
team that St. Mary's man- ment, LarryPriban.
son, who got 21, WilkeZ anct .;
handled 74-56 Saturday night.
Starzecki . finished with 12
"SCHWARTZ did a good job each and Jeresek 10 to the
"Just because they've lost
a couple doesn't mean we ex- of keeping their big men Winona attack. Gatlin had 14
pect them to come in here from scoring and also from for Platteville.
;
Plittavllla (77)
and lay down for us," said screening them from the Winona (M)
f_ fl pf l»
ff l f l p l tp
Ekker.
boards,"
said
"AnderWinona State coach Ron EkAtxHrswi a » 4 11 O Olson 4 J II I
1 I »
0 1 4 1 Tra'ann ¦4 ¦»
ker. "They're fast at the son and (Mark) Wilke got Olbbs
• _'
J «
Wllka
5 1 1I
i Oust
but
most
of
the
rebounds,
guards and that could botheV
Espe
0 • J 0 C OatllB 1 4 * 14)
Prlbait
1
J
us. We'll have to rely on our Schwartz did a fine job of Jeresek t t l B0 TlnnoB a 1 1 T7
Sdiwarti t t 4
*
screening."
defense again."
Starzeekl 3 ( 1 12 Kins
• • » •
t i l lCrayteti 1 1 * 4
That defense, led by Rick
Ekker pointed to Winona's DeWyra
Wrlgl 5 I 4 IS
Starzeckl and reserve center control of the boards in the Meisner 11 11 «IS BHudson a • S 4
Tottb
M M Jt 77
Chip Schwartz, was at its second half as the turning totals » « « «
4J-»»
WINONA
................ »•
best for Winona Monday point of the game. Platte- PLATTCVILLB
;..41
1
1
- Tl:

1-2 RECORD FOR REDMEN

St.Mary 's Drops
Tilt to Oshkosh

OSHKOSH, Wis. - David's
stone fell short of its mark as
Wisconsin State University of
Oshkosh's Goliath pushed aside
a pesky St. Mary's College basketball team Monday night.
The Titans, appearing before
their first home crowd after
sustaining two losses to highly
regarded Drake and Creighton
universities on the road/ stopped
the Redmen 81-68.
BOTH TEAMS left the AlbeJ
Hall Fieldhouse with 1-2 records
in warmups for their upcoming

Chicago Slips
But Mikita
Leads Scorers

NEW YORK (AP) — Chicago
has slipped behind the hot Toronto Maple Leafs in the National Hockey League race, but
Stan Mikita of the Black Hawks
has stretched his individual
scoring lead to 11 points.
Mikita picked up four assists
in three games last week, boosting his point total to 32 in only
19 starts. Last year Mikita's
teammate, Bobby Hull, had 28
points after 19 games and was
on the way to a season record of
54 goals and 97 points.
Hall does not rank In the scoring top ten this week, according
to official NHL statistics released today, but his younger
brother Dennis shares eighth
place with an 18-point total.
Mikita, Marshall and Chicago's Kenny Wharrata share the
goal-scoring lead with 11 apiece.
Mikita is the top playmaker
with 21 assists.
Gump Worsley and Charlie
Hodge, Montreal s goaltending
team, have .the lowest average
yield — 2.5 goals per game —
while Ed Giacominof New York
is the shutout leader with three.

conference openers.
The Redmen start MIAC
action Thursday night in St.
Paul against this year's favorite St. Thomas, the loop's defending champion.
The Tommies defeated Loras
College 7i-60 §unday, a team
which St Mary's stopped'by a
74-56 count Saturday night.
David had as many shots at
the stubborn Goliath defense
Monday night, but only 29 percent of the attempts cracked
the target.
Goliath put its better than oneinch-per-man height advantage
to good use, shooting ' over the
Redmen for a 41 percent average.
Both teams had balanced
scoring with eight players finding the double figure range.
Ron Hayek and John Lallansek,
a pair of husky 6-4 forwards,
tied for scoring honors with 20
points each. Teammates Bill
Schwartz and Tom Witasek
chipped in 10 apiece in the Oshkosh attack.
Tom Keenan and George Hoder, St. Mary's top point manufacturers to date, pumped
through 1$ points each. Co-captains guards Jim Buffo and Jerry Sauiser had 15 and 10, respectively.
With the score 7-6 in favor

OSHKOSH DUMPED fa three
quick buckets at the start of
the second half to boost fts advantage to 47-33. St. Mary's.
trailed 6347 with 10:23 left to
play. Then the Redmen made
their last attempt to pull it out
of the fire. A field goal and
free throw by both Buffo and
Dennis Ludden put St. Mary 's
10 points in arrears. Dick Borbonnais pumped in a field goal
for Oshkosh to stop the brief
St. Mary's spurt and the Titans
coasted the rest of the ^way.

Oshkosh W)
ft It pf »p
Bourbl'a 4 1 I I
Hayek
It t I 10
Schwarfi S 4 4 10
Witasek 4 1 110
V Rot'm 1 1 2 1
Hatnmtl « t i l
Lallaniak ? 2 J 30
Rehm
1 1 1 4
Borchert 1 I t l
'¦« . » ¦ « . 1
Race
Totals 15 U H tl Totsls 14 Oil II
ST. MARY'S ......,....:.. M 35—11
OSHKOSH
41
40—tl
St. Mary's MB)
« » pf tp
13 1 5
5 0 1 10
I I 1 15
5 a 5 le
< - 4 lie
1 1 0 3
1 I 4 1

Ludden
fauser
Buffo
Keenaii
Hoder
Belakas
Halloran

f ^y ^iaZ^

Reg Fleming of the Rangers
continues to pace NHL badmen
with a 21-game total of 76 penalty minutes.

Clay-Terrell
Title Bout Set
For Astrodome
NEW YORK (AP) - Casslus
Clay and Ernie Terrell apparently are all set tp settle their
dispute over the heavyweight
championship at the Houston
Astrodome on Feb. 6.
Announcement of the site and
date Was expected to be made
today at news conferences in
New York and Houston.
¦
'
Cecil (Hotty) Ingram, an assistant football cdach at Georgia, intercepted 10 passes while
playing for Alabama in 1952.

FOR We MAM WITH A TASTE /Of t THE OUTDOORS

THE SPORTSMAN
«IFT DECANTER

Rising mallards, captured in brilliant enduring colors,
are fired into the glass of Cabin Still's Sportsman
Decanter. Looks and feels hand pointed. Eve n mora
impressive is the Sour Mash Bourbon inside. Truly
hand-made. Its winning difference-a hearty character mellowed naturally in the open air-has earned
Cabin the titla of the Sportsman's Bombon.

Wednesday JP
Luncheon j |c

Special

NICK EDDY TALKS CONTRACT WITH THE DETROIT
LIONS . . . Prize Notre Dame halfback Nick Eddy, left,
with Detroit Lions owner William Clay Ford after Eddy
visited the Lions offices Monday. He talked contract with
Lion personnel director Rus_ Thomas but didn't sign. Ford
made an appearance to add weight to the task force trying
to convince Eddy of the advantages of becoming a Lion.
Eddy has been drafted by both the Lions and the Denver
Broncos. (AP Photofax)

of St. Mary's, *the Titans broke
open the game with less than
three minutes gone. With Lallansek leading the way the Titans hit 10 points with only one
St. Mary's bucket intervening.
A basket by Keenan with 14
minutes left brought the score
to 16-11, and that five-point
spread was the closest St.
Mary's could come the rest of
the contest.
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4pfy ik

to 5 p.m. i_siI^__r^Y_»_j-.Swiit Steak Dinner

$1.25

Swiss Steak, Whipped Potatoes & Gravy. Garden Green
Salad & choice of Dressing.
Hot Roll & Butter and Lots of
Coffee.
Cock-a-Doodle-Doo

l^SbO*tWnl^(kxAiKM<, ffS^^

Of tuch excellence that
/T^l^lt
It off«r» • monty- back gimrantee.
\ e_B,'*ll
k\\ C«Mrw or Gift Wrap at no extra charge. ',^S^' /_ i
-*a>>a>aa-aMH-H_W_HHHHHHH|BM|HgB_MnM|BgHMB^L
^
Smrn-Wiuit, MOMCA'S OLDESTMILT DISTILUBT
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Minnesota , victimized Monday night
by its own frigid shooting and
the torrid firing of Iowa State
in dropping an 87-69 decision at
Ames, Iowa, entertains Drake
University tonight in - Williams
¦
Arena. .- ' ' ,
It will be Minnesota's last
game before a quarter break,
with the Gophers returning to
action here Dec. 17 against
Ohio State.
Don Smith, a 6-foot-- center,
blitzed the Gophers for 36 points
by hitting 14 of 18 shots from
the field and 8 of 11 free throws
and corraling 16 rebounds to
pace Iowa State's triumph.

three-game total to 72 for a 24point average, but eight of his
points came in the final four
minutes when the issue was
settled.
Minnesota stayed even through
a 26-26 tie with 6^_ minutes left
in the first half. Then Iowa
State scored eight straight
points—four of them on baskets
by Smith — to boom ahead 3426 and the closest the Gophers
came after that was a couple of
five-point deficits. It was 45-37
at halftime.
Iowa States' lead crested at
23 points, 81-58 with about four
minutes to play.
Behind Smith for Iowa State,
playmaker Tom Goodmanadded
While the Cyclones were hit- 15 points and John McGonigle
ting 55 per cent of their shots, 14.. ¦;., ¦;
Minnesota could not crack Iowa
Rich Miller added 14, Leroy
State's zone defense and shot 43
per cent. However, the Gophers Gardner 12 and Wayne Barry 10
padded their percentage late in for Minnesota, while Capt. Paul
the game when the contest was Presthus had a bad shooting
out of reach . Iowa State led 40- night and netted only four, the
26 in rebounds.
same as reserve Chip Litten got.
Gopher center Tom Kondla Minnesota is 1-2 for the seabagged 22 points to raise his
¦ ¦

Have Power
RETURNING SENIORS .".. . . St. Mary 's ice hockey squad
has but three seniors this season . Back from a winning season a year ago are , from left : Brian Desbiens, leading scorer,
now turned defenseman; Goalie Jerry Archambeau, and team

captain Dermis Cooney, playing center ice. The Redmen pucksters open their season play with a conference tilt against
Augsburg at 9 p.m. at Aldrich Arena, St. Paul ; (Daily News
Sports Photo)

SEASON, CONFEREE

St. Mary s Icemen
Challenge Auggies

By SAM SWARTZ
Dally News Sports Editor
"Augsburg is definitely a
senior team." That is the
way St. Mary 's hockey Coach
Tim McNeill summed up his
season-opening opponents.
Augsburg has had the advantage of ice time oh metropolitan arenas and a twogame outing at Madison last
weekend against the Badgers.
They didn't however, fare
well at Wisconsin. Coach Bob
icemen
Johnson's Badger
handed them two defeats, one
a 9-0 shellacking.
McNEILL I J pleased with
progress made by his skaters
thus far . "They have progressed well during the five days

we have had Ice here, and
the few sessions available at
Rochester and the Cities."
Some points just have to
wait until game conditions to
be evaluated. Among these
are the Redmen's scoring
punch, and offensive and defensive assignments.
"Most of our scoring ability
is back this year ," he said,
"but we must shoot more."
McNeill has three well-balanced lines. Captain Dennis
Cooney, Larry Shomion and
Tom Sundby make up one
line. Terry Skrypec , Bill Rossini and Dick Yaruiarelly a
second ahd Yvon Thibodeau ,
Mark Shields and Jean Cardin (he other.

AT DEFENSE, Brian Desbiens will skate with Jack
Anderson: Brian Palmer and
Gordy Thiedeman; Jeff Ulanski and Dan Reif.

Jerome Archambeau, threeyear St. Mary 's veteran , will
be in the nets with Terry
Caldwell serving as spare
goalie. .
Archambe au, a graduate of
St. Paul Cretin , is a strong
competitor and a leader. He
made 308 saves~fn 17 games
last season, allowing only 42
goals for a save average of
88 percent.
Captain Denni s Cooney, also frem Cretin , heads up one
line. Cooney is described as
an excellent playmaker and

constant hustler. A threeyear veteran , he has pliaced
on the all-MIAC team.the past
two seasons.

The third senior, assistant
captain Bryan Desbiens, a
native of St; Catharine, Ont.,
heads up a defensive unit
with Jack Anderson . Desbiens
was the team's top scorer
last season and was named
to the all-conference sextet.
He was -moved from wing to
defense this season.
So, Wednesday will tell the
tale . . . whether determination and hustle can overcome
lack of ice time. The game
is a conference tilt. Game
time at Aldrich Arena , St.
¦
- ¦ • »»
( Paul , i s 9 p.m.

SAN FRANCISCO CAP) - final games.
UCLA's Mel Fan\ Idaho's Ray
McDonald . and Oregon State 's Along the offensive line the
Pete Pifer , who scored a total West has center Tim Sheehan of
of 35 touchdowns during 1966, Stanford, guards Jim Wilkin,
provide running power for the Oregon State, and Ronnie Pack ,
West in the 42nd East-West foot- Texas Tech, and tackles Dick
¦ - . . . . . ' .- , Cunningham, Arkansas and Jim
ball game , Dec. 31 .
Riley of Oklahoma.
Roster of the West squad for
Washington's Dave Williams
the Shrine charity clash in and Stanford's John Mason are
Kezar Stadium was announced the ends, with Cal's 155-pound
today by Managing Director Jerry Bradley available either
Bert Jacobs.
at end or flanker;
Defensively, the line has
s
Fan
ran
for
809
UCDA'
Z
yards and nine touchdowns. Mc- Washington's Tom Greenlee and
Donald, a giant at (Vfopt-4 and Lloyd Phillips of Arkansas at
2.48, led the nation in rushing ends, Leo Carroll of San Diego
with 1,329 yards and scored 14 State and Dennis Randall of
touchdowns. Pifer became the Oklahoma State at tackles and
first player In Pacific-8 annals John Richardson of UCLA at
to rush more than 1,000 in con- middle guard. Carroll weighs
secutive seasons when
he 255, and Richardson 254 as the
reached 1,088. The 22(^pounder big men of the crew.
George Harvey of Kansas,
scored 12 touchdowns.
In addition to those three/ the Ron McCall of Weber State are
West has Charlie Brown of Mis- the linebackers with Bob Grim
souri who led the Big Eight in of Oregon State , Charles Latourette. Rice , Lloyd Duncan ,
rushing as a junior, in 1965.
Air Force and Frank Horak ,
Selected at quarterback were
Texas Christian, in the secondLittle All America Don Horn,
ary- '' ¦ ' •
from undefeated San Diego J ohn• Ralston of Stanford, Ben
State , . who hit for 2 234 yards Martin of the Air Force and
*
and 18 touchdowns, and Tim J. T. King of Texas Tech coach
Van Galder of Iowa State who the West squad which will train
had a three-year passing total at Stanford University after reof 3 ,451.
porting in San Francisco on
Stanford's Dave Lweis pro- Dec 21.
.
vides all around help and will
' ¦
do the punting. He played reg- Alabama has won the inost
ularly at quarterback in his Southeastern Conference footjunior year and at halfback as ball titles. The Crimson Tide
a senior until pressed back into won six times and tied for the
s,ignal t. calling duties1 for" the crown twice,
\

Tay lor Merchants LONNIE WARWICK MAY BE OUT
Down La Crosse
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) The Taylor Merchant's basketball team defeated La Crosse
"Coca-Col a " here Saturday 8382. Half-time score found la
Crosse leading 47-39.
Larry Fletcher scored 36
points for La Crosse followed by
Roh O'Toole 'owith. 21 . Marvin
Nelson and Duane Hulett threw
In 23 each for Taylor followed
by Arlyn Steion with 18.
Tay lor plays host to Brookwood .Saturday night. It' s possible that Brookwood will come
up with the sectional tournament team of two years ago.

NBA

THH ASSOCIATED PR.SS .
Monday 's Rasulls
No gamts scheduled.
Today 's Games
Detroit vs. Boston al Naw York .
Sin Francisco it Naw York.
Chlceoo at Philadelphia.
Wedn esday 's Qa—ti
lin Francisco al Balllmor* .
Cincinnati al Boston.
r
New York at Detroit.
SI, Louli at Loi Angeles.
Philadelphia at Chicago .
By

Vikings Still Being
Slowed by Injuries

MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
(AP) — The rash of crippling
injuries which wrecked the Minnesota Vikings this season
struck another cruel blow Monday when it was learned that
middle linebacker Lonnie Warwick may miss the final two
games of the National Football
League season.
Coach Norm Van Brocklin disclosed that Warwick has a muscle spasm in his lower back
which likely will sideline him at
Detroit Sunday and at Chicago
Dec . 18.

Warwick Is Urn 18th Viking to
be forced to miss one or more
games this year because of Injury . The Viking casualties add
up to a combined 82 games
To find out how you may
missed because of injuries—with
qualif y for savings up to tight end Hal Bedsolc 's. missing
$50 or mora on
the entire season because of
knee surgery and halfback Tomcar insurances
r y Mason is missing the last
call
eight games with a knee injury
the most telling blows.
Van Brocklin said Monday
that Warwick' s injury "may be
quite serious and he may need
Phon« mi to have an operation," The Vik~£*j j kf
ings coach said he feels Warwick should have the surgery
_ m t iM! TjBo*^
Winona, Minn. now and not risk further injury.
^____\_ t_ ^__ \\\
Warwick first Injured his back
against the Green Bay Packers
SENTRY INSURANCE and re-Injured it Sunday in Minnesota'* 20-1,1 loss to Atlanta.

Men Under 25!

fPPSip DUANE
i *^ I RINGLER

The injury appears
cle spasm in the
area which causes
to go numb.
Minnesota 's only

cof note from Sunday 's game was
i sprained back sustained by
a
ttackle Doug Davis. His condition
i
makes
him questionable for next
's game at Detroit.
other Injury Sunday
f

to be, a muslower back
his right leg

Van Brocklin had high praise
Monda> for second-year quarterback Bob Berry; who went all
the way against Atlanta. Despite
the fact th„t Berry completed
only 12 of 33 passes for 203
yards and had five of his aerials
intercepted by the Falcons, Van
Brocklin said :
"After watching the movies,
Winona High's Junior Varsity we 're convinced Berry did a hell
added Lewiston to its string of a job passing. I predict a
Monday by a lop-sided 76-:i7 great future for Bob Berry as an
score. The victory was the sec- NFL quarterback. ''
ond this season for tho little
Fullback Bill Brown , who has
Winhawks. They host Rochester Ihe Viking individual rushing
John Marshall at 4:30 p.m. next title sewed up
for the third
Monday,
straight season, gained 72 yards
Kverybody had a chance to
Sunday to raise his rushing total
play as Winona jumped off to lo 723 yards
on 213 carries , a
an early 24-10 lead. At halftime ,
3.4 average .
Ihe Hawks led 39-19.
Paul Flatley caught five passWinona (71)
Lewiston (Jl)
It ft pt tp Kra-utcH I I I !es Sunday lo increase his VikMiller
4 * 1 1 Klrkeby 1 1 1 4 ing lead over Brown. Flatley
1 J I 7 Bearden 7 1 » Is
-990
Holmay • l a 1 Bratlt
1 1 1 1 now has emight 39 passes for
Beeman 1 4 ( 1 Blan'erel 1 * 1 4
607 yards this year , compared
Mccown l i l t Schotl
l l t i
Hel'rson 1 * 1 4
Thom'ers 1 ( 1 1 with Brown 's 34 receptions for
Nyselh
Totals It I 14 1| 300 yards,
4 * 1 1

Hawk Junior
Varsity Whips
Lewiston 76-37

Fea 'tlone 1 1 1 1
Ives
1 1 1 1
Hartwlck 1 • 1 4
Norton
1 • • «
ciaplfkl 1 I • J
Oerlach 1 • t t
Stralew 1 » I 1
Stewart I • « 4
Tatale 11 14 14 7*

Johnny Cain , an assistant
football coach at the University
of Mississippi , captained the
1932 Alabama football team
under Coach Frank Thomas.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
North Dakota's Sioux are off
to a fast start in tlje Western
Collegiate Hockey 'Association,
ahd it likely will he January before anybody has a shot at taking the lead away from them.
The Sioux swept • two-game
series with defending champion
Michigan Tech over the weekend at Grand Forks, and Nor*
Dakota doesn't play any league
games oh the road until Jan. 6-7
when the Sioux are a{ Minnesota.
North Dakota , now with a 4-0
WCHA record, entertains Denver (2-2) in a league series this
coming weekend.
Colorado College, which Is second with a 2-0 mark, doesn't
play again in the WCHA until
January, so the
Colorado
Springs school h assured of remaining near the top for another
month at least.
North Dakota whipped Tech
3-2 in overtime and 4-3 last
weekend, while Denver took a
pair from Minnesota-Duluth , 2-1
in overtime and 6-4, and Minnesota and Michigan. State split.
The Gophers won Friday night
5-4, then lost Saturday night, 32, in a pair of overtime games.
The Sioux bunched air their
goals in the second period, with
Dave Kartio, Bob Tuff , Larry
Dobson and Roger Bamburak
scoring. Tech couldn't overcome
that volley,
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Whitew*3fer State I
Gridders Get Set %
For NAIA Bowl ;
WHITEWATER, Wis. tB —
Whitewater State prepared to ,
send its undefeated foptb-fl '
squad to Tulsa, Okla,, today to - - .
start final preparations for th«
National Association of Intercol.
legiate AthUetlcs title game, -y
Defensive captain Hogg GOT-.;. ,.
don was the only Warhawk ;
with an Injury that night keep };
him out of the -mall college ;
Champion Bowl against Wayne.,
burg College of Pennsylvania.

Coach Forrest PerUn» said¦;. :
Monday hia team wag in good
condition otherwise, and that he
planned to begin drills today aft- ,
er the Warhawks arrive in Tul« ;
•' ' y- \
sa. : «. Gordon suffered a minor an- :
kle fracture in Whitewater's .
playoff victory over Central College of Iowa a week ago.
Defensive tackle Cltarley Sleloff had been sidelined with •
respiratory ailment, but is expected to start against Waynesburg, Perkins reported.
Perkins, having watched filmi
of Waynesburg games, termed Z
his foes "big and strong; and
probably a little tougher than
Iowa. They don't seem to run
as well, butZthey are much better passing and stronger defensively against¦¦ the pass and tha
rush."- . ' - ;. _ .;
Waynesburg was ranked fifth
In the nation in total defense
and second in rushing defense.
Leading the Yellow Jacket a*;
sault is Rich Dahar, a 180pound, 5-foot-9 Ohloaii;
Perkins likened him to Jim 1
Baier ', the River Falls State ,
fullback who led tha nation ia ;
Brian McAndrew (cored an small college rushing.
.unassisted goal at 2:40 of the
overtime session to win for
Michigan State over Minnesota.
Rob Shattuck and Denny Zacho
scored for the Gophers.
Tom Miller scored two goals
COMMUKIIY
Weilgate
W. U. . . ' ¦';
for Denver against TJMD.
Oasis
Bar
. '. . it it
WCHA standings:
Happy CtlH
U 14
Team
W-L aenson Feted Mill ....... ¦¦ U 1*
.. .. .... M
1» .
jo
hnny
s
Bar
.
'
North Dakota
4-0
Hackbarth's Feed Mill .. . . U IS
Colorado College
2-0 Frickson't Aucllontcri . . . 11 11
14
Sugar Loaf Inn
... . I f
Michigan Tech
2-2 ^Sswbeam
17
IS:
Denver
2-2 Ertmahn'* Trucking ....... 13 17
Blomeistrltfs
.14
II.
Michigan State
l-i
PIH TOP»l*$
I
Minnesota
1-4 Waalgate
W.
t. ¦>—
J
1
Minnesota-Duluth
1-4 Folachek lleetrle
;
Witklns Mary King ...... f
1
Michigan
0-0 Coca Cola . . . . . . : ;; .,.,„. ¦. 4
1. .
Ham«rnllr*s
Bir
1
l >'
Series This Weekend
¦
1
Welly 's •
"
%/
Denver at North Dakota
.Lakeside Citgp
*{
'..,... »
1
J
Main , Tavern
.Michigan at Michigan State
I
1
I
Winona Paint * OIII
Western Ontario at Michigan
V_iSTOATi UDIEf
.
W. U.
-. tech. Z
Westgate
¦:

NHL;

•y THR ASSOCIATED PRsHS
. wtdnatday's Oamee
: Toronto at Montreal.
.Boston al New York,

Arcadia Co-op
Elects Directors

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Two new directors were elected to the board of the Arcadia Cooperative Association at
the annual meeting Saturday at
the high school.
The association operates a
store and service station here.
Joe Rossa Jr. defeated Melvin Onsrud to replace Rudy
Pierzyna on the board. Harold
Stevens defeated Harold Kolstad to represent the area south
of Arcadia. He replaces Amundson, who was vice president.
Nominations were from the
floor.
About 800 were served free
dinner in the school dining room
preceding the meeting.
The association was organized Oct. 29, 1935. Dividends are
shared among approximately 1,300 shareholders. In its 31 years
of existence it has paid $35 ,804
in local taxes ; $21 ,646 in income
taxes ; $38,626 in crish dividends
to patrons, and $113 ,437 in retiring stock. Cash value of prepaid refunds distributed in the
store amounted to $60,388.
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1»
Orulkowtfxl Beauty thto .1)
Salnnik'a
WVs HH
17
Ken's Kardwara . . . . . . . IS
Midland CMW .
H 1*
OO OBTTaU.*
W.
U.
A.C.
. IS
14
Circle • stanch
II
E. B.'a Corner ...,,..... 11
Toye:.
rid
If
Kramer.
19
Winona *
Plumhlng
. If
Graham 4 McGuire
Wi tW
..... 'SH
Steve's lounge
¦V -V.F.W, ¦. - . - . • W*
.
Hal-Rod
W.
U
1
Rid,
Itr.
I
s
Apes
Bunke '
1
Bakkin,'c Const. .' . . . . . 7
J
Wes«*r Supper Clue . . . . 4
......... H
i tv, '
Banna's OX
Robb Motor Sales . . . . . . S
4
Winona Cxeayatlng U, . ¦ i
*
S
4
Ahram's Furnace . . .
Welkins House of King
4
J
¦ Jones A Kroager ..... ... S . 4
7
Blenehe'- Tavern , . . - . . . J
2
7
Bauer Elec.
Wlnone Milk
TVs - TV*
CITY
U. Ptt.
Hel-Rod '
- ¦• W.
Hotel Winona ... »H Ittt Sit '
,24
If
fit
A _ D BOOtery
KWNO Radio
UU Iftt S47
-.
11 S1J
Linahan'- Inn
-4
Pepsi Cola
... as
M HI
Fakler Road const. 33
» stl
Golden Brand Food! 31
11 111
14
417
31
,. Welly 's F.C.
tpsst Wash
31
14
4*7
Country Kitchen
. 31
14
447
Oasis Bar A Cafe
If
14
4U
Graham A McGuire 17
l
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REDMEN'S MONDAY NITE
Redmen'i Allys
W.
L. PH.
Sunbcerre Breed
14
IS
31
:»
if
l»
. Paint Depot
Doerers
W
1»
U
Peftreth 's Points
. 11 14
11

ARCADIA STORE HOURS
ARCAZDIA. Wis, (Special) — ;
Beginning Wednesday, Arcadia
stores will be open extra hours
prior to> Christmas. In addition
to regular Friday night openings, they will be open Wednesday and Dec. 14 to 9 p.m.:
Dec. 19 , 21 and 23 until 9, and
Dec. 23 until 9:30p.m. All stores will clo«e at 4 p.m. Christmas
Eve.

rwiMjVjg
Jim Kaat

Gary Peters

SOUTHI'AWS TAKE AMERICAN LEAGUE HONORS . . .
Jim Kaat of the Minnesota Twins and Gary Peters of the
Chicago White Sox, both left-handers , captured top honor*
in the American League, according to the 1966 official pitching records announced today. (AP Photofax)

Fight Results
¦y THI AtSOCIATBD PRIM
s» HI_ADR_ PHIA — Binnli Brlicoe,
114. Philadelphia, stopped Oeorae Benton,
143. Philadelphia, lOj Laotls Martin,
lt l, Philadelphia, knocked out Amos
Johnson, 301, Medina, Ohio, j.
WALPOL B , Mass. — Miguel lirratto,
141, Puerto Rica, out-pointed Jimmy
Jlmlnei, 141, Naw York , I,
WOHCESTBR, Mass. - Irish Beau
Jaynes, 138, Lowell, Man,, outpointed
Paddy Read, 1)1. Providence, ft .I., 10.
TOKYO , Japan — Ko|l Okano, 111,
Japan, outpointed Paul Armileed, III ,
lea Angelas, 10 .
SAN FRANCISCO — Natl Collins, lt] ,
Ian Francisco, knocked oul Joey Olardeile, Hi, Philadelphia, I.
STOCKTON, Calll, - Rollle Panaroya ,
119, Stockton, smacked out Syke Sen.
thai, lit, Los Anteles, >.
LAS VIOAi, Nev. - Bobby Valdai,
13* , Lot Angelas, outpoints* Kay Celtman, 11;, Las Vegas, i».

Attention Farmers
TRACTOR

OIL FILTERS

49c Z ?

6TP Oil Tr«_tm«nt

$7e

STP G»» Traatmtnt

4;c

\ M\
WjL

(B^\

MUD

V coa^n S|PE

HOME OIL CO.
Open Bvory Day until 1* p.m.

FINE
WHISKEY

lmWKmmm\0N THE

(Limit I ran each — Carry eul price)

Corner ind A Washington
Corner Ollmere a Vila

._

¦jMBsiwsMY^iof«Knr-4t«Nau-«iitii^

lew VoGational
bourses Planned

Several new courses under
consiBeration for addition to the
curriculum ot the Winona Area
Vocational - Technical School
when it occupies its new building aext year were discussed
by members of the Board of
Education and the administrative staff Monday night.
Six, and possibly seven, new
courses are being studied for
Inclusion in the curriculum at
the beginning ot the 1967-68
school year, Superintendent of
Schools A. L. Nelson told direc.
tors, and an eighth is belag
considered for introduction the
following year.

EACH OF the suggested
course offerings was discussed
briefly by the superintendent
and William L; Hemsey, assist^
ant director of the vocational-

technical school: Next
¦ ' ¦Monday
•
directors will
meet w i t h
c L
I
T h o m a s JChOOl
W. Raine, director of the (*_ *% -»»• J
school, for a j p Pa 'Q ¦
-. .. •
.- ¦
more detailed
discussion of the courses.
Nekon explained that the vocational-technical school staff is
working on preparation of a
brochure to be sent to all high
schools in the area outlining the
courses to be offered in 1967-68
and board approval of the curriculunt is necessary before the
brochure can be printed. :
No firm decision has been
made yet, Nelson and Hemsey
told directors, on the inclusion
in next year's curriculum of a
course on business and marketing technology. This would , in

some way*, be slmflar to a distributive education course for- next school year are soil conservation technology and cosmerly offered in the school.
metology. Trie, two courses are
, ONE OF THE suggested being' planned, the board was
courses would cover, data proc- told , because oi the apparent
essing technology and would be need for trained workers in the
geared to some extent to the first fjeld and the volume of retraining ol key-punch operators, quests for instruction in the latHemsey said.
ter.
Another course which would
be included in the general busi- THE EIGHTH course discussness field would be in junior ac- ed ZMonday was in food preparcounting to provide instruction ation. ;¦
in general office machine oper- The board was told that an
area in the new vocational-techations and practices.
Needs of lumber firms for nical school building is being retrained management and sales served for such a course but
personnel , Hemsey explained, that additional study on course
has prompted consideration for content is still required.
a course in lumber management Because of this no equipment
and sales. * He said the one- is contemplated for purchase
year course would go beyond immediately and, if the course
strictly lumber yard operations is to be offered , it probably
and would touch on areas in- would be in the 1968-69 school
volved in sales and manage- year,ment of all building material
operations.
The biggest search for oil in
A DRAFTING design technol- Canada's history is expected to
ogy course, Hemsey said, would take place this winter in the Alhave its major concentration in berta - Northwest Territories
mechnical drawing with some area, an area ; said to have the
machine shop work to foe inte- best possibilities of an oil pros'grated with it.
pecting area on the North
Two other courses suggested American continent.
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GRIN AND BEAR IT
¦
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1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices

NX Stocks
Up Despite
London Break

>A/ant Ads
Start Here

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains.
CALL SYL KUKOWSH

Allied-Ch 4iV*
62%
. Honeywl
Tal. »*» or 6436 1 year fluarantat
Allis Chal 21V_ I B Mach 375
Amerada 74V« Intl Harv 34V«
Jerry's Plumbing Service
T«i. ww
Am Can 47% Intl Paper 25ft
til E. 4th
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORAm Mtr
694 Jns & L
44%
C-69, 70, 71, •«.
JEWEL-LIKE NICKEL-BEARING titleAT&T
53Vi j ostena
11%
less steel, there Is nothing better for
your kitchen ainkl Oipose from several
Am Tb
31 encott
36V4
¦ ¦ ' ' • • - NOT ICi
models »t
' .
. ..
Anconda 79& Lorillard 41%
This newspaper will be responslfc/e
SANITARY
ArcbZDn 37 Minn MM 80% NEW YORK (AP)-The stock for only one Incorrect Insertion of
PLUMBING - HEATINO
publishany
classified
advertisement
Tel, tm
Armco Stl 44% Minn P t 23 mariet posted a thin gain early
«( E. 3rd
ed In the Want Ad taction; Check
Armour
29% Mobil Oil 48% this afternoon despite
ad and call 2331 If a correction
CHRISTMAS SHOP tha armchair wtyt
weakness your
must ba made.
Avco Cp 23% Mn Cbm
Tel. 3703 artd we'll deliver the fabulou*
40%
In-Slnk-Erator garbage dispose! to you*
Beth Stl
2894 Mont Dak 30% in London stacks caused by the
home. Th* kitchen crew will appreclat*
Lett
and
Found
4
Rhodesian-British
crisis.
TradBoeing
60 Mont Wd 20%
the neat way Ihe In-Slnk-Erator. diewS
up pulpy foods, tough fibers end bone*.
Boise Cas 20% Nt Dairy 36% ing was moderate.
LOST—grey pat cat, namad ,Tlg«r, Httla
A sure fo please gift for fha hernial
Brunswk 6% N Am Av 47
The market was up from the notch on one ear. Tel. S6M.
Frank zO'Latlghliri
Catpillar 36% N N Gas 50%
PLUMBING C HEATING
pet eat, all dark gray.
start , despite weakness in some FOUND—lovely
Tel. 3701
Ch MSPP W/a Nor Pac
48
Tel , ten.-. .
207 E. 3rd
of
the
aerospace
issues.
C&NW
85 No St Pw 31%
LOST—olrl's black and tan check*- car
Airlines and some of the high- coat, metal buckles. Reward. Tel. 4621. Fimale—Jobi of Intertar—20
Chrysler 31Y* Nw Air 119%
Cities Svc 46% Nw Banc 45% priced glamor stocks on office
WANTED - Immadltfa
7 WAITRESSESApply
Com Ed 49% Penney
57% equipment and photography -Personals
Downtown Country
' '¦¦
- ¦ : - -^
openings.
-¦• :- : •
¦
v
v
.
-:
^
ComSat 44% Pepsi
72% were especially strong.
. Kitchen.
BOY, FRIDAY DID IT TH^T
OH
Con Coal —
Pips Dge 60% Drags, electronics , oils, rails, TIME!I To whom It may concern: Mrs. PERSON TO.WORK part-time, avenlngw
end Mrs. Wodleskl accompanied and weekends In offIce. Permanent peCorit Can 39%; Phillips
49% utilities, chemicals and steels Mayer
their husbands oh th* trip south last
tition. Apply in person. Community M»
Cont Oil 73% PiUsby
34% were among the gainers. Mo- week, and Friday, h sorry everybody morla! Hospital, Wunone.
CntI Data 34% Polaroid 164% tors, building materials and to- Is getting teased. (You will hava to
admit it was nw« Interesting my EXPERIENCED telephone solicitors fl
Deere
62% RCA
45% baccos were mixed.
way I) Now let's see who can I start a
do part-time work from their homa*.
rumor about tomorrow? Our thanks to
Douglas 47 Red Owl 13
Immediate . openings with , good starlWILLIAMS
HORay
Meyer,
Innkeeper
ing salary. For interview writ* Mr.
Dow Cm 60% Rep Stl
37% The rise came after, six TEL, for paying for this and all other Meade,¦ 503 Galloway
¦¦ St., Eau Clair*,
¦
du Pont 149% Rexall
; . ¦ ;' ¦ ' .: ¦¦;- ' z ¦
Wis. ¦ ¦' •¦
24% straight sessions in which there of Friday's booboos.
East Kod 119% Rey Tb
35% were' more losers than gainers. ALTERATIONS (Men'e Clothing). What OLDER WOMAN or girl to wofk^nlghtt,
Firestone 45 Sears Roe 49% The Associated Press average may mean long hour* of work for you, part or full-time. Good reference* and
one or two. W. Betslnger.
character. Sammy's Pizza Pelece. Ma
Ford Mtr 39V4 Shell Oil 63% of 60 stocks at noon was up .3 w» can,'do In
phone calls, pleas*.
SPECIAL WTED.: Swedish meatGen Elec 99% Sinclair
63% at 291.5 with industrials off .1, NOON
balls with gravy, whipped potatoes,
rails
up
.3
and
utilities
up
.4.
Gen Food 76% Sp Rand
FULL-TIME
DAY WAITRESS, Apply tfl
29%
talad, roll; butter, beverage. 85c. SIDEperson, Happy Chrt Restaurant.
Gen Mills 62% St Brands 34% The Dow Jones industrial av- WALK CAFE, Miracle Mall.
Gen Mtr 66% St Oil Cal 65 erage at noon was up 3.45 at NO ORDER Is too big for Santa If he BABYSITTER'- WANTED mornlnot, «-M,
knows that bringing it will make somefor 1 child age 5. Tal. Mrt. Woodward
Gen Tel
44% St Oil Ind 52%
one happyI Ask for th* color TV set .3041 or- 8-3830. ' . " ¦ ¦ :
Gillette
40% St Oil NJ 63% American, Eastern and Unit- you'va
been wanting; the . washer, dryGoodrich 58% Swift
ed airlines each rose more than er, stove or refrigerator that would
HOUSEKEEPING-laundry worker, want40
make life so much more pleasant; that
ed for full time employment. Apply In
Goodyear 42 V8 Texac©
72% 2 points while Pan American new bedroom or family room yourgrow- person,
Watkins Memorial MetlrodUl
'
ing family needs. Above all keep this
Gould . . . . • 20% Texas Ins 107% gained about 1%.
Home. Te|. 8-2944.
In mind, MERCHANTS NAT IONAL
Gt No Ry 51 Union Oil 56%
Xerox advanced nearly 5, Po- BANK will lend you money for any
purpose on a convenient Male — Jobs of Intereef—27
Greyhnd 16% Un Pac
39 laroid about 4 , IBM more than worthwhile
monthly repayment plan, rates are low,
Gulf Oil
58 U S Steel 36% 3. " Z -zz :
meney readily available, details confiSee Frank, Dick or Max In
Hanna M 48 Wesg El
Grains of a point or better dential.
52
th* Installment Loan Dept. rkjht now.
Homestk 44% Wlworth
Full-time .
19% were made by Merck, Pfizer,
WRAPPED up In Christmas? treat
U.S. Gypsum, Control Data ; ALL
the family to a night out and save
UTILITY
MAN
U.S. Smelting, Sperry Rand and yourself the cooking, dishwashing
to get In a bit of
chores.
If
you
wish
to wash and polish cars.
Republic Steel.
shopping, we are conveniently located
close to downtown stores and business
Contact Earl Stokke
Among copper producers, An- places which are now open every night
Our address Is 126 E.
Christmas.
until
OWL
MOTOR CO.
aconda advanced more than a 3rd St. and we ar« open 24 hours every
point, Phelps Dodger a point or day except Mon;
better, Kennecott a fracion and KEEP your carpets beautiful despite conInternational Nickel nearly a stant footsteps of a busy family. Get
STATIONARY
Blue Lustre. Rent electrle shampooer,
point. ¦
$1. R. D. Cone Co.
7
ENGINEER
Bristol Myers sank l /« to 50%
FOR THE FINEST In cleaning by Joe,
on
a
block
of
311,000
shares.
the Cleaner of Wabasha Cleaning
SUN VALLEY, Idaho (AP) with first clas_ . license, also
Boeing and United Aircraft Works, call Singer Sewing Center, 2063.
A good part of the Kennedy clan
with 2nd class license to
were
off
about
a
point
each,
LADIES: If you v»ant to drink that's
— Sen. Robert F. Kennedy Dtrain for first class.
YOUR business; If you DON'T want to
N.Y., his family, Mrs. John F. trimming early losses which ex- drink, that's our business. Contact
APPLY
Women 's AA for private, confidential
Kennedy, her children , and Pa- ceeded 2 points each.
help with your drinking problem. Oall
Prices
rose
in
active
trading
tricia Lawford , sister of the sen8-4410 evenings 7-10. Send for a copy of
FIBERITE CORP.
ator and the late president — on the American Stock Ex- bur' newspaper, "The Eye Opener ", It's
Winona , Minn.
642,
Winona,
.
free.
Box
Minn.
are expected to spend the change.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Christmas holidays skiing at
Men or. woman, your drinking creates
Sun Valley, Idaho.
numerous problems. If you need and.
LIVESTOGK
PRINTlNIG
want help. Contact Alcoholics Anony- Train for _
The senator's office confirmed
—————«_—_—_—M_MH|
mous, Pioneer Group e/o General DeCHICAGO
IJH
—
USDA
Hogs
«,500;
Monday that he and his wife's butchers SO to 75 lower; mostly 1-2 20O- livery, Winona, AAlnn., or Tel. 8-4410
-j_r Hand Composition
7-10. Send for a copy of our
family and Mrs. Kennedy and 220 lb, butchers 21.50-22.00; ' mlxsd 1-3 evenings
newspaper, "The Eye Opener." It's
190-330 lbs. 20.5M1.50; 230-240 lbs . 19.50Iinecasting
and Presswork
her two children , Caroline and 20.50; 240-250 lbs. 19.00-19.50; 2-3 220- free. Box 642, Winona, Minn.
¦
John Jr., have reservations, but 230 Ibs 19.50-20.25; 230-250 Ibs. 18.50-19.50;
' ' Write
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
ml>ced 1-3 350-400 lbs. sows 16.00-li.75;
:
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
said the exact dates are not 40O-50O
lbs. 15.00-14.00.
Cattle 2,000; slaughter steers fully
known.
GRAPHIC
ARTS
GOLTZ^PHAR/MACY
steady; high choice end price 1,150-1,350
Tel. 2547
Technical School
In New York; it was disclosed lb. slaughter steers 24.50-25J30; high 174 E. 3rd end prime 900-1,150 lbs. 25.00-25.25;
that Jacqueline Kennedy ap- choice
for Catalog.
choice 950-1,350 lb. 24.00-24.75; mixed Auto Service, Repairing
10
peared at a restaurant for lunch good and choice 900-1,325 Ibs. 23.75-24.50;
good
23.0O-24.0O;
load
high
choice
and
wearing a skirt that ended three prlrhe 1,000 lb. slaughter heifers 24.25; MOTOR TUNE-UP, generator and sfart- Approved for Veteran Training
-er. brake repair. Also motor storage.
inches above mid-knee.
mixed good and choice 22.75-23.25; utilCentral Motor Co., 16» Market • St. .
ity and commercial cows 14.00-17.50.
1104 Currie Ave., Mihneapolii
Although the skirt wag not Stieep 500; wooled slaughter lambs
1 choice end prime 90-100 lb.
steady;
quite mini, "It was the shortest
lambs 23.00-23.50; 80-105 lbs. choice
GRAIN
we 've seen her in ," said Dick 22.O0-23.00; >ood end choice 21.00-22.00;
Experienced
cull
to¦ good wooled slaughter ewes 5 .00Atkins, an executive of Women's
'
'
8,00.
MINNEAPOLIS iffV. - Wheat
Wear Daily, a fashion trade SOUTH ST. PAUL I* — USDA-Cattle
Floqring Mechanic
6,000; calves 1,400; moderately active; receipts Mon . 425; year ago 488;
publication.
slaughter steers and heifers steady; trading basis unchanged to .01
slaughter cows mostly 50 lower for two lower; prices
or Young Man
%-!% cent lower;
days; bulls, vealers and slaughter calves
fully steady; feeders steady; average cash spring wheat basis , No. 1
to high-choice 1050-1125 - lb. slaughter dark northern 11-17 per cent prow i t h military obligations
steers 24.25; most choice 950-1150 lbs.
tein
1.90%-1.96%;
23.50-24.00; choice 800-1000 lb. slaughter
fuflfilled , to learn trade . Fill]
heifers 22.50-23.25; mixed high-good and ,
No. 1 hard Montana winter, time, union wages.
choice 22.00-22.50; utility and commercia l slaughter cows 16.00-17.00; canner 1.85%-1.94%.
and cutter 14.00-16.00; utility and comCONTACT KURT at
Minn. - S.D. No. 1 hard winmercial slsughrer bulls 19.50-22.50; cutters 17.50-19.50; choice vealers 27.00- ter 1.85%-1.90i
The City Council instructed 30.SM;
%.
high-choice and prime 31.00-32.00;
REINHARD'S
its engineering committee Mon- choice slaughter calves'20.OO-23.O0; good
No. 1 hard amber durum ,
17.00-20.00;
550-750 lb. feeder steers
227 E. 3rd
day night to report Dec. 19 on 22.5O-24.0O; good
choice
2.10-2,13;
discounts , amstandard and low-good largea plan to widen portions of Gil- ly Holstelns weighing 600-95O lbs. 19.00- ber 2-3; durum 4-7.
more Avenue, Sarnia and Junc- 21-50.
Hogs »,50O; trading uneven; barrows
Com No. 2 yellow 1.40-1.41.
EXCELLENT
tion streets.
aivd gilts under 230 lbs. steady to
Oats No. 2 white 67V4-73V4; No .
strong; weights over 230 Ibs. steady
COMPENSATION
Aldermen looked at the detail- to weak; sows and feeder pigs steady;
3 white 64V4-7VA,; No. 2 heavy
ed plan shown by City Engineer boars 50 lower; 1-2 190-230 lb. barrows white 70%-75-li
Lubricant Salesman to present
; No. g heavy for
and gilts 20.25-20.50; mixed 1-3 190-240
top quality line ot specialized products
James Baird and said they Iba. 19.75-20.25; 240-260 Ibs. 19.00-19.75; white
WA-TP/ *.
to contractors, truckers, farmers, anal
wanted to study some details 1-3 270-400 lb. sows 15.75-17.M; 2-3 400In local protected territory.
50O Ibs 15.0O-J4.OOi 1-2 120-160 lb. feeder
Barley, cars 115, year ago 342; ranchers
This connection will furnish -llve-tlj ura
of turning lanes as shown.
piss 18 .50-19510.
Income
to
energetic producer. Knowlgood
to
choice
1.18-1.46; low to
The committee will meet next Sheep 4,500; trading only moderately
edge of equipment and/or prtvlout
intermediate
active;
early
sales
slaughter
lambs
bare1.14-1.36;
feed
l.OOtales
experience
desirable . Sincere deMonday at City Hall to go over ly steady ; other classes steady ,¦ choice
sire for high Income and ability ia
details . It is expected also that and prime 90-105 lb. wooled slaughter 1.12 .
menage your own time essential. ComRye No. 2 , 1.16%-1.23%.
23.00-23.50; 105-110 Ibs . 22.00-23.00;
some determinations as to per- lambs
pany training, national advertising
utility and good wooled slaughter ewes
and technical assistance. Commission
Flax
No.
1
3.15
nom
,
manent routing through the city 6.30-7.50; weights over 150 Ibs . 5.00-6.50;
bonus Life and hospitalization
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.90%. and
of Highway 43 will be attempt- choice and fancy 40-80 lb. wooled feeder
Insurance programs, For personal Inlambs 22.50-23.50; 80-90 Ibs. 21.00-22,50.
terview
, write In complete confidence
ed. This becomes important as
major intersections are planned
VERN STEWART
WINONA MARKETS
and positioned.
O
Lubrication Engineers , Inc.
Swift & Company
3851 Riverside Freeway
CHICAGO (AP) - Butter unWast Highway si
Fort Worth , Texas 76111
Buying hours are from a a .m. to s-,30
settled; wholesale buying prices p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Y< lower; 93 score AA 66; 90 B There will be no calf markets on Fri6514; 89 C 63; cars 90 B 66; 89 days .
These quotations epply to hogs delivPOSITION
C 64%.
ered to the Wlnone stetlon by noon toEggs weak , wholesale buying day.
AVA I LABLE
prices % to 1 lower; 70 per ce»t Hog market: 25 HOOS
cents lower.
The Goodview Village Council or better grade A whites 41; Butchers Grading 36 J. M lf.30-lt7J
Immediate opening for
Butchers M0 to, JM Iba
1935
accepted a street dedication mediums 36; standards 39; tows
270-300
]4 ' j |
REGISTERED
proposed by Leonard Merchle- checks 36.
CATTLB
PHARMACIST
Cattle
Market:
Weak
to If cents
witz Monday evening.
lower.
NEW YOR K IB — (USDA )
Part of the 50-foot wide street ,
Excellent
Hl-Choloe s, Prica
opportunities for
JJ .OO
H.CO-J3.00
becomes part of 43rd Avenue —Butter offerings ample , de- Choice
future growth , Liberal inGood
il.OO-32.0O
and another section becomes mand j|pir.
surance program , company
Standard
SO.00-31 .00
Creamery, 93 score (AA) 67V_ - Utility Cows
14 .50-16 10
part of 4th Street . Area involved
paid vacations , Ideal workCanner a. Cutter
U.OO-tS JO
starts at 41st Avenue and runs 6S; 92 score (A) 67V_ -673,4..
ing conditions , annual salary
VEAL
Vea l Market: strong to 11 higher .
Wholesale egg offerings fully
west for about 200 feet. At this
$10,000.
choice
3j gg
point the street abuts the rail- adequate to ample , demand de- Top
Good 4, Choice
M. 00-30.00
road right of way. The street clined.
Commercial
H.CO-M.OO
Apply In Person At
Boners
17,00 A down
then runs about, 400 feet nnd
New York spot quotations:
Winona
Eg(?
Market
makes a 90 degree turn- It then
Standards 54-44V4; checks 37SNYDER'S DRUGS
(Winona Produce, Zlecell Produce)
extends about 300 feet and con- 3*.
These quotations apply as ot
Fni ibo Pfnza
10:30
a.m,
today,
nects with Sth Street.
Whites :
Orade A lumbo
Faribault , Minn ,
n
Discussed was installation of Extra fancy heavy 44>/,t-47; Grade A larg«
33
(An equal opportunity
a signal light at the inte rsection fancy
medium , 40 - 41'4 : Grade A medium
37
Grade A small
la
employer)
of 41st Avenue and 6th Street. It Fancy
heavy
43'i - 45; Gradt B
31
|a
would be turned on when the Medium 39-40Vi : smalls 35-26. Grade C
volunteer fire department an(First Pub, Tuesday, Dec. », 1964)
Screech owls prefer to build
swers calls . The matter was reWe Need A Full-Tima
State of Minnesota I ss .
ferred to the village engineer nests in trees but will occas County of Wlnono ) In Probate Court
Mo. 16,17 0
tonally use a barn .
Assistant Radio 8c
for plans ,
In Re -state of
Clerk Clarence Russell preMarlon I. Qualsser, also known ••
TV Repairman
Marlon Buck Ouelsser, Decedent , sented a letter of approval from
Order for Hearing en Final Account
Good opportunity for somethe state health department for
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of Ihe above named
one with some electronic
an extension of a water main
astale having tiled Its final account nnd
background to learn TV refro m 37th Avenue east on 9th
petition ,or settlement and allowance
pair.
thereof and for distribution to tha per.
Street . The council approved the
eons thereunto entitled ;
installation of this main under
m
\
W______WmaW^^^^^
IT IS ORDEREO, That tha hearing
TV 40 Hour Week
thereof be had on December 31, 1966,
the supervision of the engineer.
at 11,00 o 'clock A.M., before this Court
ir Employee Benefits
Salt Ubrfcarfaf
All costs are to be paid by GorIn the probate court room In the court
¦ft- Paid Insurance k
house In Winona, Mlnnetbta, and lhat
don Matthees , 3960 Service Dr.
BEARINGS
notice hereof be given by publication nf
Vacation
Others present were Dennis
BAR STOCK * CORES this order In tha Winona Dally News
Challeen , village attorney ; Rex
and by mailed notice as provided by law ,
from Our Twin Clfiei Slots
Apply A . H. Kriegcr,
Dated December 2, 1966!
A. Johnson, mayor , and Gerald
6, O. LIBERA,
G. E, GOBEIL COMPANY_
Main Office
Feils, Lester Berg, Herbert
Probate Judge,
aUt Ualveriltr Ave,, 51, rev) 4, MIM
(Prohale Cmsrl Seal)
Kleyla a n d Charles Smith ,
6i./tn.»o7
H. Choate & Co.
Harold J. Libera,
trustees.
Attorney for Petitioner,
¦
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Kennedy Clan
To Spentf Yule
Holiday Skiing

•OfD M HEAR TrKT? &B

"Well, gentlemen, what'* our gimmick for this month?
Sweeptrakef drawings? Bingo? Free trips to
Tahiti? Cash prizes? Lower prices?
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REX MORGAN, MD.
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By Alex Kotxky
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By Dal Curtis 7

By Erni^Bushitiiller

NANCY

Street Widening
Plans Studied

PR DUCE

Goodview Street
System Extended
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By Saunders and Ernst

By Bud Blake

I Go To Gobeil for

__ _____________

Male — J6bt of lnr»ra«t—27 Horaea, C«HI«, Stock

43 Article, for Sale

87 Rooms Without Meals

MEN WANTED—Winona Menumtnt Co.,
652 E. ind. SN Mr. Richter. No phon*
;
calls, pleas*. .

BROWN SWISS springers for sale. Alvin BOY'S METTALIC blue 26" bicycle, boy>
Brevlg, Rt. i. Spring Oroya, Minn.
aiz* 3 Insulated figure skates, color
wheel. All In very good condition. . Tel.
SPRINGING HOLSTEIN nelter, due Dec.
8-1744
after 5:30.
MlDDLH-AOBD married nun to work
2vlh, from artificial breeding; Edward
for llvtsfcxk dealer to help in barn.
Jord*, Rushlord, Minn, Tel. S44-»137.
HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS—appliance*,
Mutt understand dairy cattle. Modern
bedding and misc. tools. Tel. MOM or
homa and .extras, good salary, oilmen TWO GOOD WORK honM, 3 saddle ¦
2021. .
Bergh, Hlxfon, Wis. Tel. »6M701 altar
horses. All gentla. Ban Frlckion, Hous6 p.rn. ¦
. - . .'
ton, (Money Creek). .
FROM wa ll-to-wall, no soil at all, on
carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent
MAN, age 11-40, with mechanical ability, SPRINGING HEIFERS — 11 Francis
electric shampooer, $1. H. Cheat* 8. Co.
to cl*»n flour trailers. Apply at 913 E.
Lehnerti, Rollingstone, Winn. Tel. 489Howard St. or Tal. OTO.
1303. ;
HAMILTON CLOTHES DRYER, No. 1
In th* Industry, 3-«peeds. Special S109.
MARRIED WAN wanted on modern dairy POLAND CHINA boars, sired by Mr.
SCHNEIDER SALES, WW «th St.,
farm, references and experience reCure 41, trie best hammed boar ever - . Gdvw. . . . . '
. .
quired. Donald Behnken, Eyota, Minn.
In this herd. These, are en outstanding
Tal. Rochester 282-5911.
lot. will buy the gas for anyone who ITEMS REDUCED—beautiful mahogany
does not tlnd a boar to suit here. F. H.
'45 RPM ht-tl, $19; 22 gauge Mossberg,
MAN WANTED to work on dairy farm
Deters _ Sons, Eltien, Minn.
Ut Fu|la tap* recorder, Ut, Tel. S-37B2.
and do general farmwork. Inquire Galtn
PUREBRED . SPOTTED Poland China
_ Eng«l, Fountain City. Tali 687-7756.
boars and gills, new bloodline. Lowell Coal, Wood, OthaT Futl 63
WAITERS WANTED—immediate openBabcock, Utica, Minn. Til. St. Charlas
Downtown
ings. Apply
Country Kitchen.
W2-3437.
AT SALVAGE PR ICES-goed clean coal,
. while If lasts, 7Jc cwt. Western, Foot
EXPERIENCE BODY man wanted, paid CHESTER WHITE purebred boars, new
of Latayelte St.
vacations and Paid holidays. Insurance
bloodlines. Beyer Bros., Wesley Beyer,
benefits, commission or regular wages.
Utica,-Minn.. (I mile E. and >4 mile YOU BET WE carry a wide variety oi
Koehter Body Shop, 2nd & Wa lnut.
N. of Utica).
high grade coals. Commander, 3 sizes,
furnace, stove and range; Petroleum
AUTO PARTS COUNTER man. Any type HOLSTEIN
SPRINGING
heifers, dug
Coke; Pocahontas; Berwlnd Briquet*;
auto experience helpful. Will train man
soon. John Hllllg, Waumandee. Tel. ArRelss 50-50 Briquets; Stott Petroleum
Interested In this flew. Age not a faccadia 353-7143.
Briquets; Winter King Egg. 5 varieties
tor. Write C-89 Dally News, stating
of stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL. &
previous work experience.
CO., vol E. Sth. "Where you gel
Poultry, Egg», Supplies! 44 OIL
:
more at lower cost."
117,000 PLUS NEW CAR AS BONUS
for , men over 40 In Winona area, Us* LAYING HENS—250, year olds. 50c each.
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64
car for short trips to contact custoTei; .Cochrane 248-2617.
mers. Air mail H. L. Dlekerson, Pris.,
Southwestern Petroleum Corp., 534 N. DEKALB CAGE-GROWN
BIRDS FOR DUNCAN PHYFE DINING set and china
Main St.; Ft. Worth, Texas. 76101.
cupboard, Formica dropleaf table and
CAGES. No adjustment toy make. We
4 chalra, upholstered rocker, antique
have thi only air in all out cage-grown
china end desk combination, wooden
birds, vaccinated, for Bronchitis, New
kitchen table, table lamps, floor lamp,
castle and Pox, available in this area,
wooden chairs, odd dishes Tel. 9237.
10,000 birds at a time. 1 egg source.
616 Clark's Lane.
SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Mirsn. Tel. 689-2311.
THREE PC. fable group, Including 2
steptables and cocktail table, $19.95.
Wanted—Livestock
*%6 BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE STORE,
We are Interested in hiring a local
302 Mankato Ave, Open evenings.
man who would ba a competent feed
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
and fa rm supply sales and serviceA real good auction Trarket for your NEVVI HOST cleans carpels without waman; capable of learning and teaeh^
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all week,
ter. Use your rooms Instantly. It's so
: Ing others, latest feeding and...man.easy.with the HOST electric Up Brush.
hogs bought every day. Trucks avail"
'
"
agement ; techrrtcfues. .
able. Sale Thurs, 8:00 p.m. Tel. 2647.
True colors and texture are revived
without risk, rust marks or shrinkTop opportunity for well qualified
Farm Implements
48 age. SHUMSKI'S, Tel. 8-3389 for details.
man who enloys pleasant outside
work, likes farm people and takes
satisfaction In. helping others.
65
MOUNTED ; SAW rig for Fflrd tractor, Good Things to Eat
complete with belt and puns*. Roscoe
¦—attractive salary
Blttner, Rt. 2, Fountain City, Wls.y COON CARCASSES - SO] E. 4th. Tel.
-— liberal bonus plan
•
(Marshland), T*l. 687-3858.
8-3449.
— transportation and expense*
¦
'
. ,,
furnished . " .
HOWELITE CHAIN SAWS
APPLES—Good selection. Fireside, Pral—- real training program
Se* th* famous XL Models
, rle Spy, Haralson, Northwest Graen— complete benefits program of
HOMELITE ZIP $129,30 8.: up
Ings, Jonathans, Mcintosh, Red Dellthe Ralston Purina Company
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
clous,
Redwells.
Prices reasonable.
Jnd 8. Johnson
. •' ¦' • • Tel. 5453
Pickwick Orchards,
Tal. 8-2666.
¦
¦
Strong agricultural background essens
tial/ Call or writ*
MILK HOUSE EOUIPMENT
LIVE CAPONS—for sale. Therbn Glenna
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes, hose
& Sons, Rushford, Mints., (near BratP
parts, storage cabinets,
¦ berg).Ed's Refrigeration - Dairy Supplies
239 East Main Street
' 555 E. 4th
. .' v
Tel. 5532
RUSSET BURBANKS-J3.25 per 100 lbs.
: Arcadia, Wis. 54612
Tree-ripened grapefruit and organes.
323-7207
Phon*
Large selection of eating and cooking
Hay, Grain, Feed
50 • ': applas.
WINONA POTA TO MARKET.

Sales and Serviceman
'
Wanted

'

'

•

•

Harry Trowbridge

^^

EAR CORN—cltan, excellent - qualify.
Delivered only. Bill Relnboldt, Rt. 1,
Utica, Minn. Tel. Lewiston 5785.

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO BE A
WHITE COLLAR
MECHANIC?

Articles for Sal*

HAND SMOCKED
corduroy
pillows,
, many colors. A fine Christmas gflt.
Tel. 5438 after 5, CHRISTMAS TREES-Sheared Scotch and
Norway Pine, S3.W. Also roping, boughs,
door swags. Westgate Gardens, Tel.
'
•

Monroe International would
like to hire immediately 2
office machine repairmen.
Mechanical ability helpful,
but not necessary. Will
train you at our expense.
Excellent benefit program.
'
Tel . 2297
For Appointment

LOOKING FOR,
•) A Future^ . [ . . ;

Penney'g In Winona has an
opening for an aggressive
yoiing man to learn retailing and prepare for advancement.
• 40 Hour Week

•

'

BEAUTIFUL SHEARED Norway Pine,
any sli* sj.50 On Moody's lot, next to
Winona Tool Co., on W; 4th.

Drawing Dec. 19th

SUNBEAM ELECTRIC blankets, double
bed size. $18.49. FREE electric alarm
with each purchase.
BAMBENEK'S,
9th _ Mankato.

McDonalcl's

NEW ITEMS and custom leweiry, electric drink- mixer, fernery, footstool, halfmoon table, folding screen, much
mlsc: Call days 1114 W. «th.
SILVER CHRISTMAS tree, «*-, with light;
reflnlshed round oak pedestal table, i
chairs; 36" Sbper gas range. Tel. 5126.
*
318 E. Wark.

Sunt, Sporting Goods

NEW Si USED Ice Skates, children's from
$o.8i, also skate exchange. Out-Dor
Store, 163 ,E. 3rd.

GUNS
New and Used
TRAPS
Conebar and Fox
AMMUNITION

EASY SPI N DRY washer, reconditioned,
$55. Red Top Trailer Court No. 35. Tel.
'
6\M.

REMS IN STOCK at big livings Inlaid
linoleum SI and 82 ft. Ceramic, all
sizes, 5?c sq. ft, Floor til* 12x12, lac;
»x9>, «e. ,Carp*flng. Lyle's Floor
and
.
Coverlna.

66

Musical Merchandise

70

USED AWRT IN lacquered brass trumpet.
B _ B ELECTRIC, \SS E. 3rd.
W« Servlc* All Racord Play*n
Complete Stock ol Needles
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

/

BEAUTIFUL RELIGIOUS pictures, for
that leteelal someone on your list.
Twin Muffs Motel, Coffee Shop and
Gift Shop, Hwy. 14 aV 61, Lamollla,
Minn.

Used TV Sets
Used Stereos

Used Record Players

TED MAIER DRUGS

TeL 4942 for an Interview
or
Apply At Office

Downtown V Miracle Mall

See Us For Special Prices

Steel plates, 4c per lb.i l-Boams; Pipe*.
Many Other Items.
M «. W IRON i
. METAL CO.
207 W. 2nd St.

(All inquiries kept
confidential) *
28

FRY COOK wanted nlghta. Apply In parion, Sugar Loaf Inn.

Situations Wantad—Fam. 20
WILL DO babysitting In my horn*, tor
I small child, w*lt location,, Tel. 6106.
BABYSITTING In my horre. Mrs . Rosco» Thompson, 323 Emhirst, Tel, 8-2B3D.
T* l.

Situation* Wantad—Male 30
WOULD LIKE to do chores on term, T*l.
Mibtl, Minn., 4M-JJ32.

37

GIGI THE POODLE, Champagne S. Red
Wine, Birds of Paradise are lust a
sample ol the lovely designs available
In New Brilliant Luster Mosaic Kits.
Sparkling new materials, ready to asIncluding
make ,
semble, eas/^o
frames , eorhbine to make Ihej<r\ kl1s the
pertact gilt for many members of the
family. They are priced nl an economical II. 12 and V Make this your oneatop Christmas shopping hcrnlquorlers

PAINT DEPOT
167 Centar St,

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCR I PTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
CHRISTMAS
TREES

FOR SALE — Acorn Motel, Minnesota
City. Robert Sullivan, HI. 4. Rochestar, Minn.

42

WANTED—baby kills- , 2-J months old.
Willing to wait a bit. Tal, «-3»I3.
IIAMESE KITT_N»-«10. Tel. J4«.
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL. - AKC mlnl«tur«
poodles, silver and blue oraysi AKC
cup-slie Chlhunh^ns, chocolate, blondi
and black. Harlaywood Kennels, Houi'
ton, Minn., (In Monay Cra«k). Tal. !»»¦

s»i.

PUREBRED CHBSTBR
Whit* boer*.
pills and feeder pips. Stagemann Broi.i
Wlbaiha, Minn. Tel. iM-4154.
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! 3 cuddly small
type brown pups, 13; Tiny Toy Fnx
Dachshunds, 125 135/
Terriers, $23)
Bugles, 125. Froich Kennels, Houston,
AAlnn.
HfJADY FOR Christmas Delivery, AKC
registered yvhlte rnlnlotur* poodles, a
weeks old, Tel. M«. E. A. Thomas

i-\Ut,

43

BROOD 50W» — 11, to tt rrow In Dae ,
Obert Halverson, pate rson, Minn. T*l.
tlt-SIM.
CROSSBRED S0WI--<. ?nd llller^averSandvlg,
*g* weight 500 Iba. Arthur
Rushford, Minn. Tel. B44-7UO.
PBIDER PIGS—31, , average weight 40M IBJ, T*l. KirthWrtt W4 M17.

Balsam
ft Sheared Scotch Pino
ft Sheared Norway Pine
Wreaths, Roping, Branches
120 E. 2nd/
Tel. 3120
( Opren Sunday)

Household
, Furnishings
•fa Antique Grand
Piano
ft Living & Dining
¦ft Kitchen Sets

75

PAYS FOR ITSELF wllh Ihe fuel saved
Slegler, Duo-Therm, Quaker, Empire.
Clean, economical gas or oil heaters,
complete Installations, parts and servlcn.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5lh.
Tel. U19. Adolph Michalowski.
SIEGLER OIL HEATER with fan, 27S0*1. luel tank wllh gaurjo, filter and
tublnq. Good condition. Maurice Butler,
Rt, 3, Houston. Tel. 696-3536.

ALL MODERN 2-bedroom, homa, full
basement, bullt-lns, attached double garage, 14 miles S.E, on Hwy. i l . Tel,
Dakota 643-3070, ,

Farms, Land for Sale

98

FARMS - FARMS — FARMS
We buy, we sell, we trade.
'
'
; •
. MIDWEST REALTY CO. ;
Osseoi Wis.
Tel. Office 597-3459
Res. 695-3157

'

lfiG E. 3rd

describes this almost new home.
Carpeted living room, 3 bedrooms, 2
of them carpeted. Large kitchen, 3
additional bedrooms, a nice recreation room and . full bath on lower
level. Gas heat. Large ga,rage.

Wanted to Buy

81

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON 8. METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals, and raw iur .
Closed Saturdays
Tel. 3047
232 W. 2nd
,_
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs add wool I

Sam Weisrnan & Son

430 W. 3rd

Phone Us
For An Appraisal
pf your present property
and let us show you our
photo lisitags of new and
old properties now available.

INCORPORATED

Room* Without Meals

Tel. 1147

88

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

ROOMS POR MRN - with or without
housekeeping accommodations, No day
ileapera. Ttl. 4U».

413 E . Broadway

FURNISHED ROOM (or rent, with private) balh, Centrally located . Woman

«r girl prtttna), Til. nn tlltr J.

A SURE STARTER!

CARS FOR SALE AT AUCTION Thurs.
evening. Dec. 8, at Vatter Motor Co.,
115 E. 4th St, Sea complete auction ads
In Dec. i or Dec 6 Dally News.

1963 Chevrolet

OLDSMOBILE-1956 Holiday, full power,
Bood condition, good tires, Tel. 1-2791
»r sep at 706 E. <th.
PLYWOUTH BARRACUDA, 1964, V-« artglne, automatic transmission, radio,
r,000 atcual miles. Tel. 8-1644 after 5
. p.~>>
CHIEVROLBT, 1*67 Moor, «Vcyllnd*r,
standard transmission^ J875» 1*51 Ford
W-ton pickup, «235. «07 E. loth.

1962 FORD FALCON

WEATHER GOT
YOU AVORRIED?

- $795 VENABLES

1/ that old car of yours may
not make it through another
tough winter, come look
over our big selection of
genulnez

175 Lafayette St.
Tel, 5240 or 4400 after hour*.

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101

Live In One

REALTORS

THAT SOMETHING
SPECIAL
That makes a house a home
is what this lovely 3-bedroom rambler has! You'll
really "live" in the attractive paneHed family room,
enjoy the central air-conditioning all summer, delightful yard. Let's go see it
right now!

In this attractive 3-year-old
rambler Went . Large carpeted living loom, beautiful
kitchen, 3 good-sized bedrooms. Only $15 ,900.
AFTER , HOURS
Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Weishorn . . . 2551
' "u
TIIE

_4_?% GORDON
Wtjtik AGENCY
X_ffiS?' Exchnnflo Dldg.
Winona

SHFORD

::; ;«IL,]LER.

z

house overlooking Mississippi at Minneiska. oil heat, drive-In basement garage, extra large lot. Sale or rent.
Reasonable rent. Tel. Dakota 643-2078
•Iter 6 p.m.

Wanted—Real Eifara

102

SMALL ACREAGE 1 wanted, no . bulldlngi
within few miles of Winona. Wrlte/P.O.
Box 692, Winona, Minn, or Tel. 4TJ1.

Boats, Motors, Etc.

I

106

IDEAL CHRISTMAS present, J flat-bettorn Polarcrafts left. 30% discount, 116', wllh side storage seats; 1-larga
tJ4'. Irvln Przytarskl, Sunset Marine,
^Buffalo City, Wis.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

BELL 500TX helmets In Mock . ROBB
BROS. MOTORCYCLES, S73 E. 4lh.
USED BICYCLHS
KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP
\
400 Mankato Ave.
Tal, J^fl

Trucks, Tract'j Trailers 108
CHEVROLET-l»4? WlOn pickup, v*ry
good cond ition. 511 I
. »lh. Tel. t-3304.
FORD-1J52 va-ton pIcKup, 1150. 30? E.
7th.

109

MERCURY CARS -^
BIG SELECTION
I960 Mercury
Convertible
$ 405
1960 Mercury Wagon . $ 695
1963 Mercury Monterey
4 door
$1295
1984 Mercury Pnrklane
CWlth Ai r Conditioner)
$1095
1965 Menjury Monterey
4 door
$2095
1956 Mercury
Pnrklane . . . . . . . . $2995
^m

W* Advertise Our Pr ices

{gEOfcD

»^^

^

42 Years In 'Winona
Ford-Llncoln-Morcury
Open Mon. , Fri . Eve.
and Saturday afternoons

Minnesota

Land & Auction Sale-

-^ $1895 -—

Everett J. Kohner
158 Walnut. Tel. B-3710, alter hour* .7114

1964 CHEVROLET

r-REDOV FRICKSON
.' ¦ . Auctioneer
Will handlt all ilzes and kinds ¥
auctions. Tal. Dakota 4*3-2941.
T~
'
'. ' CARL FANN, JR.
AUCTIONEER, Bonded an* Licensed
Rushford, Minn. ; Tal. _J4-78I1

Impala 4 door hardtop, 283
Cu. In. engine, automatic
transmission, power steering, radio and heater, white
sidewail tires, white with
b l a c k upholstery. RUNS
LIKE A TOP,

• Late Models
'¦'¦;. •¦ Second Cars

¦ ¦ • ¦'
'
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
and bonded, 235 Liberty St . (Corner
E. 5th and Liberty). . Tat. 4P80. .
DEC. 8-Thur«. t p.m. -US E. . ' 4m Sf.,
: Winona.. Minn. Vatter MotOH- Co., owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer;. Minn.
Land & Auction Serv.. clerk;
DEC:. 9—Fri. 1 p;m. 4 miles S.W. Arkansaw. Wis. Everett Richardson, owner; Lean Schneder, auctioneer) chfppawa Valley. Finance Co:. Clark.
DEC. 10-Sat. 1 p.m; 3 mllej S. ef Blair,
then 3 miles S. Fred Wonllalb. dwn«.r; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Northern
Inv. Co. .clerte.

— $1395 —

Look {or the sign of aavings!

Winbria Auta Sales. '

3rd & Huff
Tel. 8-3647.;'
Open ,Men . thru Fri. Nights

1 966 -EORD
Galaxie 500
2-door hardtop, V-8, automapower
tic transmission,
steering, custom trim, radio,
factory air conditioning,
whitewall tires , gleaming
ivy green . One-owner, 22,000
miles.

Only $2895
^

v MILLER j
—J
I— MOTORS, INC.

\ • Bulck Sales _ Servic* • j
Rushford , Minn.
Phone; UN <-ni!

DEC ' 12.-Msn . 12:30 p.m. Rail (j tite aV
Personal Property Auction, 153 Elm
St., La Crescent, Minn. Barth* T.
Borck estate; Alvin Kohner. .auctioneer;
Minn.. Land &. Auction Serv:, clerk.

Buick - Olds • GMC
OpefyMon . & Fri. Nights

VATTER MOTOR COMPANY

I

Z/^ ^^^rp^llii^

DEC. 10-Sat. 12:30 p.m. 4 mllii ' N.E.'
of Northfield on blacktop read. Richard
* Ernest Huletl. property; Zeck *
Helke, «uctlor***rs; Northern Inv. . Co.,
' clerk. -

WAL Z

¦
- . •' ¦ '¦ '. ¦:— See— -y '. y

1:¦ ¦: .-

Located at 115 E. 4th St,, Winon a, Minn.

TKurs , Eve* r:©ece_ai]ber'8 ¦
I
, Starting at 6:00 P.M.
' :. ' EXCELLENT LATE MODEL USED CARS "— 1965
r Commander V-8; 196.1 Ford Mustang ; 1964
I .Studebake
Z
. Studebaker Station Wagon ; 1962 Studebaker Lark 4 Door ;
19B1 Chevrolet 4 door Station Wagon. Cars are subject to
prior sale: Garage will be open for inspection of these
H cars on Wednesday evening December 7th from 6 to 8
I P.M. ajid Thursday afternoon December 8th.
| . GARAGE EQUIPMENT — Several Steel parts Cabin|i els ; fots of parts, mostly for Studebakers; Graco chassis
lubricator; Quincy air compressor; floor hoist for cars ;
1
H Thor valve refacer; several steel rosk benches; steel
f cabinets ; Champion spark plug tester; Champion spark
j| plug cleaner" ; creeper; rehoning machine; parts wash
§3 tank; large fan; step ladder ; car exhaust hoses and fan;
|f lires; Sioux angular high speed driver; miscellaneous
H Items.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT - Steel office desk ; knee hole
I
f desk; metal swivel chair; Monroe adding machine); desk
§ lamp; Smith-Corona typewriter;; tablet model radio; fan;
I National cash register; steel filing cabinet* ; wood filing
® cabinet; cash sales record machine.
. -*¦
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS — Davenpert; Upholstered
1
I xhalr; old refrigerator ; 5 HP Outboard motor; leather
H trunk ; several chairs ; tool chest; tree trimmer; radio;
I pocket watches ; lots of garden and ,lawn tools; miscelI . laneous. '
ALVIN KOHNER . AUCTIONEER LIC. «
I
?|
MINNESOTA LAND AND AUCTION SERVICE
EVERETT J . KOHNER , CLERK
I

-i

\
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j
j
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BUY A CLEAN
TOP QUALITY
And Get A
FREE SET OF
SNOW TIR ES

Used Cars

Auction Sale-

Dynamic 88 2 door hardtop, black in color, V-8 en- .
gine, automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes. All set for Winter 's
toughest driving.

1955 FORD F-100,
fender side box, V^ engine,
4-spoed, 11,000 mlle^ on rebuilt engine, new paint Job.

Bulck - Olds - GMC
Open Mon . it Fri . Night

HWY. t) Mobile Home Sales, E. of Shen.
orl-La Motel: A fall reduction on all
mobile homes, also parts. Tel. 8-3s2«.

1962 OLDS

Like New Used Car From

WALZ

WE WILL TOP any price on Pickup
Kaps and Trailers. LEAHr'S, BuHals
City. Wis. Tel; 24B-i532 or 248-2470.

— ONLY $16?5 —

TRUCK
BARGAIN

ONLY $595

SEE OUR FINE »«lectlon of raw mobll*
homes, W eml ir wide. Now wiling
at large discounts. COULEE MOBILE
HOME SALES, HwyMa ' -Ml East/ Wi'
nona, Minn. Tal. 4276.

1965 CHEVROLET

FOR BETTER
USED CAR
BUYS

r—-RUSHFORD

GENERAL HOUSE TralleS 19CT, 10x4J',
1 owner, good condition, reasonable.
Mrs* Vern Taylor, Rushford, Minn. Tel.
. .,8-4-9447. ¦;

Chevelle 4 door Station Wagon, automatic transmission,
283 Cu. In. V-8 engine, white
in color, radio and heater ,
nice family car . for

Photte: VN t-7711

4-_oor sedan, V-8, automatic transmission, p o w e r
steering, radio, heater. Low
mileage. Immaculate insida
and out . Sparkling white
with red interior.',;".

l
i
Mobil* Hemet, Trailersl

DOUBLE-CHECKED
USED CARS,

I— MOTORS, INC.
—
• Bulck Sales & Service •
Rtishjord, Minn.

Bel AJr

For appointment
Tel. 8-3015

BUICK & OLDS

I

Nice 2-Bedropm

Tel. 2849

Gordon Agency, I nc.

U

FOR SALE er rent, east central, 2-fam. Ily house. Immediate possession, 1 apt.,
garage, 20x40' garage. Rent terms. C.
SHANK, Homemaker
's Exchange, $52
¦
.E. :3rd.. . - . . . '

and rent the other apt. of this
duplex.
The
apt?,
"slde-by-side"
are/wug, cozy and clean with a
glaised and screened porch across
rear.
New
roof,
pleasant
yard.
Large, well-kept 2-car garage. Oood
east central location.

¦
^ The

SEVENTH Vf. 4o7—Good central location,
near Madison School. Well built 3 bedrooms and rear sleeping porch, carpeted
living and dining area, fireplace, new
aluminum siding and new combination
windows and doors, new hot water furnace, 2.car garage, lot 40x150'. Will
arrange long term loan.

Frank West Agency

Move right Into this very neat 3bedroom home. There Is the convenience of a separate dining room,
also a downstairs bedroom. Hardwood floors. Well insulated. Rugs
ahd draperies are Included In the
purchase. Garage.

¦ R

Priced for the
BUDGET-MINDED
BUYER

. Frank West Agency

Those Xtra Somethings

NO UPKEEP TOR YEARS

Tel. 9124

Z"~Winona

fl } REALTOR
l20tfNTE*-TfL2349

Spacious

And a lot of house for the
money! 3 or 4 bedrooms
West. Huge yard, huge garage. New roof , new oil
burning furnace . Fireplace
ln living room. You can
move right In!

.P&P P IRE &
SAFETY SALES

FORD—195* WMOO, automatic Jrinsmlsslon, wlnttrlied, claan Interior, radio,
carryall, ¦padded dash, 1495. Tel. 3124
attar »;' - ' ; '

Only $1595

WHATEVER YOUR
PROPERTY NEEDS

77

Automatic &
Spin Dry Washers
at
—30% DISCOUNTWhlle They Last !
EASY DRYERS
aa low aa
$99,

;

LEWIS E. ALBERT

3965 W. 6th

99

THINK YOU CAN'T
AFFORD A NEW HOME?
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines lor
aele or rent. Raasonahl* rates, free
delivery. See us tor all your office sup
You 're wrong! If you would
?llas.- desks, files or office chairs. Lund
like a one floor home with
ypewrlter Co. Til, 5222.
2 bedrooms, nice bath, big
A CHRISTMAS GIFT thjuvrtiol* family
living room, delightful kitchwill enjoy tor years—en UNDERWOODOLIVETTI 21 typ«wrlt* r, sturdy, easy
en with eating area, utility
to carry, shop early while selection Is '
room
with attached garage,
good. WINONA TYPBWRITBR JBRV.
call us now l Only $1,000
ICE, 141 E. 3rd. T*l. fJ-3300.
down will put you right in
Washing, Ironing, Mach. 79
this attractive home West.
UNDER ELEVEN
NEW EASY
THOUSAND ¦

TV

A. GRAMS & SONS

NEW 3-bedroom with attached garage. In
excellent west location, $200 a montti,
Tal, 8-1059. .

601 Main St.

73

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

Typewriters

COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2-bedroorn
house, , wood paneled interior. Buffalo
City, Wis. Tel. 248-2532.

Mm JM a/ Mla\tkmmsa\m

HARDT'S
MUSIC STORE

Sowing Machines

At PENNEY'S

95

RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Bill Zlebcll . . . 4854

116-118 E. Srd St.

Call Mr. Millevflle

Houses"for Rent

109

MUSTANG-1W5, 2N V-8 engine, auto- MUST SELL-ltiirav Itnl a clsaner mt
matlc transmission, midnight
blue,
In town. Dodo* U0> power steering,
wtiltewall and ;snow tires, low mlleao*.
power brakes, radio, extra pair ef snow
Ua it MS W. King. T*T; 1463. .'
tlras, nfrtk* otter. Ttl. 2711.

4-door sedan, 6-cylinder,
Model 404, standard transmission, radio, excellent
tires. One-owner, low mileage. . .

RAMBLER HOMES

3-bedroom, low down payment, city and school bus
by the door, fully carpeted,
hot water heat.

,

109 Uiod Cart

Used Cars

1965 COMET

Ready For You '

CLARINET FOR SALE—completely overhauled. Tet. .. 6185. 41J Laird St.

HOT POINT refrigerator; combination
TV-redlof dresser; ladles' flgur* skating ikatss, size I. Te!. 4288 after 5
p.m.

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL !

that make this home such a good
buy. Workmanship Is the* finest .
Basement walls are plastered and
painted. Heating cost; by oil, Is low.
An expansion area , on 2nd floor
could add 2 more bedrooms to present 2. All exceptionally well main•
tained.

Dear slugs, rifle and shotgun.
Will trade for used guns.
NEUMANN BARGAIN STORE

Tne*y«l_y, December 6, 119M WINONA DAILY NEWS ll
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rooms BY OWNER—3 bedrooms, all modern, FALCON-1964 2-door, e-eyllnder, straight
transmission, real good looking, real
clean, under (15.000. 166 E. Mark. Tel.
good performing, real special low price
8-22M after -4:30 weekday*, anytime
$1025. Ideal Auto Sales, 470 Mankato
weekends.
Apartments, Fiats
90
Ave. Tel. 2759.
THREE-BEDROOM house, for sale, 121
TWO APTS.—1st and 2nd floor at FounWinona St. Garage, oil heat. Tel. 8-2888. CHEVROLET—1955 2-door, reasonable,
tain City, WIS. Tel. 8687-3502.
winterized, tu-tone. T*l. 8-3469.
E. S400 DOWN, balance Ilk* rent. Small
3-BEDROOM lovely lowev, newly rehouse., east
location. Available al FOR SALE OR will trad* for livestock
modeled. Stove, drapes and utilities. In
or good pickup. 1940 Bulck LaSabre,
once. ABTS ACENCY, INC., 159 Walnut
Rushford. Tel. Winona 9287.
excellent condition, 5 good 1lres plus
St. Tel. B-434S.
2 good tnowtlres. Ben Frlckson, HousMODERN 3-room and bath, healed, garton, (Money Creek).
G.
FULL
PRICE
only
S7J0O
with
good
•
bage disposal, new stoves and refrigerterms, small house. Roomy, neat and
ator, coupl* preferred. For appointment
clean. Call us on this one. ABTS AGEN- CHEVROLET-19M Station Wagon. Good
Inquire BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE
fishing and hunting car. Motor very
CY, INC., 15» Walnut St. T*J|.. 8-4345.
STORE, 302 Mankato Ave.
good. Reasonable. 1249 Randall St. Tel.
' 4056- .
FOR
BARGAINS,
If
yeu
want
16
buy,
sell
ONE-BEDROOM apt. Stove, refrigerator,
or trade.
drape* and carpeting, 180. Tel. 9287.
CHEVROLET—1944, 327 oj. In. engine,
C. Shank, Homemaker's ¦Exchange
wutomatle
transmission, Posltractlon
.352 E. 3rd. . :. ..
TWO-BEDROOM and 4-bdarcom apt*, for
rear end, 11,200, May be seen any forerent, stay* end refrigerator furnished.
noon. 472 Sioux St. Tel. 5939.
H. TAKE OVER low Interest existing
Tel. 9110.
loan. Save Interest, save high closing
' '
cost. Low down payment. Principal and FORD-1954, ¦afralg M «tlck, with ov*rCENTER 50O'A-3 room* with private
drive, new clutch, 140. Tel, 4787.
Interest payment less than $100 par
bath. Carpeting, draperies, stove and
month. Hera Is your etianc* to get a
refrigerator
furnished.
Adult*. $90.
better home only a few years old. Call VOLKSWAGEN—1943, radio, haater. ExBy appointment only, T«l. »T90.
cellent condition. Tal. Altura 4782.
u* for complete Information and apr
polntment to see. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
DELUXE GE all electric 1-bedroom apt .
159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365.
Carpeted, air conditioned. Tel. BOB
SELOVER REALTOR. 2349.
FOR SALE-ln come property. Tel. 1457
after 5.
WEST—3 rooms, bath, garage, heat, hot
water, stove and refrigerator. Storage OWNER LEAVING CITY. Price
reduced
space. Tel. 3811.
on -4-bedroom home In cholce ^est location. Tel. 8-1629 for appointment,
Wagon, economy six-cylinder engine,,
Apartments, Furnished
91
standard transmission, radio, heater,
A. LINCOLN SCHOOL area. 6 rooms and
solid white finish, matching red vinyl
bath. Cupboards In nice kltchtn. Glass*
APT. FOR RENT for 1 boy. Tel. 8-3918
^Interior.
ed-ln porch. Full lot, all for S?,000 .with
¦ '• '
¦ ¦
after 5.,
" - terms." ABTS AGENCY, INC., 15» Wal"
,
_——
r - ' .ir
—y—-. ;—:
nut St. Tel.; 8-4365.
ONE-ROOM efficiency, nicely furnished
. and decorated. Includes gas range and
fHR EE-BEDROOM ranch, carpeting In
refrigerator. Private bath and entrance:
living room and 2 bedroom*, drapes
75 W. Jnd . . . .
Tel. 8-2711
Tet? 30O4 or 4842.
Included, large kitchen
with disOpen Mon. & Fri. Evenings
posal,
panelled
recreation
room
and
TWO-ROOM furnished" apt., adults only.
bar with built-in refrigerator, workTel. 8-3557.
shop. IVi-car garage. !13 40th Av*j
Gdvw. : Tel. ' : 3853 for appointment.
FURNISHED APT. fof men students, 3
bedrooms; living room, kitchen, study
"3 ¦ ' ROOMS and bath,,
D.
located short
room and bath. Available Jan. 1. Tel.
distance east. J4.300- full prica with
8-3444 for appointment.
small down payment, balance like rent.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 15? Walnut SI.
FOURTH E. 170Va-deluxe small 2-room
Tel. 8-43«5.
apt. with bath and kitchenette..For single person or married couple. Newly
decorated and carpeted. Heated and air
conditioned. With .furniture, SI00. Tel,
3762 or 3705 for appointment.

Houses for Sale

GIFTS FOR THE Whet* Famltyl Wornen 's pendant watches, II off; * targe
assortment of gilt chocolates; Shulton
Gift San for men, l
l to 110.30; Golden
Spray Cologne, your choice of scents,
12; Remington 500 Selektronle cord/
cordlsss shaver, 12MB. Special prices
on gift wrap, Christmas tree decora- USED FREE ARM Viking sewing machine, like new condition, zigzag wllh
tions, tret standi, spotlights, wreaths,
embroidery cams. WINONA SEWING
CO., 551 Hull. Tel. B348.

• Retirement Plan

Hor>«t, CaltU, Stock

-

IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Com*
In and oet our prices. WINONA FIRE
I, POWER CO., 54 E, 2nd. Tel. 5015. .

• Hospitalization

Dogs, Peti, SupplUi

' '
¦

FREEZERS

• Paid Vacations

Buiirteit Opportunitlas

>

IDEAL LP gas tank heater, Ilk* new,
550. Richard Frisch, Minneiska, Minn.
Ttl. Altura 6782.

• A Challenge

I WILL DO Ironlno In my homa.
4M5.

4

ZENITH TVs, color and black and while,
selection at
lowest
prices.
Iorg*
FRANK LILLA I
i SONS, 741 E. 8th,
Open evenings.
.

• A Change

H«lp—Male or Fflmale

'
7,

ortable

99 Used Cars

WASHINGTON ST. 119-Sleeplnfl
for rant. Tal. 4542.

GOOD MODERN HOME on small acreage, desirably located on blacktopped
hwy. This horn* has been recently remodeled. Only J15,000. Boyum Agency,
Rushford, . Minn.

Register for the

57

86 Homes for Sale

JERRY'S

19f>6 Chevelle 2-door Super
Sport hardtop, dark hlue,
matching Interior , 13 ,000
actual miles .
19fifi Chevrolet Biscayne 2door , 6 with stick .
10S4 Chevrolet Irnpnla 4door hardtop, 8, automntic ,
power steerinR, tfrpcn
with matching intprior. ,
1964 Pontiac Catalina 2-door
hardtop, 8 . automatic,
power steering, p o w e r
brakes, air conditioning.
1083 Bonneville 4-door hardtop, fl , automatic , power
steering, power brakes,
air conditioning.
1962 Grand Prix 2-door hardtop, 8, automatic, power
steering, pqwer brakes.
1904 Chevrolet Bel Air <•
door, 8 with stick.
29 Other Fine Used Cars
To Choose From

JERRY'S
AUTO SALES

3rd & Mankato
Tel. 0700 or 8-2558
Openjfrom 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

NORTHERN INVESTMENT CO. j « \
1 i^m
& iilinHllnfMi ttt ttttt Wl _u. HI Bffl "Sfti J$3 Wl * i I

iPlw w 1 I
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'
$ located 3 miles r-ast of Blair, Lhnn S miles south or S
pi miles east of Bcachss Corner on County Road C, then 2
}l miles north in Trump Coulee . Watch for arrows.

December 10 :
1 Saturday,
7
I - Starting at 1:00 P.M. Lunch on grounds. i
iit
ti

;

'-

1!> COWS - (17 Holstein , 1 Jersey, 1 Guernsey) 1« !
U¦
'
:;¦ cows due to freshen In next 30 to 9<) Hays; 3 eo\vs (rcsh .J
• and bred in October.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - .lameswny ni5 pallon hulk :
%
% tank; 30 gallon clcrtrlc water heater; Surge SPI1 milker
|.S pump and motor ; Surge 2 unit, pump and motor ; SeaniH less Surge pail ; 2 seamed Surge pails ; 40 ft . of l'^ inch
H pipe line and stall cooks; wash tank ,
| FEED - 1 ,700 hates liny put up without rain; 300 \
bales straw.
„
FURN1TUR K - Pining room suite complete with 'i
"hutch" nnd Inrfic oval table with S swivel chairs, like I
now; Westinghousn frost free refrigerator ; 4 burner \
MnRic*Chef gas range ; 2 matching occasional chairs^ ;
Sllvnrtone staro ; wall mirror ; oil biirnrr; 21-Inch TV .' ^j
Westingliou.se automntic washer; Wr-stlnRhou&e dryer; ;
Kelvinator upright free/rr; gas heater : 4 piece bedroom :
suite , complete; Roll-a-w ay; dressers; maple twin beds, '
comp lete ; chest of drawers ; bath tub siidingllnoi'sZ David i
Bradley chain saw; electric brooder; tliree 10-hole nesLi; \
fecdem nnd miscellaneous items. A goo<l nne of furniture. \
TERMS: Cash or finance with "4 down and the bal- i
ancc In monthly payments . Your credit is always good !
with Norlhern investment Co.
\

I

FRED WOHLLAIB, OWNER
Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer
Norther n Investment Company, lister Senly, Clerk
Represented by ' Carroll Sacia and Larry Collins
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By Chick Young

BLONDIE

STEVE ROPER
fc

THE FLINTSTONES

By ttanna-Barfeera

ST EVE CANYON
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LI'L ABNER

By Milton Cannlff
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By Saunders and Overgard
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1. ECONOMY COLOR PACK CAMERA. Same big color prints in 60
seconds, black and white In 15. Sama
great film. Same electric eye. Same
fast loading. Yet Polaroid has figurcd out a way to put lt out for
half the price of the original model.
price includes flash.
$59.50
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ED BUCK'S C™*m Shop .

NOW OPEN WED. .
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Polaroi
and
d ever
Makes
black
white pictures indoors
without up
flashto, 10
automati c time exposurcs
seconds. Brushed
chrome finish , leather strap — tha
works ! Price i n c l u d e s flash-
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